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PREFACE

In the spring of 1970 I addressed a formal report to the chief
forester and staff of the United States Forest Service which recommended
a program of original research, writing, and gathering of documentary
evidence that would reveal the history of the Fore st Service and the
progress of national forest policy . A part of my report called for a fresh
and professionally conducted series of in-depth oral history interviews
with both retired U. S. Forest Service personnel and with persons
currently employed in key positions within the agency .
In February of 1971 the plan had been thoroughly reviewed by
chief and staff and by an ad hoc history committee of the Was h ington
office of the Forest Service and several cooperative agreements were
written to launch a professional examination of the subject. Among these
was one with the Forest History Society of Santa Cruz, California, which
provided for six in-depth interviews with Edward C . Crafts, former U.S .
Forest Service assistant chief for Program Planning and Le gislation and former
director of the Bure.au of Outdoor Recreation; Frederick W . Grover, former
director of the Division of Land Classification; Verne L. Harper , former
deputy chief for Research; Earl S . Peirce, former c hief of the Division of
State Cooperation; Hamilton K. Pyles , former deputy chief for Programs and
Legislation; and J. Herbert Stone, former regional forester for Region 6.
This initial oral history series puts its focus upon the origins and
development of the multiple-use concept . The interviews are not intended
to explore all the possible avenues of information obtained on multiple use
but to determine what gaps in knowledge on the subject might be filled by
going into the memories of six men who had viewed the developing h istory
from different aspects . Others should now be interviewed, most noteably
former Chief Forester Richard E. McArdle; director of the Divi sion of
Legislative Reporting and Liaison, Reynolds G . Florance; and other key
persons such as associate chief , Arthur W . Gree ley , and former director
of the Division of Budget and Finance, Howard E . Marshall.
The program was set up under the newly-created History Office
of the U. S. Forest Service and its chief, Mr. Clifford D. Owsley. I
would like to here acknowledge Mr. Owsley's assistance in planning this
series of interviews. My thanks are also expressed to John R. McGuire,
Gordon D. Fox, Richard F. Droege, Chester A. Shields, and many others
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in the Washington office of the U. S . Forest Service who contributed to the
planning. Dr. Harold T. Pinkett of the National Archives, Natural
Resources Division, Dean Emeritus George A. Garratt of the Yale School
of Forestry, and Mr . John F . Shanklin, chairman of the Special Projects
Committee of the Forest History Society, made important contributions to
the planning of the program .
Special credit belongs to the members of the Oral History Office
staff of the Forest History Society for their tireless efforts to research the
careers of each man interviewed prior to the making of the interviews
and for their dedication to the highest standards of scholarly procedure in
transcribing, editing, indexing, and publishing the six volumes of which
this is a part. Dr. Susan Schrepfer was the chief figure in this work and
was ably assisted by Mrs . Barbara Holman and Miss Claudia Mehl. The
end products are, of course, the sole responsibility of their several
authors--the respondents and the interviewers . Each interview series has
been read and corrected by the authors, and whatever errors of fact may
appear here are solely attributable to them .

Elwood R. Maunder
Executive Director
Forest History Society
Santa Cruz, California
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INTRODUC TI ON

Frederick Williamso n Grover is a qu ie t- spok en man who typifies a
l arge contingent of profess ional foresters who entered upo n a long
career of public service in the U.S. Forest Service at the advent of the
Gr eat Depression .
As many of his contemporaries who have completed
forty or more years in the Forest Serv ice, he has trave l ed a long trail from
summer s t udent em ployme nt , to ranger distric t, nationa l fores t head qu a rte rs, reg ional office staff ass i gnment, and on to top administrative
pos it ions in the Washington office .
" Fr ed Grover is one of the men I have always turned to when I 've
been faced with a partic ula rly sticky probl em , 11 says newly appo int ed
Ch ie f Forester John R. McGu ire . "You can always fee l confident that he
will g ive c l early - s ta t ed , honest answer s to your questions . He radiat es
t hat qualit y of ca l m good judgment that comes with years of dealing with
a w ide variety of probl ems and thorny adm ini strat ive dec i s ions."
S it ting comfortabl y in an easy chair l ooking out over the emeral d
fa irways of the Inn at Rancho Berna rdo a dozen miles northeast of San
D iego, Californ ia, Fred Grover rem i nisced during two oral hi story
interv iew sess i ons with me on January 15 and 16 concerning his forty - one
years in the Forest Service. The focus of the int erv iew , as that whi ch
has been empl oyed i n the entire series of six int erviews w i th retired
Forest Serv ice men of wh ich it is a part , was u pon the unfolding of the
mult i pl e - use concept and its adoption as a vital part of Forest Service and
natio na l forest po l icy .
The inte rvi ew began w ith a brief account of the respondent ' s early
year s in Nevada Cit y , Californ ia, of a ttend ing h igh schoo l and of being
drawn by a keen love of the outdoors to enro ll in the highly regarded
Univers ity of Ca li forn ia School of Forestry at Berke ley . There, under the
i nfluence of Dean Wa lter Mu l ford, Grover went on to gain in 1930 his
Bachelor of Sc ience degree.
Jobs in forestry were hard to get as the national economy plunged
wit h that of the world in genera l into a catac lysm i c s l ump . The young
graduate passed the c iv il service examinat ion and qualified for a position
as assistant ranger on the Trinity Nationa l Forest in the summer of 1930
and his professiona l career was launched. He remained on the Trinity
Nationa l Forest unt il 1935 as assistant ranger and ranger. In 1935 he was
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transferred to the Klamath National Forest as staff assistant in forestry
and lands and later , in 1936, was assigned to Berkeley ' s California
Forest and Range Experiment Station to pa rtic i pat e in a special study of
national forest contributions to local governments.
The next step up the ladder came in 193 7 when he went to the
Region 5 headquarters in San Francisco. There he became part of the
staff of the assistant regiona l forester for Recreation and Lands
specializing in land exchange, land purchase, and forest land planning.
His abilities in these sensitive areas brought the attention of the Forest
Service Washington office , and in 1945 he was transferred there and
subsequently made director of the Division of Lands, later called Land
Acquisition . For more than ten years he served in that post and also as
Secretary of the National Forest Reservation Commission. This position
provided staff services and expertise to the chief forester in the fields
of forest land planning, land exchange, purchase and transfer, national
forest establishment and boundaries, and determination of land status.
The assignment also carried the further responsibilities to recommend and
implement policies and programs for these activities carried out by the
field offices of the Forest Service, and the coordination of regional
programs with policies and procedures that underlaid them. Muc h of the
work and thought that led to the present system of multiple - use planning
and execution took the form of more clearly defined, formal plans.
In 1958 Grover was made director of the Division of Land Classification, a newly created division in the Washington office. The purpose
of this office was to provide staff service as well as operational direction
in forest land planning, location of national forests and determination of
their boundariEB, as well as to staff out and recommend actions on
proposed interagency adjustments between the Forest Service and other
agenc ies of the federal government such as the National Park Service,
the Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of Land Management . Also
involved were questions of federal conservation land uses and proposal s for
state or private transfers to and from nationa l forests and nationa l recreation areas. Here basic questions o f mult iple use versus limited or
special purpose use came into consideration and Grover's talents for
working out agreements that led to substantial enlargement of both
national forests and grasslands a rrl national parks were widely recognized.
In this period, 1958 to 1969, Grover made significant contributions
to many studies and a considerable number of published agency papers
that sharpened both the concept and direction of multiple-use planning
and application. One of the most notable of these studies dealt with the
Big South Fork of the Cumberland River in Kent ucky and Tennessee . This
was an interagency, interdepartmental study in which Grover was one of
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the Steering Group. Its report was published in 19 70 by the U . S . Senate
as a report of the Committee on Public Works.
In 1965 Grover was assigned by the chief forester to represent the
Forest Service in a comprehensive U.S . Forest Service - National Park
Service study of the Sawtooth Mounta ins - Salmon River Country in Idaho .
This evolved from proposals for a national park, national recreation area,
and other spec ia l des i gnations for land use.
Other areas in which Grover had impact included proposal s for ne w
nat ional forests in the Shawnee Hill s of southern Illinois in 19 63 , the
Mountaineer Unit proposed for addit ion in 19 62 to the Monongahe la
National Forest in West Virginia, and the Redbird Purchase Unit in Kentucky.
He was involved a l so in studies of nationa l recreation areas at the Shasta,
C lair Engle, and Whiskeytown lakes in northern California; the Mount
Rogers area of Virg inia; and the Flaming Gorge Reservoir in Utah and
Wyoming; a ll of which were established by Congress.
I n the process of planning nat ional forest systems , including the
modification of formerly established nationa l forests as well as the
c reation of new national forests, Grover gave attention to all fore st
resources and their potential for public use. His work during the last
decade of his professiona l career put him at the center of the unfolding
multi ple - use idea . He retired in January 1970 at the age of sixty - three
aft er forty - one years of service .
Mr. Grover now resides at 12419 Nacido Drive, Rancho Bernardo,
San Diego, Californ ia, with his wife, who has been his devoted compan ion
since their marriage in 1935. The Grovers have two children-- Dr . Robert
Baker, Professor of Forestry at Stephen Austin University in Texas, and
Dr. Frederick L. Grover, a surgeon on the staff ci. the Univers ity of Texas
Med ica l College at San Antonio . They are also proud grandparents of
two boys and a g irl.
The tapes from t h is interview were transcribed by Barbara D . Hol man .
Susan R. Schrepfer edited the manuscript and sent it to Mr. Grover for
review. With minor revisions he returned it to the Forest History Society,
where i t was given final typing by ..::::laudia Mehl. Copies of t he i n terview ,
e ithe r in manuscript or microfiche form, can be purchased from the Forest
History Society. Use of the transcript is governed by the copyright laws
and a signed contract between the Forest History Soc iety and Frederick
W. Grover.
Elwood R . Maunder
Ju ly 19 I 1972

Elwood R. Maunder wa s gradua ted from the Un iversity of Minne sota in
1939 with a B. A. in journa lism . He wa s a repor ter and e d itor of t he
M innesota Daily and an o ff icer o f h is c lass . From 1939 to December, 1941,
he was a reporter and feature writer for the Minne a po l is Times - Tribu ne and
the Minneapolis Star- Journa l . He enlisted in the U . S . Coast Guard
Decembe r 21, 194~ and s e rved a s a combat c orrespondent in bo th the
European and Mediterranea n t hea ters of wa r on landing craft for infantry
and combat transports . He was edi tor of the N inth Naval District ' s
magazine , Sounding s, at t he conc lusion of the war. He was graduated from
Washington Univers i.ty at St. Lou is in 194 7 with a n M .A . in history .
He attended the London Sc hool of Econom ic s and Political Science for one
year and worked as a fre e lance fore ign c orre s pondent and British Gallup
Pollster. He was a member of the s taff of t he U . S . Department of State
durin g the Meeting of Foreig n Ministe rs in Lo ndon in 194 7 and 19 48 .
Returning to the United States he was named dire ctor of Public Re lations
for the Board of Missions of the Me t hod ist C hurch , la ter director of
pub lic r e lat ions for the Ohio area of the Met hod is t C hurch . In 1952 he wa s
appointed executive di.rector of the Fore st History Soc iety . He is the
author of many articles, has produc ed more tha n one hundred oral history
interviews, a nd edited with Margaret G. Da v id s on A H istory of t he
Forest Products I ndustries : Proceeding s of the F ir st National Colloquiu m,
spons ored by the Forest History Soc ie ty and t he Business History Group of
the Harvard Graduate Sc hool of Bus iness Adm in istration . He is the publisher and long-time editor of Forest Histo ry, quarterly journa l of t he
Fores t History Society. He is an Honora ry Me mber of t he Society of
American Foresters and a Fellow of the Fore s t History Soc iety .
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FORESTRY EDUCATION

Early Years

Elwood R. Maunder: I am speaking from the Rancho Bernardo Inn in San
Diego, California, where I am beginning today an oral history interview
with Fred W. Grover, who is a retired U.S. Forest Service man living
in Rancho Bernardo at 124 19 Nacido Drive . If you would begin by
te ll ing us where and when you were born and something about your
background .
Frederick W. Grover: I was born in Nevada City, California, which happens
to be the headquarte.rs of the Tahoe National Forest, and has been for
many , many years . Nevada City was and is a delightful small town in
t he Mother Lode country of C alifornia . When I was growing up, it was
chiefly oriented to gold mining . M y father was also born and raised
there and wor ked the mines as a means of livelihood . I graduated from
the Nevada City High School in 1925 and was the fortunate recipient of
a scholarship amounting to a ll of $225 . 00, and on that and my summer's
wages working for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, I ventured to go
to the University of California at Berkeley, where I started in the college
of electrical engineering . After trying that for a year I decided that
electrical engineering was not for me .

University of California, School of Forestry

In the meantime I had become interested in forestry , partly
because of the location of the Tahoe forest headquarters at Nevada City
and my stints of fire fighting when I was in high school, and part ly
because I was a good friend of Normal Farrell, who is still in the
Forest Service in San Francisco and whose uncle was Evan Kelley, at
the time re gional forester at Missoula, Montana. Norman was
interested in forestry as a career, and I became interested in it, too.
So I transferred to the School of Forestry in the College of Agriculture
at Ber keley in 192 7 , at the beginning of my sophomore year. I graduated
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from the School of Forestry with a bachelor of science in forestry
degree about the last of May , 1930 .
ERM : Who among your professors at the university were you most influenced
by?
FWG: I believe that the most infl uential was Dean Walter Mulford. I was
among the group known as Daddy Mulford ' s boys at the time. He
was both a good friend and a good advisor and a fatherly sort of a
person who took a real, continuing interest in his students . He was
also a man of very high principles and moral integrity and managed,
I am sure, to get those types of messages i nto all the relationships
with his students . He was a devoted conservationist and truly
believed that forestry was a public service career of high importance .
I think that influenced me, too , to endeavor to join the Forest Service .
Of c ourse, at that time there wasn' t muc h opportunity for
forestry graduates other than the government services, although some
of the forestry graduates did go into private employment or business .
Charlie Tebbe, who was a s ch:>olmate and graduated the year before, did
go to work for the Red River Lumber Company at the time . But most of
the class went into government service .
ERM : Were there other people at Cal who made any really profound impact
on your life as a student?
FWG: At that time the faculty was quite limited as the enrollment was
relative ly small. I worked and enjoyed studying with such men as
Fred Baker, who was professor of silviculture and forest management ;
Myron Kreuger, who taught forest management, forest engineering ,
and logging; and Emanuel Fritz, who taught wood utilization and also
some of the manufacturing processes suc h as milling and wood
identification . I was we ll acquainted with Dr . Baker and Myron
Kreuger, and they were quite influential on my thinking at the time .
ERM: Did you engage in any work in the field of forestry while you were a
student?
FWG: During the summer between my junior and senior year I worked for the
Californi a Forest and Range Experiment Station . I worked for a
short time on a mill- scale study being carried out in cooperation with
the Pickering Lumber Company at Strawberry, on the Tuo l umne River
in Stanislaus National Forest . Then I worked the balance of the
sum mer with Duncan Dunning , who had charge of the research into
silvicultural systems and reproduction of pine and mixed conifer
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forests through the Sierra.
Dunc was a real fine person with
e xtensive knowledge of California silviculture and quite interested
in forestry students . With a fellow named Pieter Van Huizen, who
was a c lassmate of mine in forestry school, we checked sample plots
and that type of work both in the Stanis l aus National Forest and
around the Quincy area of the Plumas National Forest .
Then when I retur ned to co llege that fa ll , I worked for the
experiment station, o n a pe r ho ur bas is , on the data a cc umulated a t
the mill- scale study . Charles Buck, who later became intimately
involved with fire research at the experiment station and in the
Washington office , and I had temporary Forest Service appointments
to work up and tabulate the board-foot vo lumes and other details of
this mi ll- scale study . We would work weekends and afternoons, often
at night , converting two- by-twe lve-by- sixteen- foot planks into board
feet and recording the results . That was very important and very
gratefully a c cepted empl oyment at the time because I had virtually no
money . As a matter of fact , I probably would not have finished my
forestry school educ ation had it not been for the extra income that
the stat ion, under Ed Kotok and Cary Hill , extended to me through
that employment.
ERM: That experience also must have been very valuable to you as you
went on into the service .
FWG: It gave me an acquaintanceship with the Forest Service and some of the
people who were in the Forest Service at the time, particularly on the
research side .

Multiple Use and Forestry Education , 1920s

ERM : Would you say that at that time the main thrust of forestry e d ucation
was in the direction of timber management?
FWG : No , I wouldn't say that . I know that forest schoo ls have been
accused of it in rrore recent times . Included in the curricul um I
completed , there was considerable emphasis on timber management,
of course, and on timber utilization . After all , in the late twenties
the lumber bus iness was an important segment of California' s economy ,
and private lumbering practices provided massive evidence of the need
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for getting modern forestry into the woods . We also were given
considerable training in range management, fire protection, some
zoology, considerable botany a long with basic economics, ecology,
and dendrology . There was emphasis on basics . The thing that
wasn 1 t in the curriculum at that time was the specialized courses in
outdoor recreation management that fores t schools now offer .
ERM: What about watershed management and wildlife management?
FWG: We didn' t have wildlife management as such, other than the courses
in the zoology department, which we re on the economic values of
wildlife and their habitat . Technical wildlife management was not
part of the curriculum . It came in the forties . The same is true of
what you might call the techniques of recreation use and management .
ERM : Was there awareness among forestry educators at that time of multiple use?
FWG: I would say , yes, in the context of what were considered the va luable
uses of the forests at the time. Professor Mulford, for example, was
very interested in watershed policies and uses . I dredged up a copy
of a paper he presented to the Society of American Foresters in 1930,
which was the year 1 graduated from college, in which he emphasized
the concern of the people of California with better management of their
mountain watersheds and the responsibility of foresters in that field . *
He gave warning that there were moves afoot to stop all timber cutting
in the Sierra or, at the other extreme, to concrete over southern
California forest lands so as to avoid the loss of water from the brush
stands and so forth .
There was emphasis on range, which was considered one of the
major uses of the forests. It actually wasn 1 t in California, but it was
considered one of them . I took range management from Arthur Sampson,
who had a reputation at the time in the range management field. Range
use and watershed protection were c losely linked .
Wildlife was viewed more from the economic standpoint-- hunting,
fishing, and fur production--rather than from the aesthetic or recreational
interests of today . But there was recognition of the interrelationships of
renewable resources, although emphasis on and concern with this relationship was understandably much less than now.

*Walter Mulford,

"The Water User 1 s Point of View as to the Public
Land Policies of the United States, 11 Journal of Forestry 29, no . 3
(March 1931): 356- 362 .
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ERM : If you figured it on a percentile scale, do you have any kind of a
rough estimate of how these various uses might have been weighed
in your education at that time?
FWG: If you consider insect and disease control as part of the timber
management picture , I' d say probably 50 to 60 percent was on the
timber, including the growing of timber, the protection of timber , the
harvest and utilization of timber . Probably the next, without putting
a percentage on it, was range and watershed . Those two went pretty
much together . The wildlife and the other types were much smaller
percentages, but they were in the picture . But such an analysis is
rather simplistic, for such subjects as systematic botany, dendrology,
forest history and policy, statistical analysis , and so forth are as
basic to management of intangibles as to timber use .

ASSISTANT RANGER TO RANGER, TRINITY NATIONAL FOREST, 1930 to 1934

Assistant Ranger, Hayfork District, 1930 to 1932

ERM : After you finished your work at Berkeley, in the spring of 1930, you
went as assistant ranger to the Trinity National Forest in northern
California, and you were there for about four years, is that right?
FWG: That's right . It was just about four years . In January, 1930, I
took the forest ranger examination . It was the next to the las t
forest ranger examination offered, on behalf of the Forest Service,
by the Civil Service Commission, and I passed it . I also took the
junior forester examination later in the spring. I received appointment
as assistant ranger on the Hayfork District of the Trinity National
Forest on the bas is of the forest ranger examination, which was one
of those in which you not only had to display an acquaintance with
forestry and range management, but also give the proper recipe for
making baking pcmj.er biscuits and some things like that, which were
later somewhat irrelevant. I reported to the ranger in Hayfork the
first of June, 1930, as assistant ranger .
ERM: Who was the ranger at that time ?
FWG: The ranger was Harry Everest, and I had a room in the ranger s tation
with the Everest family . I retain very fond memories of Harry and
the family, too, particularly Mrs . Everest . Harry Everest was one
of the breed that we like to call old- time rangers. He had no
professional training, but had a good mind, was very literate, and
had a considerable amount of energy and push . He had gravitated
to the then wild Trinity country as a young man. He was an
immigrant from England , as I recall . He married a lady who had
lived on a small farm at Don Juan Creek on the Trinity River a t the
time when the only way to get out of there to Weaverville, the
county seat, was on muleback for at le ast twenty - five miles.
At the time I was at Hayfork, Mrs. Everest doubled as
te lephone operator and frequently fire dispatcher and various other
functions when the ranger was away . She was an extremely charming
and hospitable person, who herself had quite a store of the lore of the
Trinity River country . Her maiden name had been Huestis. Wilber
6
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Huestis, who was her brother, was an engineer in the regiona l office
of the Forest Service. Her father had this little place down on the
Trinity River; he was one of the pioneers in the area . So s he had
much to tell of the early fire-fighting days of the service and before,
even going back to the time of her father's early life and Indian
fights there . That was my introduction to the Forest Service .
ERM: What kinds of things were you called upon to do in that first job?
FWG: The Trinity at that time was quite remote . The main highway into
the area from Redding, on Highway 99, was only then be ing oiled
and paved. There was little demand for the Trinity' s resources
except for the range resources and the very good hunting and fishing,
which attracted some visitors . A few / small sawmills cut timber
for local consumption. So the job was, in current phraseology, largely
custodial. There was considerable work on trail construction and
maintenance, telephone line c onstruction and maintenance, and grazing
regulation. We maintained several campgrounds on the district at
the time . They were maybe a little crude but were used . We had
one summer home colony , a place called Forest Glen, on the south
fork of the Trinity . But the major endeavors were fire protection,
fire suppress ion , improvement construction and maintenance, range
inspection, and control of livestock. Fire control predominated
everything, and the late twenties and early thirties were bad fire
years. The years 1930 and 1931 saw serious incendiarism in the
Hayfork area . There were still some June 11th homestead entries
being perfected; by June 1 lth, I mean tracts classified and filed
under the Act of June 11, 1906 --the Forest Homestead Act . *
A lot of the assistant ranger's work went into such things as
telephone line maintenance, work with the local people, and to a
considerable extent, the servic ing of lookouts , servicing of trail crews,
presuppression activities, fire suppression, land- line surveys, and
fire trespass cases . That time was really the beginning of the
depression, I guess, and in the backcountry there was a rash of
incendiaries and other types of fires. Besides the lightening fires
and the careless fires, we had a real problem with incendiary fires .
ERM: Mainly to c reate jobs?
FWG: Mainly to create jobs, I 'IM'J uld say, and partly through the feelin g
that the country should be burned over occasionally to get rid of the

*Forest

Homestead Act of 11 June 1906 , 34 Stat . 233 .
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brush , snakes , " varmints ," and , to some extent, just to bedevil the
Forest Service , I am sure , because at least some fires were set by
youngsters . But mainly the motive was to get work fighting fires or to
re nt livestock or vehicles.
ERM : You said that part of your work was w ith the loca l community .
What did that involve?
FWG: It involved var ious things . One segment, of course, was the hiring
and servicing of work crews for building telephone lines and trails ;
we hired local fo lks for that . Another was on fire prevention , working
with key people there on the matter of: Who is doing this ? Why are
they doing it? and What shou ld we do about? I need to say, however,
that this endeavor was not very productive . I recall, too, the annual
fair at Hayfork; I guess it ' s still he ld there . We had exhi bits at that .
And we worked with the agricultural people.
ERM : This was a lmost entire ly , I wou ld assume , an agricultural area .
FWG: Yes , a rather poor agric ultura l area . There were some fairly good
farms . There was quite a lot of livestock raising with various siz e
ranches , from those with a few head of stock to some that were
fairly prosperous . Other people made their living working with the
Forest Service or the county . It was a remote and not prosperous area .
ERM : You were one of the principal sources of employment then?
FWG: The Forest Service was one o f them , yes .
ERM: There was no substantial mining industry or anything like that?
FWG: A little mining, but not very much . The main sources of income were
public programs of one type or another or ranc hing, farming, and
tr apping.

Ranger, Big Bar District, 1932 to 1934

ERM : You be c ame ranger on this distric t in this period of time , did you not ?
FWG: I transferred from the Hayfork District to Big Bar on the main Trinity
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River, west of Weaverville, in May, 1932 . There had been a Big
BarRanger District early in the history of the Trinity forest, but it
had been abolished and consolidated with the two adjoining districts .
Then, under Supervisor Millard Barnum, it was reconstituted in 1932,
l argely because of a serious fire situation on the Trinity River . I
was given the district ranger ' s job , the job, actually , of reestablishing
the district .

The Great Depression

ERM: Wasn ' t this a direct result of the depression?
FWG: Yes, I would say so . Looking back at it now, the depression really
hit those types of areas before it became apparent elsewhere . By
the time that I got to Big Bar , though, it was in pre tty good swing
in the cities. We had a relatively large number of refugees from the
cities -- people who had lost their homes or jobs and had no basis of
subsistence in an urban c ommunity where they couldn' t get credit
or couldn't dig subsistence out of the land . They had migrated int o
the backcountry . Up and down the Trinity River and on the side
streams people were living in huts, shacks, tents , whatever they
could cobble together.
Some of them went to the trouble of filing a mining claim and
others didn' t . I suspect over a period of time, most of them did
file a mining c laim to give some legitimacy to their occupancy . They
were living on what they coul d dig out of the gravel bars with dip
boxes and small s luice boxes , and on fish, when the fish ran , and
old does when they coul d find them . Some of them, I recall, told
me they could make as much as fifteen or twenty dollars a month
along the streams with the dip boxes or other crude mining .
ERM : But there was very little other employment ?
FWG: There was very little other employment . What little there was was
taken by people who were more permanent residents of the area.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company employed some people, and the
highway department employed some people . The county , of course ,
did road maintenance , but there was little county road there . As I
remember , there was one operating mine . But, generally speaking,
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there was little local employment outside of that , and mos t of the se
people that moved in didn ' t get that type of employment .
ERM : What was the relationship between the settlers of the area and this
influx of squatters?
FWG: I don ' t recall any real controversies between them or real resistance
to them or dislike of them . The people more or less accepted the
fact that they were there . And to the extent that they had any money,
I guess, they were welcome customers at the local stores .
ERM : But they were competitors for the jobs . Did this cause any difficulty?
You were in the employment business .
FWG: Yes . The first year I was at Big Bar we had to depend upon Forest
Service appropriations and programs for such employment as was
offered , which was rather small . We had a small fire-s uppression
crew there . The majority of its members were people who had lived
in the Trinity County area for many years, mostly people who had
grown up there . An exception was one forestry student from Oklahoma.
Then we had some trail work and fire-suppression guards . We filled
those mainly from the local pool of manpower, principally for the
reason that those people knew the country and knew what they were
doing and were adapted to that type of work. It was pretty sparse
pickings for anyone at that time .

CCC and ECW Camps

ERM : Did you ever have any WPA or CCC or any of that?
FWG : In 1933 one of the first CCC camps in California was established at
Big Bar . I spent the next year or so working with that, largely . Later
we had another program , first called the CWA and then later the ECW.
They were crews that were on sort of a rationed work basis, so many
hours a week , perhaps sixteen hours in two workdays . The purpose
was to give some work relief to people not eligible for the CCC program .
ERM : This wasn' t the old Public Works Administration?
FWG: No, the PWA, as I remember it, dealt with major construction works --
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the post offices and courthouses , highways, and so forth . This was
an ECW, Emergency Conservation Work program, in which y ou devised
a local project and applied for financing. It was administered by the
Forest Service, with funds provided by the E mergency Conservation
Work organization, whatever it might have been . At Big Bar we laid
out some short roads on which we could provide hand labor for these
people or used them on c leanup or fire-hazard reduction .

ERM : Did this make any provision for building recreation areas?
FWG : Yes . We ll, back up on that . The main recreation improvement job
was done by the three Cs from the two-hundred- man camp . I don't
have the exact date , but it was in the spring of 1933 when the camp
moved in. We worked those boys; first in importance was, of course,
fire suppression. And the Cs really put an end to the incendiary fire
problem in the area. With the camp in existence the Forest Service
no longer had to depend on locally hired fire fighters. Also, we had
a quota of locally skilled people that we could enro ll in the Cs, and
we did put into the organization quite a few of the younger people who
were living in the area and trying to eke out a living in various ways.
We also put some of the local folks in as foremen, which was
considered a pretty good job at that time . Fire suppression; road,
trail, and administrative facility construction : telephone line construction ; and campground construction were the principal endeavors
of the CCC .
The ECW work we used more on cleanup along roadsides oriented
toward fir&-hazard re duction and toward the trails and roads that could
be easily reached, where we could utilize hand labor . The Cs built
several campgrounds in this rather small ranger district during the
time I was there , all of which are still utilized. They have been
rebuilt, I guess, because some of the concepts of campground improvement then were a little crude by the standards of today . But they
were in accord with standards of the region developed by its
recreation planner from the Golden (Colorado) School of M ines , Ole
Friedhoff and others working with him. Among them were the Big
Flat Campground, Hayden Flat Campground, and Big Bar Campground .
The Cs also built the Big Bar Station and several lookouts . Look ing
back at my old diaries at the time, I noted considerable supervision
of the work in those campgrounds and also time spent on preparing
reports for withdrawing recreation sites along the river there, in
other words, withdrawing them from mineral entry or location .
ERM: What would you say the nation gained from the work done by the CCCs?
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FWG: Well, I think--because I have see n it in other places of the country,
too, in subsequent years--there were three or four very important
results from it. One of them, of course, was doing much of the work
that enabled increased protection and utilization of the national and
state forests and parks, and I don't mean, particularly, utili zation
of timber, either, because the trails and roads that we built in that
period of the early 1930s have probably been used more by people
seeking recreation than they have for utilization of timber.
As a matter of fact, thes e roads were n 't designed for utilization
of timber; they were designed to protect the basic resource of vegetation and soil from fires and to get the paople i nto the co untry where
they could enjoy it . And many of the campgrounds, picn ic areas, lakes
and ponds, and other facilities for recreationists were still being used
twenty-five years after the Cs closed. That was one result. You see
that, not only in California, but all over the West . Another was the
improvement of the forest resources, which is very strikingly illustrated
in the East, particularly in the Lake States and the southern states
where you go for miles through plantations of trees t h at were not t here
before the Cs 1 s work, and in ranges and watersheds of the national
grasslands and public lands where erosion control and grassland
vegetation was accomplished on millions of acres.
A third very important result, in my opinion, was the development
of those people who were the enrollees of t he CCC and the foreman
structure. I know that during the life of the Big Bar CCC camp, which
I helped start, considerable numbers of these lads developed into
semiskilled or skilled workmen. They were taught to operate power
shovels, bulldozers, and trucks, how to handle powder on the road
construction, and how to use hand tools. And many of them were
trained in types of clerical work. They learned mw to work. They
were self-supporting; many were helping their home fo lks financially,
and they were off the streets .
Then when World War II came along, many of the enrollees -foremen and superintendents --moved into defense construction or
military organizations. The Big Bar camp engineer, Boyd Fis her, who
recently retired as regional engineer in Denver, came into the Forest
Service through a CCC program; and he went into the Seabees from
there . I know, because I met some of the boys later, that many of them
went into various types of useful work in connection with the war
efforts or in the services, and later carried on in civil life .
ERM: While you were enhancing the quality of the forests, you were a l so
educating people.
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FWG : That ' s right. The army ran the camps at the time, and the army had
an educational program which it made available to those who wanted
to improve their skills in reading and writing and other subjects . The
Forest Service handled the work training program.
ERM : What do you think a ll this did in the realm of public education about
the forests and the Fore st Service? Did it do any good?
FWG: It inevitably had to have a beneficial effect. We graduated from those
camps hundreds of thousands of young people who were introduced to
the outdoors and to the problems of managing wild lands and to the
objectives of the Forest Service and to state forestry and the Park
Service, as we ll, and who came out of it with some concept of the
urgency of conservation of natural resources.
ERM: You say it also worked to overcome fire problems.
that?

How do yo u explain

FWG: Well, it's simple . When the Cs were there, the Cs did the fire
fighting on a thirty - dollar-a- month basis, and we didn ' t have to employ
local people, with some few exceptions, such as packers . That
removed the incentives for the incendiary sets, for one thing . I don't
mean to imply it solved the fire problem, but it resolved the problem
of incendiary fires in that particular area for two reasons . One was
that it removed the incentive because we didn't have to hire people ;
we used the Cs . If there weren ' t enough in one camp, the dispatcher
moved them in from another . The other was that we were able to
include in the CCCs quite a few people from the local area . We had
quotas of local people. As a matter of fact, most of us liked to
include as many of the local people as possible . When I say local,
I mean those who had moved into the area as well as those who had
been born and raised there .
ERM: So there was no hard feeling on the part of the local people against the
CCCs for taking jobs away from them?
FWG: There wasn't at the time I was there . There was stimulation of the
business, too , because the boys had some money and they spent it at
the local stores and in nearby towns . There was a certain amount of
goods purchased from the s tores for the program . I don ' t recall any
real resentment against them . Once in awhile the boys might step
out of line or one would break the law, and there would be some reaction .
In the general atmosphere of that time and in the Trinity forest area,
which had been lacking an economic basis of support except limited
local agriculture, the attitude was very friendly toward the Forest
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Service, towards the government program, towards the CCCs . These
introduced a lot of money into the area and did a lot of work that the
local authorities felt needed to be done. That was particularly true
of additional access roads.
ERM : Did the congressman from the district have any impact on all this?
FWG : Well, I ' m sure that at the time they must have , but it didn ' t come
down to the level at which I was working .
ERM : I wonder whether congressmen were responsive to their constituents,
especially when constituents were in a state of unemployment. I
wonder to what extent congressmen sought to create opportunities for
empl oyment of their constituents in the Trinity .
FWG: I am sure that they--although I have no personal knowledge of it--saw
that adequate shares of CWA and ECW and those types of funds were
allocated there . My recollection is that the congressman for that
area at the time was Harry Engle bright , from my hometown of Nevada
City, who was a Republican. Of course, the national administration
was Democratic . In the employment of some of the loca l people in
these programs, there had to be a clearing of local committees,
presumably a local Democratic hierarchy. But that was done pretty
much on a basis of need . I can't recall , in my personal experience,
any introduction of partisan politics into these programs.
ERM : What was the political complexion of the community in the Trinity in
the years that you were there? Was it conservative, liberal,
Democratic, Republican?
FWG: I think it probably followed the national picture of support of the
Roosevelt administration because these programs were of pretty direct
value to them. I can' t recall any strong politica l bias in any of the
things that I was concerned with at the time.

STAFF ASSISTANT, KLAMATH NATIONAL FOREST, 1935 to 1936

The Staff

ERM: In 1934 you became staff assistant for forestry and lands on the
Klamath National Forest in northern California.
FWG: No . In April, 1934, I moved to Weaverville as ranger on the Upper
Trinity District of the Trinity National Forest. I was there only a
year . I reported April 1, 1935, to the supervisor of the Klamath at
Yreka. My job there was staff assistant for timber and lands work.
The assistant supervisor , Tom Bigelow, who was one of the real
old-timers in the Forest Service and had grown up with the Klamath
forest; a staff assistant for fire protection, Ernes t Baxter, who has
since died; myoo lf; and an administrative assistant - business manager
comprised the staff of the forest supervisor at the time. That forest,
of course, had an extensive system of CCC camps that were b usily
engaged in road work and various other improvements and protection.

Land Exchange Examinations

We didn't have much timber business . You may recall--I'm sure
you do--that during the thirties, the emphasis on use of t imber was not
on the national forest timber . It was on private timber, which was
economically distressed . Much of it was unde rgoing e ither t ax
delinquency or tax forfeiture. It is my recollect ion that the Fores t
Service more or less bowed out, except in those particular situations
where national forest timber was necessary t o help mills in operation .
At any rate, we didn't have very much in the way of timber sales on
the Klamath during the year I was there. I did conside rable lands work,
including examination of a large tract of land for land exchange in the
vicinity of Hilt . This land was owned by the Fruit Growers Su pply
Company . I cooperated on surveys of some of t hat land with the local
people in the Hilt operation. And I did some reforestation work with
the CCCs .
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ERM: Can you tell us what this exchange of land involved?
FWG: The Fruit Growers Supply Company had a mill at Hilt, California, and
a larger mill at Susanville. Hilt is about ten miles north of Yreka,
near the Oregon line . The Fruit Growers Supply Company is a subsidiary of the association that markets Sunkist citrus fruit. It was organized
back in the mid teens primarily to assure the association of a dependable
supply of box shook for shipment of oranges, lemons, and grapefruit .
It also engaged in the general l umber business because only part of
the l umber it made was required for box material; the higher grades
were sold on the market. This company had cut over, I suppose,
twenty- five thousand acres in its Hilt operation over a period of
twenty years .
ERM : This was privately owned land?
FWG: It was privately owned. It was land which the company owned . I ' m
not familiar with how it became private land, but I think it originally
was outside the national forest and later was brought in . But in any
event, it was private l and . It had been railroad and donkey logged,
and it had been pretty well denuded b ut was reforesting in good shape
to young timber .
ERM : Natural regeneration?
FWG: Yes . And the proposition at the time was that perhaps the company
would trade this land to the United States for an equal value of
timber to be cut from adjoining national forest l ands . Actually , that
never came to fruition, despite the fact that we spent some months
making a fie ld examination and computing values on it . But the
general proposition was that , under the Act of March 20, 1922, which
authorized the government to take title to privately owned lands within
the national forests and to grant in exchange an equal value of national
forest lands or national forest timber, the company would convey the
lands to the government , and the government in turn would give the
company a permit to cut not to exceed an e qual value of timber . * That
was the general proposition . I spent considerable time on that.

*Exchange of Land in Consolidating National Forests Act of 20
March 1922, ch . 105, 42 Stat . 465, 16 U . S . C . sec . 485 (1964) . Also
known as the General Exchange Act .
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The CCCs

I also spent time working with the CCCs on reforestation projects
in the h igh country along the Oregon line and, to some extent , on
campground site withdrawals , a type of what we used to call lands
work , which embraced everything from examin ing forest homestead
entries , finding section corners, and running land lines, to with drawal of administrative and recreation sites and land exchanges .
That ' s about the gamut of it. I didn' t do the actual planning of
campgrounds because the CCC organization had people to do that .
Even at that time , through the CCCs, the Forest Service had landscape
architects and professional people to work with campgrounds and
ranger stat ions .
ERM : Were these years the real beginning of recreational concern in the
Forest Service?
FWG: No, I really don' t believe so . Of course, it was a time of concern
for me bec ause the CCC provided the wherewith a l t o do subs tantial
re creation improvement work . But I find out from going back to some
writings that the Forest Service first started keeping an annual estimate
of recreation visitors in 1917 . The Forest Service manual- - the old,
hard- covered, five-by- eight manua1 which was the bible from 1925 to
1934--has quite a section on recreation use and management in the
national forests . It was written, I ' m sure, by Lee [Leon F . ] Kneipp,
who was an assistant chief of the Forest Service . In fact, that section
really sets forth the concept of multiple use in considerable detail .
In some paragraphs it points out that the reconciliation of recreation
to other l and uses was essential. So I don' t think by any means that
the CCC program was the genesis of rec reational concern by the
Forest Se rvic e.
ERM : Would you say that it was a major stimulus?
FWG : I ' m sure it was , for the reason that , for the first time, the Forest
Service could really do something about developing recreational
opportunities in the national forests through improvements such as
trails, lakes, campgrounds, and picnic areas, and the opening up of
access to areas that were recreationally desirable . Of course, the
primitive areas go back to 1925 or 1926 . I ' ve seen some of the CCC
and ECW works in the eastern part of the country where they really
did a more sophisticated recreation-development job than in the West .
Through these various programs the Forest Service, as well as state
forestry and park agencies, built lakes a nd put on them structures of
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various kinds besides the usual accoutrements of tables, fireplaces,
sanitation, and s o forth.
ECW appropriations, that financed the CCC
and other programs, provided many millions of dollars for land purchase
in national forests, including much land later found suitable for recre ation use . A considerable part of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
is an example of this . So you might say that these programs really
marked the beginning of active deve lopment and encouragement of
recreation but not concern with recreation use and potential.

Multiple Use in the 1930s

ERM : You recognized, I'm sure, at the time that there were more than just
one or two uses of the national forests that you were on . Did these
uses come into conflict from time to time?
FWG: Well, as I mentioned , the national forests of northern California at
that time were large ly in what we liked to call custodial status, so
I can' t say from my experience in the field at that time that there was
really too much conflict because there wasn ' t the intensity of uses .
The conflict was in the protection field, to get on top of the fire losses .
We had competition for range . I ' d say at that time that was the chief
competition for a resource, except in local lumber mill situations .
There wasn ' t competition between range and wildlife the way we have
it now, nor the disputes about timber harvest versus recreation or
wilderness.
I might point out, though , that the Forest Service and I were
not entirely uninterested in the wildlife features of the forest at the
time . We a ll had appointments as deputy game wardens, for example,
and functioned a long with the local state game warden in that respect .
I had the sad duty on several occasions to haul people into the justice
of the peace for shooting deer out of season . That again was, I
suppose, what they called custodial. The real competition for
resources postdated World War II . I t hink t hat was probably historically true throughout California . The thirties were not a period of
pressures on the resources of the national forests except in localized
circumstances .

CONTRIBUTIONS OF NATIONAL FORESTS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS,
CALIFORNIA FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION, 1936

Contributions to Local Economy

ERM: In 1936 you worked on a special study project at the California
Forest and Range Experiment Station at Berke ley on the contributions
of national forests to local governments .
FWG: That was a detail of several months from t he Kl amath Nationa l Forest
to the experiment station . The Forest Service was engaged i n what
might be called a periodic assessment of the impact of the national
forests on the finances of local government. I believe the first one
was done in the twenties by Fairchild at Yale.*
The matter became pressing again because of the impac t of the
depression on financ es of rural counties, particularly, and the fact
that the national fores ts do not pay a real estate tax as private
property does. M y function in that study, a long with H. R. Josephson ,
who now heads up the forest economics division [Divis ion of Forest
Economics and Marketing Research ] in the chief's office, and an
economist named Wade DeVries, was to gather information at selected
county offices and selected Forest Service offices as to tax rates on
private property; methods of assessments ~ county budgets; county
expenditures for roads and other services as against social expenditures ; the input of the national forests to the counties, not only in the
25 percent fund, but also in contributions in kind; the construction of
roads that the county otherwise probabl y would have to do; the
provision of recreation facilities, which if not a county responsib ility,
at least contributed to the county economy; the expenditures for fire
protection, which otherwise would have to have been taken care of by
the county and private owners; things like that .
ERM: Was watershed management and protection involved , too?

*u.s.,

Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, "Forest
Taxation in the United States, by Fred Rogers Fairchild,
Misce llaneous Publication No . 218 (Washington , D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 19 35) .
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FWG: As I remember, we didn't involve it at the time because it wasn' t a
county function or even a state function , other than the suppression
of fires. I didn ' t work in the southern California forests so I can't
recall whether that entered into the pic ture there or not . It may well
have, where the local governments were actually spending money for
watershed--flood control and soil stabilization.
In any event, we worked for several months accumul at ing these
data and working them into a report for California, which was one of
the sample states covered in this study, showing the impact of
national forests on county financing and the various contributions
which they made to it . Actually, as far as I know, other than that
being incorporated and summarized in the national recommendations,
no real action ensued from it. The 25 percent fund continued . There
were no supplementary payments made that I know of.
I think that the general conclusion was that, on ba lance, the
benefits from the national forests at least equaled t he costs they
might impose and the diminution of local revenue. Of course, that
was a time when land didn't have the value that it has now . A real
question was how much it would actually yie ld in tax revenue, particularly the watershed and mountain areas . Much similar land was
actually tax delinquent at the time. So I think the study was probably
correct, particularly as the government was expending large sums in
most counties where there were substantial national forests through
the ECW and CCC and regular programs.
I might say, as a sidenote, that the question is still current .
It is still
acute , particularly in relation to new acquisitions of lands for federal
purposes, leading to many proposals for supplementary payments of
one kind or another, even for the taxing of public lands, which, of
course, is constitutionally not permitted.
It has popped up many times over the intervening years .

ERM: In bad times the policy works definitely to the benefit of the county.
In times of high prosperity would it be possible for the counties to
derive a larger income?
FWG: Some more recent studies, which are not so comprehensive, were made
of sample counties by Ellis Williams of the forest economics division
[Division of Forest Economics and Marketing Research ] that I mentioned
earlier. They generally showed that the 25 percent fund did not equal
the revenue that might reasonably be expected were all the lands
subject to local taxation at then current rates . But if you added in
the so-called contributions in kind, things that the Forest Service
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did that the county or state would otherwise have to do, then the
balance still favored national forest ownership .
This may not necessarily be true where the government acquires ,
i n a rather poor county, a large tract of land that has been paying
taxes . For example, when the Forest Service acquired the Sylvania
tract in the Ottawa forest in northern Michigan, it reduced the tax
income of the local county and townshi p rather materially . Until
economic benefits from recreation, timber, and so forth build back,
that c o unty and especially the township are going to suffer some
decrease in revenue. Eventually they will probably gain but i n the
short term wi ll s uffe r .
ERM: Thi s study , then, did cons ider the impac t of the multiple uses of the
national forests upon the loc al counties?
FWG : This 1936 study attempted to equate the positive side of national
forest ownership and management, including its support of local
industries through t i mber and other resources- - timber at that time was
the ma in one because it was depress ion time- - with t he negative
i mpact on the counties . I haven ' t thought over the years that thi s
Q..Iestion of income to the counties really has an impact on the prob lems
of multiple use . But it no doubt i s a factor in questions of timber
harvest versus no-cut and of transfers of national forest areas to park
status . Those counties which are e njoying a substantial income
from the national forests are re l uctant t o have those lands from
which this income originates put into some other status . This income
is a rel ativel y sure thing; it comes to them without any cost for
collect ion or any delinquencies , and in recent times in many areas
it has been quite substantial.
I mentioned the Texas nationa l forests . Even in the early fifties
the inc ome to counties from them was from fifty cents to a dollar per
acre , which was in excess of what private timberla nd s were paying at
the time . The Douglas - fir counties of Oregon , between the national
forests and the 0 & C [Oregon and California Railroad] revested lands
administered by the Bureau of Land Management, derive many millions
of dollars of annual income--a re latively high per-acre return- -which
simply comes to them in the form of a check with no effort on their
part at all .
ERM: Did your study make any analysis of how recreation contributes to the
loca l community?
FWG : I can't recall any specific relating of recreation use to the local
economy in the way that it has been done in recent years ; that is, the
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estimate of visitor use and the placing of a dollar value on this
business to the local enonomy.

County Pressures to Increase Cut

ERM: Did you find that the percenta ge of timber receipts from the national
forests returned to the county brought pressures from the counties to
increase the allowable cut?
FWG: I don ' t recall that we found that at the time. That is an apprehension
that has been voiced many times since , particularly since the increase
in land values, timber stumpage values , and so forth of the last fifteen or
twenty years. I personally don' t know of any overt attempts by counties
to, in effect, force more timber on the market than t he Forest Service
was willing to offer or to advocate higher prices. I do know that many
of them are not agreeable to diminution of timber- sale income through
diversion of timber to other uses if they can avoid it.
Counties aren' t always influential in achieving this. But I
think an example of that is the acquisition by the Forest Service,
around 19 S7 or 19 S8, of over half a million acres of former Klamath
Indian Reservation lands in southeastern Oregon . Practically all of
the timbered lands of that reservation, except some one hundred forty
thousand acres kept for the nonwithdrawing members of the tribe --you
may recall that reservation was largely liquidated at the request of the
benefiting Indians - -were put up for sale. The first legislation authorized
such sale only to private ownership; at least it had no provision in it
for other than that . The secretary of interior was directed to break the
reservation into units of timberland; have them appraised by presumably
noninterested, objective appraisers; and expose them to sale.
Both the timber-using industry there and the local county and
chambers of commerce and so forth, when they got to studying the
possible impact of such action, became much opposed to it for several
reasons. One was that there was already an overbuilding of manufacturing capacity in the area . They were apprehensive that if the
timber lands were purchased by mills outside the area, the buyers
might bring in additional milling capacity that, onc e the re s e rvation timber was liquidated, would have to draw on the national forest
timber to the probable detriment of the established mills .
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Another was that they foresaw that if the se people bought that
timber at the current market val ue, the buyers would probably liquidate
it as fast as they could, and after a short time t he counties wo uld have
jus t cutover land to tax. Then from that there developed a theory
that if it was put in the national forest and administ ered under sustained
yie ld, there would be a steady flow of timber for the local industries
and of 25 percent funds to the local government. That was influential
in having the legislation amended so as to provide for segregat ion of
the property between the nonwithdrawing Indians and a directed pur chase of the remainder by the secretary of agriculture for i ncorporation
into the national forests with the directive that the timber be managed
under the sustained-yield principles.
There were some preliminary steps s uch as adv ert ising it for
purchase by private industry with a commitment writt en into t he
conveyance that it would be handled under plans for s u s t aine d-yield
management approved by the Forest Service. That was done as t o
several units . Only one, a predominantly lodgepole pine tract, was
purchased privately. As to t he others, no one cared to pay t he current
val ue of the timber and then agree to handle it under s u stained yield .
ERM : That was enough of a hooker t o scare the bears away .
FWG: Well, it was an economic matter. You buy it at t oday's prices, and
you could cut, under sustained yield in that area, only 1 1/ 2 to 2
percent of the inventory purchased, as it would have to be liquidated
over a fifty- or sixty-year period . And you'd have your money tied
up all that time, and the annual growth of 2 to 2 1/2 percent of t he
growing stock wasn ' t enough to offset that . But the important t hing,
I think, is that the local people saw in national forest ownership and
management of that tract some very positive advantages . They made
that known to Senator [Richard L. ] Neuberger and others in the delegation, and the act was passed. It's the largest s ingle purchase, I guess,
the Forest Service ever made. I think it was rou ghly around sixtyeight million dollars for five hundred twenty- five thousand acres .
ERM : In your 1936 studies at Berkeley, did you find that at this time local
governments were concerned at a ll with the Forest Serv ice ' s wat ershed
control measures?
FWG: No , I can' t say that I did. My assignments were mainly in the northern
California forests, but that was not a factor at t he t ime in these places .
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Federa l Aid to States

ERM : Do you see federa l aid, in forestry, to states as holding any potential
danger?
FWG: I have always thought that the provisions of the Clarke-McNary Act ,
particularly those relative to forest fires , were equitable and desirable
because, after a ll , fire is no respecter of land ownership or boundary
lines . * Traditionally when there has been a common problem, a ll
people who could pitched in and helped. The subsidy program, if you
want to call it that, the contributions of the federal government t o
build up state forestry organizations for fire control, has been good, I
think.
I would approve also of the same programs for trying to ge t
better forest management on small properties be c ause, after a ll, it ' s
a national problem as well as a state or local problem--the assurance
of adequate supplies of timber. However, I also think a more effective
and cheaper way of so lving the small ownership problem , a t least in
many areas, is to buy them for national or state forests .
ERM : It is a particularly hard nut for forestry to crack, isn't it?
FWG: Well, it's never been cracked . It probably won' t be because people
own lands for d iverse and varied reasons, particularly small tracts .
In regard to these contributions to local governments , I advocated
and did quite a lot of work a long with Ellis Williams, whom I
previous ly mentioned, and others, on supplements to the 25 percent
fund where lands are taken off the tax role. Obviously there has
to be a transition period before the benefits of public ownership
begin to equalize the tax loss . None of these proposals for cushioning
tax losses was ever adopted, e xcept in very restricted circumstances
like the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, where there is a supplementary
payment paid to the counties.
In broad general support for forestry, it seems to me that most
states can roll their own hoop. I remember t he Fulmer Act.** I don' t

*Clarke-McNary Act of 7 June 1924, ch . 348, 43 Stat. 653, 16
U.S . C . sec . 471 (1964) .
**Forest Land Management Act of 29 August 1935, c h . 808 , 49
Stat . 963, 16 U . S . C. sec. 567a-567c (19 64). Also known as the
Fulmer Act .
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know whether you remember that . It ' s on the b ooks . It authorized
the federal government to buy forest lands and convey them to the
states, to be paid by the states with receipts from them . It was
never activated . Apparently the states weren' t anxious for it; neither
was the federal government .
Some eight hundred thousand acres of these former land utilization projects had been placed under a long- term lease to various state
or educational agencies- some to unive rs ities and some to state forest
or park organizations. The proposa l was made in the early fifties that
these be quitclaimed to the states or to the organizations, whatever
they might be, that had the leases . This was authorized by
Title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act and was eventually
done . *
My fee ling at the time and since has been, in regard to these
and to other types of federal land such as surplus property, that it is
inequitable to the t axpayers generally , whose money bought these
lands, to grant them free to particular states or particular institutions - to endow some state or local agency w ith a free gift of va l uable
properties which was bought with the funds of all the people .
I subscribe to former Senator Wayne Morse's formula that there
should be at least a sharing of the costs . The " Morse formu la" that
he advocated for year s in relation to surplus federal lands was that
any re c ipient would have to pay at least 50 percent of the then market
value . That principle hasn' t prevailed . It does, however, reflect my
attitude toward your question about federal support to state forestry
activities.

* Bankhead-Jones

Farm Tenant Act of 22 July 1937, ch. 517,
50 Stat . 525, 7 U.S.C . secs . 10 10-1 012, 1013a (19 64) .

STAFF ASSISTANT, DIVISION OF RECREATION AND LANDS, CALIFORNIA,
1937 to 1944

S. B. Show, Regional Forester
ERM: From 1937 to 1944 you were on the staff of the assistant regional
forester for the Division of Recreation and Lands in Region 5. You
must have known S. B. Show. I wonder if you could comment upon
incidents you recall that might help to clarify his personality or
philosophy .
FWG: I worked under Show from 1930 to 1944 or 1945. I had little contact
with him when I was on the national forests, except as he might come
through on an inspection trip or other visit. He personally welcomed
me into the Forest Service ; I remember that when I first joined . He
was, as far as I was concerned, an amiable person and a good boss
to work for.
I became better acquainted with him after I moved to the regional
office in 1936 in the Division of Recreation and Lands. That was a
period, of course, of high activity by the F ore st Service, in the
middle of the depression era, you might say, and the Forest Service
had the CCCs and all the other programs going and was really a strong
influence in the rural areas of the state . Show believed in a dynamic
Forest Service policy.
My assessment is that Show also was essentially a believer
that the federal government in the field of land and resource conservation cou ld do a better and more comprehensive job than state or local
agencies . And that was not entirely a personal or bureaucratic
prejudice. The state forestry division at that time was primarily a
fire - fighting outfit; still is . The federal government had most of the
money for resource conservation and development. Show believed in
the expansion of the national forest system in California and strongly
supported programs of land and timber exchange and land acquisition.
Many of the so-called land-use studies that were made at that
time by J. K. Brandeberry either were proposed by Show or had his
endorsement . Two of the most prominent of those were studies made
of the redwood areas in the 1935 to 1938 period . Incidentally, I
reviewed one of them, and it outlines a very fine program of multiple
use for the redwood areas.
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Show was aggressive within the Forest Service in getting his
fu ll share of anything that was going a round in the way of funds,
influence, and personnel. I think he occupie d a very strong position
in the state with the state legislature and state leaders. Show, also,
was strongly interested in technical aspects of land management.
He had authored the bulletins on timber and logging practices
in California earlier in his career along with [Ed I. ] Kotek. He was
very interested in fire protection, which, of course, was a major
problem at the time . He stimulated the preparation of fire control
and fire prevention and public relations types of manuals on fire
control. He was influential in the chief' s office because he was one
of the strong regional foresters of the time.
ERM : He was a strong critic of industry, wasn ' t he?
FWG: We ll , I really don ' t believe he was c ritical ove rall , I think he was
critical in the sense that he felt that industry wasn ' t doing the forestry
job that should be done. If you read these logging bulletins, you can
see why. I don' t think he had any personal animosity toward the
lumber industry because I know that in some of our contracts on land
exchanges and so forth, he was quite cordial to company people, such
as Jude White, who headed up the Long Be ll Lumber Company at Weed;
and Ben Jo hnson , who was the president of Pickering Lumber Company
at Sonora; Swift Berry of the Michigan-California Lumber Company; and
Ken Walker, who was one of the representatives of t he Red River Lumber
Company . If there was one outfit that exemplified the typical lumber
company of the late 1920s and early 1930s, with all the destruction
of forest stands and forest land , it was the Red River Lumber Company.
As far as I know , Show and Ken Walker got along fine, at least on
a business basis .
But I'm sure that Show influenc ed the thinking on proposals for
public regulation of private forest l and c utting curre nt through the
1940s up until, well, as long as Lyle Watts was chief and in attempts
to get legislative prescriptions governing the use of private forest
lands. He was involved in the battle which preceded the establishment
of the Kings River Park [Kings Canyon National Park] . He had close
relations with the California State Chamber of Commerce conservation
people and others on that question . But I think that was because
Show didn ' t agree that the Park Service could do a better job on the
Kings Canyon lands than he was doing. It was pride in his organization,
as we ll as opposition to converting these lands to limited use .
Show liked dynamic people in his organization . He fa vored
those supervisors who were aggressive. He favored his staff people
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who were aggressive. He had no hesitancy of overriding some of
his supervisors, but he was able to do it in ways that didn't alienate
them, I'm sure.
I met him a time or so later after he retired. He then had joined
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. In his
later years in the Forest Service, I think he lost his interest in
administration, and in the last years of his career there, he concentrated more on public policy and politically oriented matters , such
as regulation of use of private lands.

Legislation of the 1930s

ERM: Do you recall how you felt about the Copeland Report of 1933 when it
came out?*
FWG: No, I sure don 't because at the time I was absorbed in other things .
ERM: In other words, it was not a matter of discussion among you and other
foresters.
FWG : Not on the forest level. At that time I was at Big Bar trying to get a
CCC camp organized and programs laid out, fires suppressed, and the
rest of it . The Copeland Report made no impact on me.
ERM : I gather that you have a feeling that the legislation of the thirties
generally advanced the cause of developing a sense of multiple use
on the national forests - -the CCCs and various other things .
FWG: I would say so . I think you have to distinguish a little between the
concept of multiple use and the application of it or programs involving
multiple resources on the ground . Across the board, I think, the
CCC and the other programs put multiple use into action . They may
not have krown they were putting multiple use into action, but across
the board they did a ll the things that we talk about when we talk about
multiple use.

* U.S., Congress, Senate, A National Plan for American Forestry,
S. Doc. 12, 73d Cong., 1st sess., 1933 . Also known as "The
Copeland Report."
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ERM: What about the TVA?
FWG: I don't have much familiarity with it. I have had some small contacts
with them . Basically, TVA concentrated on the educational forestry
programs, those aimed at persuading private landowners to do a better
job of land use . They changed over the years, like others . One example
is "The Land Between the Lakes" National Recreation Area in Kentucky.
TVA is trying to develop a classical national recreation area that will
include multiple use of a ll types of wildlife and forestry conservation,
timber utilization, recreation, and conservation education . Further
northeast in Kentucky, TVA is letting contracts for coal that cause strip
mining of substantial forested areas. So they are a little bit schizophrenic in their activities, too.
ERM: Aren't they beginning to catch a little heat on that score , too?
FWG: Yes. One interesting situation may be coming up. The Forest Service
recently bought in the Redbird River country of Kentucky sixty or seventy
thousand acres of land that was owned by the Ford Motor Company. It
is hardwood timberland that Ford acquired when it used oak and other
hardwoods for body parts in its cars. This land had been thoroughly logged.
The minerals had been separated from the surface ownership . The service
bought it subject to coal rights outstanding in TVA. It will be interesting
when the time comes that TVA wants to mine that coal, to see how they
are going to get by Forest Service prescriptions on surface damage and
land protection.

Multiple Use in Land Planning

ERM : Do you recall an awareness of multiple use 'Nil ile you were in Region S?
FWG: If someone had come in and said, "Have you a multiple-use plan?" the
answer would have been, " No !" If they reviewed the activities of the
Forest Service in any given area, I think they wou ld say, "Well, they
may not know it, but they are practicing multiple use ." I mentioned the
multiple -use management proposals written into the land-use studies
of the proposed redwood area purchase units.
Talking about the resources the national forests offer, the first
ones mentioned by Secretary [James ] Wilson were timber, forage, and
water of the national forests . These were to be managed for the
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greatest good of the greatest number in the long run, and so forth.
The real additions to those resources have been the public recreation
programs and deliberate and planned wildlife propagation programs.
The recreation development program was started by the Forest Service
early because by 1917 it was actually keeping track of recreation
visitors . The wildlife program came later.
When I first went to the regional office in 1936, Millard Barnum
had a large number of young foresters out making an inventory of
suitable recreation sites . This was one of the first surveys of
national forest lands particularly suitable for recreation use and
development that I know of. It preceded the service wide one in the
sixties by thirty years . [J. K. ] Brandeberry was making land-use
studies, as he called them, chiefly, but not exclusively, of areas
outside the national forests, including the redwoods .
The study of the northern redwood unit laid out a program of
multiple use with recommendations as to the way it should be acquired
and the way it should be managed . The recommendations encompassed
all of the elements of multiple use as we know them now . If the
recommended program had been followed through , there would be a
viable redwood national forest today .
One of my first jobs after moving to San Francisco was to go to
Lake Tahoe to help examine this large area of land I mentioned before,
the primary val ue of which was recognized as outdoor recreation and
scenic preservation. It was strongly felt at the time, at least by
me and the people in the regional office and Tahoe forest headquarters,
that it would be a crying shame for that land to be devoted to the type
of deve lopments that even then were occurring around the l ake --the
subdivisions and exclu sive recreation homes and businesses . On
our survey we assessed the timber values . We paid a lot of attention
to watershed values because the east side land drained into either
Lake Tahoe or the Carson River, and we noted the wildlife values .
But primarily we thought that this land should come into public owners hip because of aesthetic and recreation values .
That concern followed through the activities I was involved in
there , which went to land exchange and a certain degree of overall
planning. We actually tried to eval uate the recreation, aesthetics,
and watershed resources--the intangibles--in any proposal for
acquiring lands and to keep some balance in our program . We acquired,
for example, most of the Truckee River for several miles north of
Tahoe . The Truckee River tract happened to be owned by the Westside·
Lumber Company located at Tuolumne near the Stanislaus National Forest;
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I believe they ' d taken it in on a mortgage. The Truckee River from
Lake Tahoe some twenty miles north had few timber val ues , and it
had no range val ues . We went to considerable effort to a c quire that
l and, trying to exe rc ise a little foresight toward future demand for
public recreation .
I he l ped work up an exchange with the Red River Lumber Company.
We went to a lot of work to include in it some of the lands around
Lake Al manor. They weren' t worth muc h for timber, in particular; they
were cutover . There was residual white fir on them; that was about
a ll. But we tried to foresee that come thirty years from then, Lake
Almanor woul d be val uable , and it is . You can proliferate that concern.
I went thro ugh some of the o l d exchanges to see some of the o lder
land management thinking . I bel ieve we were thinking multiple use ,
a lthough we may not have been very c ons c ious of the terminology .

Kings C anyon

ERM : You recall, of course, the Gearhart Bill of 1940. *
FWG : That was the Kings Canyon National Park .
ERM : It created the Kings Canyon National Park . This involved taking
national forest land, did it not?
FWG: Except for Gene ral Grant Grove, I think this park was established
out of the national forest .
ERM : Did you have any active part in that transfer?
FWG : No, I didn' t at the time .
ERM : What is your own personal eval uation of it?
FWG: I had never seen the Kings C anyon at the time, so I really didn' t have
any personal fee ling for it one way or the other . My feeling probably

*Kings Canyon Nationa l Park Act of 4 March 1940, ch . 40, 54
Stat. 4 1 , 16 U. S . C. sec . 80- 80d (1964).
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paralle led that of most of the Forest Service people, which was that
the lands could be equally we ll managed under the Forest Service ,
and some of the things the Park Service wouldn' t do, the Forest Service
could do . You may know better than I that the chief controversy there
was over s ome dam sites on the Kings River. There wasn't too much
timber. I don ' t think anybody was really fretting about timber. There
wasn ' t too much grazing . The reso urces were water and water power,
recreation, and wilderness .
ERM : Water power had advantage .
FWG : The water storage potential stirred the opposition to the proposal both
from public water and power districts and the commercial power
people . A Department of Interior memo of January 3 1 , 1939, gives
some data on a proposed John Muir national park, which I think later
became Kings Canyon, as near as I c an tie the two areas together .
Perhaps this is not the exact area, but it included about four hundred
fifty thousand acres . The secretary of the Interior Department apparently
had asked about the then c urrent uses of the lands, and the memo
enume rated grazing of cattle and horses 687 plus 298, or about 1, 000
cattle and horses grazed, a lso, some 300 sheep. It said the Forest
Service advis e d that no timber survey records were available for the
commercial timber.
They further stated there were substantial quantities of marketable timber in the Lewis Creek and Sugar Loaf areas, which c ould be
accessible when the highway up the South Fork of the Kings River was
completed . So there really wasn ' t too much concern about timber or
grazing there; it was the water. I may note there was a bitter fight
on it in which [Charles G . ] Dunwoody of the California State Chamber
of Commerce took an active part and finally lost out to the superior
infl uenc e of Secretary [Harold ] Ickes .
The origi nal act omitted from the park the Cedar Grove and
Tehipiti Valley areas because of potential water storage possibilities.
Three or four years ago, the Forest Service and the Park Service,
which managed C edar Grove campground under a special use permit,
agreed to legislation incorporating these lands into the park . This
was enac ted with little or no opposition .
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Redwood National Forest

ERM : During the 1930s, the Redwood National Forest Purchase Units were
established . Was the establishment of these units in any way the
res ult of lobbying on the part of the landowners ? Was this type of
lobbying common in the thirties or forties?
FWG: There is no simplistic answer . When I think of the term "lobbying"
in its invidious sense , the answer is, no . The Forest Servic e 's
interest in the redwood forests began in 1934. Actually, under the
Blue Eagle of the NRA [ National Recovery Act ], there were provisions
for set-asides of government timber to keep it from competing with
industry, and there was a lot of ferment there with which I'm not too
familiar. But there was participation by the Forest Service in the
Blue Eagle programs of forest utilization and conservation.
I know one of the early questions was whether redwood could
be selectively c ut, indicating to me that there was concern at that
time about some of the impacts of then current logging practices.
There was established on some private lands south of Eureka, called
the Henry Creek area, an experimental plot of one hundred sixty
acres in which the owning company and the Forest Service collaborated
in trying out methods of selective logging . Probably that stimulated
the interest of the Fores t Service in the redwood area.
The national forest system included no redwoods at the time,
aside from a few in the Santa Cruz mountains. The national forests
were expanding at that time. There were many new purchase units
in the East . There was money made available from ECW funds for
land purchase. Forty to fifty million dollars in all were allocated to
the Forest Service for expenditure under the Weeks Law, as amended .
So I think really the interest generated from the fact that there were
no national forests there; that there was a forest conservation problem;
that s. B. Show, Jay Price, and others be came interested; and there
was a crisis in loca l government financing due to tax delinquencies.
Those lands, like many others, were feeling the pinch of the tax
burden. That was especially true of the nonoperating properties . In
Del Norte County, by 193 6 or 1937, practically a ll of several major
holdings had become tax forfeited, or at least owed large sums in unpaid
taxes . They were owned by absentee owners, and most of them were
not paying their taxes. Several of them , I guess, previously had
defaulted on bonds that they had issued using the timber as security.
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The same was true further south, in Mendocino County. They
may not have defaulted, but they were feeling the pressure. The
Southern Pacific Company had a big tract in there , and some others .
I don' t know it personally, but I have little doubt that between the
counties and the owners there was a community of interest in what
the Forest Service could do to help them out of this situation.
One of the main tracts on the Klamath River, part of which was
eventually bought for the Northern Redwood Purchase Unit, was owned
by the Ward interests from Bay City, Michigan. A gentleman named
Harold Ward was one of the chief stockholders and, I believe, president of the company. The Ward interests owned three or fo ur different
companies, but he was the person we dealt with . The Ward people,
along with Requa Timber Company, which was controlled by some
San Francisco people, in some way had become acquainted with
Colonel Ed Fletcher.
Colonel Ed was a San Diego businessman, a member of the State
Board of Forestry for several years, a state senator, and had dealt in
real estate all his life . He made money in San Diego real estate. He
was designated as agent for the Ward Redwood Company, and he
pushed the purchase of its lands to get the company out of its tax
troubles. He did succeed in arousing some interest in making
funds available through contracts with the then administration. Del
Norte County was very receptive to a purchase program because at
the time it was issuing tax anticipation warrants and a ll sorts of
things in order to help pay county expenses .
But aside from some such relatively minor influence such as
Colonel Ed might have had, I don't know of any organized lobby. I
think there was a general community of interest there rising out of
the depressed conditions, tax delinquencies, and acknowledged lack
of any forestry practices in the redwood area.

San Jacinto Tramway

ERM: Were you involved in the San Jacinto tramway dispute in the forties?
FWG: It involved the question of a tramway across a national forest primitive
area. I was involved very peripherally. I remember there was a dispute.
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As I recall, it was finally solved by taking forty acres out of the
primitive area , That was one of those situations, again, where the
accident of this primitive area extending over this particular forty or
one hundred sixty acres was made a reason to deny thousands of
people the pleasure of going up on the tramway to San Jacinto peak
for skiing and recreating. I guess the answer at that time was that
this was not right because of the action taken. It was another one
of those controversies that was rather hot at the time, though relatively
localized .

Recreation in the National Forests

ERM: Do you recall what the general feeling was at the ranger le vel of the
Forest Service during the thirties and forties toward recreation on the
national forests? What generally do you recall about rangers'
attitudes toward hikers and campers who ventured into their domain?
Lee Kneipp in an interview with Amelia Fry stated that the first
recreational campgrounds constructed in a national forest were not
to accommodate or foster recreation, but rather to keep campers
from interfering with "the regular business of the Forest Service,"
in other words, to keep the people away from the watering holes and
the animals and the area of logging and, therefore, to avoid conflicts
between grazers and recreationists, sawmen and recreationists, and
so forth.*
FWG: Actually, that wasn't the rationale that I understood at the t ime or
since for the development of public campgrounds and picnic grounds
in the national forests. I suppose I might defer to Lee Kneipp on
that since he he lped institute the early programs. But that wasn 't
the official line as I understood it. The reason for spending funds on
camping and picnic grounds was to concentrate people as a fire
prevention measure, so they weren' t all camping out in the brush ,
and to provide some sanitation facilities so they weren't polluting the
streams, and to provide some amenities to encourage family use . And,
also, perhaps to some extent along his statement, to keep them

* Leon

Kneipp, tape -recorded interview in 1964 by Amelia
Roberts Fry, University of California Bancroft Library Regional Oral
History Office, Berkeley. In process .
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relatively concentrated so the Forest Service knew where they were,
for safety as well as other reasons.
The reason I don ' t th ink that the statement attributed to Kneipp
represented the essential rationale is that, in my experience, t here
has been no attempt by the Forest Service to prevent people from going
out and camping where they wanted to . They have to go to the ranger
and get a fire permit . Of course, in the southern California forests
large sections are closed to all forms of access for fire prevention
reasons . But when I was a ranger , people went out and camped where
they pleased.
Car- borne people who came through from outside usually hit a
campground because there they had a camp stove, table, a faucet that
gave them water , and fuel wood around. They had a pit toilet and
that type of amenity, and prepared parking places . It was common
for others to go off into the backcountry . Thi s was particularly true
in hunting season; people went up a ll over the forests then .
ERM : I haven ' t myself encountered many rangers, old or new, from whom I
got an expression of antagonism toward the public use of forests for
recreational purposes. Indeed, I have fo und more than just a few who
admitted to having gone out on their own initiative and built things
for the benefit of the people, this long before there was a recreational
plan for their district.
FWG: I ' m sure that' s right. Part of the rationale of keeping the trails up
was for pe ople to get into and around the country. Of course, our
rangers and their people from the early days on put in thousands of
man- hours of extra time on their own packing out the garbage and
cleaning up the messes and so forth . I had no resentment , certainly,
when I was a ranger, and I did quite a lot of work on campgrounds
and that type of improvement . I never knew anyone else that did .
On the other hand , my contacts may not have been that extensive . But the only resentment that I've encountered on the part of
Forest Service personnel is against the so- called recreationists that
break up things or rowdy around the public areas . They have little
patience for that because it is pretty darn hard to get money for
recreation improvements, even now .
ERM: That ' s an irritation that can be felt by any group toward any other
group . How does the Forest Service measure the value of land for
recreation use? Has the measurement changed over the years? Is
there more use of mathematical formulae or statistical analyses now?
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FWG: There is much better accountability of that use , of course, in terms
of man-days or visitor- days and better correlation of use and improvement and maintenance expenditures. There have been attempts to
put a dollar value on recreational use through use of some conversion
factors, or an attempt to put economic values on it in terms of
average expenditures of recreationists in a given area . That ' s a
device used frequently in promoting either sophisticated recreation
developments or parks. It is used, a ls o, by the Corps of Engineers
in deve loping cost- benefit ratios for dams and re servoirs. They
commonly use some rather low dollar values, s uch as a dollar a day
for each visitor- day , or a dollar for each recreat ion visit, or two
dollars for a day ' s use. I think it ' s generally accepted that there
is no way of accur ately putting a tangible value on recreation. You
have to evaluate it in terms of people use and people enjoyment. The
only true measure of the national forests recreation resource is the
way the people have increased their use of it .
ERM: Is this a tactic on the part of preservationist groups to countervail
the statistical or the dollar values that are put on t imber?
FWG: I can only answer that from my experience wit h the Forest Service. I
have struggled with them, with the problem in a good many instances.
I've worked with these in regard to national recreation areas in later
years of my career. I've worked with reservoir projects of the Corps
of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation, which generate lots of
recreational use . The last project I worked on was the study of the
Big South Fork of the Cumberland River in Kentucky and Tennessee .
It was a congressionally directed study to determine what alternate
programs there are to a high-level dam there, proposed over the
years by the Corps of Engineers.
In all of those the question comes up, "You can measure the
val ue of a thousand board feet of timber or a ton of coal or forage
for so many livestock. If a calf puts on seventy- five pounds in
three months, that means so much to the landowner . But how do you
get at what it's worth to a family to sit on an overlook and view the
Blue Ridge Mountains in a ll their beauty or to take a canoe down a
stretch of white water? How does the value to the user of a canoe
trip on the white water compare to that of a fisherman on a reservoir
who ' s catching a six-pound b ass?"
My experience is that it ' s awfully h ard to put a cash or monetary
or numerical value on recreational experiences. One can postulate
possible economic benefits to an area from recreationists or tourists.
Thi s is done in support of parks, reservoirs, or highways. In my
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view these are indicative only and have a large potential for deceiving the public. As to using computed recreation values to offset
the impact of monetary receipts from national forest timber and range,
I don't think the computed values have much effect that way until
they become cash in the till.
ERM: Did you ever personally have contact with Aldo Leopold?
FWG: No , I never did.
ERM: How much impact do you feel Leopold had on the Forest Service' s
deve lopment of recreation and game management programs?
FWG: I can' t answer that because I don' t really know . I would say this . I
am sure that in the game management field he had a very material
impact because in the late thirties and forties the Forest Service really
started on planned game management more in the East than in the
West, I ' m sure. Dr . [H. L. ] Schantz was in the chief's office
at the time, and Lloyd Swift was his assistant . * My familiarity
stems mostly from my acquaintanceship with Swift over the years.
Swift was a protege of Dr. Schantz, and I'm sure that Schantz wrapped
into his thinking the things that Leopold was interested in.
ERM: Did you know Arthur Carhart?
FWG: No, I didn't know Carhart .
ERM : What about Robert Marshall, did you know him?
FWG: I knew him to a small extent . I met him on one or two of hi s field
trips . I know what he stood for . I remember what he looked like.
I'm generally familiar with some of his philosophies .
ERM: He was an ardent preservationist,

right?

FWG: He was an advocate of wilderness to the extent that it didn't really
reduce contributions of national forests to employment and community
stabilization. He wasn ' t an advocate of placing everything in wilderness,
but no doubt he wanted more wilderness than existed at the time that
he was in the Forest Service . I forget when he died . In the early forties?

* Lloyd Swift, "Wildlife Policy and Administration in the U.S .
Forest Service," typed transcript of tape -recorded interview by Amelia
Roberts Fry, University of California Bancroft Library Regional Oral
History Office (Berkeley, 1968).
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ERM: 1940.
FWG : Yes . So his influence on the Forest Service was for five or six
years. He was a contemporary of John Shanklin, I know, and of
John Edwards, who worked with me in the San Francisco office. I
had some acquaintanceship with his philosophy, particularly from
John Edwards . I have, among some papers, a memo apparently
written in the late thirties, because Marshall went out of the Forest
Service about that time, about the qualifications that should apply
if a national forest area were to be changed to park status. It sheds
a little light , I think, on his thoughts about putting land aside
strictly for wilderness or for parks. I might read some of it. It is an
undated memorandum signed by Robert Marshall, apparently written
sometime in the mid or late thirties , after he headed the Division of
Recreation and Lands in the Forest Service, and, of course, before
he died .
He first says that to justify transfer to park status an area
should offer 11 superlative scenery or be part of the logical adminis trative unit of superlative scenery. 11 Then he goes on to say, and
this I think is significant, 11 It should not contain timber, grass , or
water, on the development of which a large number of families are
dependent for their livelihood, unless either a method can be first
worked out for caring for those families or the commodity development
of the area would cause such major damage to extraordinary scenic
val ues that it would seem worth sacrificing the livelihood of an
important number of people in order to preserve the superlative."*
And he analyzes the Forest Service versus the Park Service as
to their recreation administration . He comes out with the view that
the Forest Service then was doing a better job in some aspects and
the Park Service in others, and that there should be no notion that
the Park Service was in any way a better agency to administer forest
recreation than the Forest Service. I thought that these expressions
might be interesting in relation to Marshall . I didn't know him
personally.
ERM: That is a memorandum or a piece of writing by Robert Marshall that
I have never seen quoted in any of the usual quotes of Marshall.

*Robert Marshall,

11

Qualifications which any National Forest
Area Should Possess If It Is to Be Changed to Park Status, 11 typed
memorandum dated late 1930s . For a copy , see Appendix A, p. 151.
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FWG: Well, he was a wilderness enthusiast, no question about it. But in
the context of the times, I think Marshall a lso recognized that there
were a lot of people who were dependent on forest - based industry
for their livelihood, and so he tempered his feelings to take this
reality into account . This is what I vvould gather from his memorandum.
ERM: He himself was a person of inherited wealth , wasn ' t he?
FWG: He was wealthy, yes .

DIRECTOR, DMSION OF LANDS, U.S. FOREST SERVICE, 1945 to 1958

National Forest Reservation Commission

ERM : You became director of the Division of Lands between 1945 and 1958,
right?
FWG: That's right. I moved to Washington in the late fall of 1944 to work
for Lee [Leon F. ] Kneipp, who was assistant chief of the Forest Service,
in charge of lands activities, and also handling recreation in the
Forest Service during the war because [Robert ] Marshall had died and
[John H . ] Sieker was in the army.* Lee Kneipp was an old recreation
proponent, and he was handling that job. I transferred to the position
of secretary of the National Forest Reservation Commission , which
was set up by the Weeks Law to pass on purchases of lands under the
Weeks Law for national forest purposes . A member of the Forest Service
long had been designated to do the so-called secretarial work--to
prepare programs, review proposals that were being presented to the
commission, organize them, advise the commission on a nything it
should look particul arly at, and handle reports and correspondence .
At that time there wasn ' t much land be ing purchase d because
of the war. But the commission was still alive with q uite a few land
and timber exchanges and odds and ends of business. I didn't have
too much work on commission business, but part of the job was to
act as head of the Division of Land Acquisition, which was concerned
with l and purchases and exchanges, land records and status , national
forest boundaries , and like matters. So I had a staff administrative
job as well as this job as secretary of the commission.
The job as secretary of the commission did bring me into

* Leon F.•

Kneipp, tape-rec~rded interview in 1964 by Ame lia
Roberts Fry , University of California Bancroft Library Re gional Oral
History Office , Berkeley . In process . John H . Sie ker, "Recreation
Policy and Administration in the U.S. Forest Service," typed transcript
of tape-recorded inte rview by Amelia Roberts Fry, University of
California Bancroft Library Regional Oral History Office (Berkeley,
1968).
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personal contact with some of the members, such as Congressman
Roy Woodruff of Michigan, a long-term member of the commission;
Senator [Wa lter F. ] George of Georgia, they're both dead now;
Senator [Henry] Styles Bridges of New Hampsh ire; and Congressman
William Colmer of Mississippi . This didn't relate to multiple use,
but rather to the problems of the commission. Anyway, that was my
assignment there.
While we had little money for land purchase in the first year
or so, we did have an active land-exchange program in the Lake States
and in the western regions. Part of my job was to review exchange or
purchase proposals, correspond with the regions as to discrepancies
or questions, inconsistencies or poor policies, be sure that if they
were to be approved by the chief and secretary they were in the public
interest as the law required, and recommend approval or disapproval.
There were many substantial exchanges in the late 1940s and early 1950s,
including those through which the Forest Service acquired the lands on
Lake Tahoe known as the Pope-Baldwin properties.
ERM: Did this involve you in a great deal of travel?
FWG: After the war ended, when people had liberty to trave l, yes, I made
several field trips a year throughout the country.
ERM: This involved all kinds of land acquisitions: assignment of heretofore
unreserved public lands, outright purchase of lands, accepting donated
lands , and exchanging lands.
FWG: Right . And the peripheral problems of keeping track of purchases,
maintaining land status records, and becoming an expert on land
values.
ERM: To go into all the different processes, the various kinds of land
acquisitions that you were involved in, would be almost an interview
in itself, I'm sure.
FWG: We could discuss particular examples of it. There was at that time
two or three basic statutes plus some subsidiary ones. The Weeks
Law was one . It originated in 1911, and its purpose was to authorize
the purchase of lands in the eastern United States, where there were
very few reserved national forest lands. This was s u pplemented by
the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 . Then there are two exchange act s,
one applicable to the national forests' lands reserved from Publ ic
Domain and one applicable to acquired Weeks Law lands. And there
are some acts of local application in California and Nevada and Utah
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using receipts of particular nationa l forests for acquiring lands for flood
control and soil conservation purposes. There are eight such receipts
acts authorizing land purchases through congressional appropriations
from the receipts from the sale of timber and other resources of the
named national forests.* There are also a number of special acts that
are strictly for local application. Also, there are two acts authorizing
acceptance of donations , one a section of the Clarke-McNary Act . The
two exchange acts and the Weeks Law as amended at that time were the
major acts ; they have been supplemented later by other acts .
The purchases of lands under the Weeks Law and exchanges
involved under the Weeks Law had to go before this commission that I
mentioned. The exchanges of national fores t land or timber reserved
from the Public Domain at that time were finally passed upon by the
secretary of the interior after they were recommended by letters from
the secretary of agriculture to the secretary of interior. This was
changed to lodge final approval in the secretary of agriculture by legis lation in 19 60. Some of those transactions were quite complicated .
This may be of some interest . Going back again to the thirties ,
both California and Oregon Forest Service people had originated so-called
precutting exchanges whereby lands were to be conveyed to the United
States with a certain selected reserve of timber left upon them . Under
the agreements, either the timber to be left would be marked or designated by the Forest Service or the timber to be cut would be marked and
designated by the Forest Service. These agreements brought into play
questions of relative values of timber left and timber taken and things
like that . They were quite advantageous in those timber types adapted
to selective logging practices, particularly in forestalling clear cutting
or denudation of pine-type forest lands. They were sound accomplishments in my opinion, but they were technically rather tricky and hard to
present to people who were not knowledgeable.
We had a diverse program. In the fiscal year of 1947, appropriations were made for purchase of lands in the eastern national forests
under the Weeks Law. Our prosperity didn ' t last long, though, because
by 195 0 the country was getting into trouble in Korea, and the appropriations dried up again. Also , a resistance was deve loping to government
purchase of lands, although in the Appalachians, the Ozarks, and the
northern Lake States there was lots of land available at reasonable rates .
*Examples of receipts acts include: Act to authorize land purchases
in the San Bernardino and Cleveland national forests, Act of 15 June 1938,
52 Stat. 699 ; a ct to authorize land purchases in Angeles National Forest,
Act of 11 June 1940, 54 Stat . 299; act to authorize land purchases in
Cleveland National Forest, Act of 11 June 1940, 54 Stat . 297.
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Lake Tahoe Acquisitions

One of the transactions I take a little pride in , because I
helped originate it before I left the San Francisco office, was a
series of transactions by which the Forest Service acquired the
so-called Baldwin estate and Pope estate lands on Lake Tahoe.
You may know that the Lake Tahoe shore lands practically all were
patented before the national fores ts were established. There was
very little public ownership around the lake.
Lucky [Elias Jackson] Baldwin, who made some of his money,
at least, in the Klondike , had accumulated several tho usands acres
of land there, including some two or three miles of the lakefront and
extending west to include most of Fallen Leaf Lake. The Pope family,
of the Pope and Talbot Lumber C.ompany, had considerable lake front
acreage adjoining the Baldwin property. This was on the California
side, going north along the lake from the old settlement of Meyers.
Actually, Camp Richardson was carved, I think, out of the Pope
property. Well, those lands became a vailable through liquidation
of the estates of these two families --all of the Baldwin estate, which
went back to Fallen Leaf Lake and took in most of it to the south in
the higher lands, and a good part of the Pope estate .
The Forest Service had no money so it had to deal through the
exchange acts. Millard Barnum, who was then in c harge of the land
exchange business in the San Francisco office, and others, with the
cooperation of the Winton Lumber Company and some other lumber
companies that desired national forest stumpage, negotiated exchange
transactions whe reby the companies bought the Pope and Baldwin
properties and took them off the market . Then these companies
exchanged them for equal values of c utting rights to national forest
timber tributary to their mills.
Quite a lot of it was around the Winton operations north and
east of Jackson in El Dorado and Calaveras counties . One of the
interesting things was that this was done with the concurrence and
support of the El Dorado County commissioners because they foresaw
the benefits of public ownership both touristwise and from the standpoint of solving some of their problems of overdevelopment that
they, even at that time, were interested in.
These were large exchanges, running into the mill ions of
dollars, which was big money for the late forties and early fifties
to the Forest Service. They took quite a lot of selling on the chief's
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level because of the complications of timber companies buying lands
and then exchanging to the government. They were susceptible to
questions as to whether the companies were getting more for the lands
than warranted by their investments in them. So the values had to be
carefully worked out and the transactions carefully assessed to be
sure they would stand up before hostile criticism .
Then they had to be approved by the Department of Interior,
which as it turned out, as I recall it, was largely procedural.
Interior didn't really raise any questions about the desirability of
acquiring this property as some of us had thought it might because
it is primarily recreation property . Those exchanges were finally
completed, and they really formed the basis of the public presence
on the south end of Lake Tahoe, highly valuable at this time and of
great public benefit from the standpoint of p ublic a ccess to and use
of the lake.
ERM: Did you do any of the negotiating with the Wintons on this?
FWG: I think most of the negotiating was done by Barn urn .
ERM: Out of the San Francisco office.
FWG: Out of the San Francisco office. And by Ed Smith , who was then
supervisor of the El Dorado National Forest. Ed was an old- time
supervisor.
ERM: I wonder whether you had any contact with either Dave or Charlie
Winton or with Jack Kerns or any of their people at Martell .
FWG: Some with Dave Winton. Dave was the leader in negotiating these .
The Wintons were concerned about assuring that this timber would
go to their operation against the possibility of it going to other mills,
particularly the Blagen mill further south . So t hat was their motivation .
Of course, the For est Service's motivation was a chance to acquire -probably the last chance--a really utilizable and highly valuable
public property on Lake Tahoe because we had flunked out on the
other shore at that time .
I note in gl ancing through y our recorded interview with Harn Pyles
a reference to use of lands in the Allegheny National Forest known as the
Biddle e state donation .* I was involved in closing the donation phases
*Hamilton K. Pyles, "Multiple Use of the National Forests," typed
transcript of tape-recorded interview by Susan Schrepfer, Forest History
Society (Santa Cruz, California, 1971), pp. 78-79.
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of this case, and it had some features that caused me to remember it
much more than most. Donations were not freq uent enough to be
common, but they were part of the l ands business.
This one was unusual. Lydia S. Biddle in 1929 willed to the
federal government, " as a park, reservation of forest lands, or game
preserves, my homestead and all included in t he 600 acres surrounding
it, and everything in the place with the except ion of the furniture and
belong ings of the house . . •• 11 The will states , 11 I feel t hat this is
the only way to insure preserving the fores ts and making a refuge for
the wild animals and birds •••• 11
There was no mention of the national forest . Further, the bequest
was subject to two life estates granted to relatives . An item t hat
intrigued me was that this section of her will, apparently written by
her and quite vague as to future custody of the property, was witnessed
by Justice Oliver vVendell Holmes. That is, the will was witnessed by
the justice .
The life tenancies terminated in 1955 and ques t ions then arose
whether the Forest Service could appropriately accept the beques t on
behalf of the government and, if so, if it desired t o do so . Among
other improvements, the property incl uded a very large wooden house
or mans ion and several outbuildings. An additional complication was
the fact that some thirty-seven hundred dollars was due the state in
inheritance taxes.
The attorney general ruled that the devise properly could be
accepted by the secretary under Section 7 of the Clarke-McNary Act
of 1924. Decision was made to do this for the pot ential uses mentioned by Pyles. To pay the inheritance tax from appropriated funds
for Weeks Law purchases it was necessary to obtain the approval of
the National Forest Reservation Commission. This also was finally
accomplished and the devise accepted in 1957, twenty-eight years
after the will was made .

Attitudes Toward Public Acquisition

ERM: Can you see over the years any changing attitude on t he part of the
public and the forest indus tries toward acquiring addit ions to the
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national forests?
FWG : Very definite l y in general; there are exceptions at particular times
and places, of course.
ERM: How wou ld you characterize it?
FWG: It follows their particular current interests . In the depression years,
forest land , espec ially cutover land, was a drug on the market and
a tax liability. The Forest Service administers about four hundred
thousand acres in north Idaho that the timber companies let go tax
delinquent. The counties donated it to the Forest Service, at the
behest , I' m sure, of the timber companies to assure fire protection
and management. Acquisition of lands in Mississippi and probably
Louisiana and Texas was active l y pushed by some landowners,
particularly the Long Bell Corporation , and many o f the others were
very happy to dispose of their white elephants at the time .
ERM: But were very sad about having done so about ten or fifteen years later .
FWG : Those lands responded very we ll to fire protection arrl silvicultural
treatment .
ERM : Nobody really foresaw the tremendous boom in pulp and paper .
FWG : I think that was part of the key in the South . The development of a
process for making kraft paper out of southern pine permitted them to
use relative ly young growt h . The other thing was that many of those
lands had been horribl y burned . They had been clear cut and probably
burned over several times, so if y o u looked at them you couldn' t see
any potent ial in them, which was deceiving . Given protection and
some reforestation, they became product ive in an amazingly short time .
By the time the fifties came around the timber companies were reluctant
to have further public purchase of forest lands, at least on any
substantial scale.
I think there was an ideological factor there, too, with a period
of hostility to any furthe r invol vement of government in business
matters. Also, there was the aspect of competition for land, previously
discussed . Weyerhaeuser started in its program of b uilding up its
t i mber holdings. Outfits like Boise - Cascade did the same . Paper
companies, of course, started acquiring some of these larger lumber
companies and otherwise building up their holdings, due to the factor
you mentioned . So it a ll jelled , and by the fifties they were quite
hostile to any substant ial a c qui sitions of land by public agencies, and
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that, I think, has continued . Local governments, too, became
increasingly reluctant to have land removed from tax rolls.
We made a study in West Virginia in the early sixties, at the
request of Senator [Robert Carlyle ] Byrd, outlining two or three possible
national forest units there . One of them, which we called the
Mountaineer Unit , west of the present Monongahela National Forest,
had a great deal of potential, we thought , for a national forest. It
bore good stands of young growth, mostly below commercial size, a ll
hardwood. There were lots of problems in the area with depressed
communities for coal mining was terminating and the forests had been
c ut but hadn't regenerated to economic size . The lands, however, had
high recreation values and high watershed val ues, being in t he headwaters of the Ohio River, a nd there was potential for deve loping
both timber and recreation use industries .
That proposal was publicized and met strong opposition from
some of the local timber companies there . This was not overt opposition from the companies , but opposition from local employees and
so forth talking to the loca l county commissioners . No doubt this
attitude was conveyed to the senator for the matter was never pushed.
This situation reflected the typical temper of the time toward increased
public ownership .

National Forest Reservation Commission

ERM: You were secretary of this National Forest Reservation Commission
for how long?
FWG : I assumed the directorship of the Division of Land Classification in 1958.
So I was secretary to the commission from September, 1944, to
December, 1957, or thereabouts .
ERM : How did the commission aid in the acquisition program?
FWG: The commis sion didn ' t take a real a c tive part . Some of the members of
the commission were he l pful. From this angle, Senator [John Cornelius ]
Stennis comes to mind, not only in the acquisition program, but in the
Forest Service programs generally .
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ERM : He has been one of the strong allies of the Forest Service .
FWG: Yes, particularly in forest research and that sort of thing in later
years .
ERM: The Mcintire and Stennis Act . *
FWG: Right. He has been a good friend of the service, and so has Bill
[William Meyers] Colmer of Mississippi, who is the oldest member
of the commission . I think probably the commission' s influence has
been more passive than active . I think some of the members have
kept detrimental things from happening, both to the acquisition
program and, perhaps, to the Forest Service . They haven't actually
gone to bat for a stronger land program .
I recall one instance in the fiscal year of 194 7 after the first
meeting of the National Forest Reservation Commission, which approved
purchase of several thousand acres . Some publicity was given to it.
Then Congressman [Robert Fleming] Rich of Pennsylvania, who, I think,
was connected with the Woolrich industries there that make wool
clothing, rose up and said, in effect , 'C' This is a hell of a situation.
The government is spending money to take lands off the tax roll . I
demand it be stopped .• There was quite a furor at the time . Finally,
the Forest Service decided to put the question to the commission,
What do we do?
The secretary of the army is the head of the commission officially.
At that time, with Korea brewing and World War II terminating and so
forth, he se ldom put in an appearance . We asked him to come over
and chair this meeting and he did . Robert Patterson, at the time, was
secretary of war . The commission discussed the situation, and
Patterson settled the matter promptly and decisively .
He said , in effect, Congress has appropriated this money knowing
what it was for and apparently with approval of this expenditure for
these purposes . It is not the function of the commission to override
the will of Congress in this matter just because some people don ' t like
it . I forget a ll the details, but the commission supported him in that
statement . They said,'' No, it isn ' t . Go ahead and spend it . If
Congress doesn ' t want to appropriate any more, that is Congress's
business , but they appropriated this knowing what they were doing . "

*Mcintire-Stennis

Act of 10 October 1962, 76 Stat. 806, 16
U.S .C. secs . 582a-7 (1964).
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I can recall, also in 194 7 or 1948, Congress passed the b ill
for acquisition of lands in the part of the Quetico- Superior Area,
which then was the Superior Roadless Area. Now it's the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area. This act was stimulated by abuses of air access
to this otherwise remote and scenic land, with detrimental impact on
fishing and the general primeval aspect and also by proliferation of
resorts. Resorts were being built with access by boat or by plane,
with many flying in the guests. A lot of people who va lued t his lake
country as kind of a natural area didn' t like it .
ERM: Frank Hubachek was one of them .
FWG: Frank Hubachek was a le ader in the move, as was his partner, C harles
Kelly . But, anyway, Lee Kneipp drew up and Congress enacted a
bill to authorize the acquisition of lands within a certain described
part of this roadless area and the appropriation of funds for it. This
is called the Thye - Blatnik Act, after the congressional sponsors.*
This act was later amended to include all of what is now the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area . The Fore st Service had obtained some appropriations for land purchase there. Then in the early part of the [Ezra Taft ]
Benson regime there weren ' t any appropriations, and there was a lot
of discussion as to whether the department would recommend appro priations to buy land there.
At one of the meetings of the commiss ion , this came up for
discussion, and I can remember Senator [John Cornelius] Stennis
participating in that. He at the time was a member of the Armed
Services Committee, arrl the army or the air force had flown him
out to some of the Alaska military base s. They a lso had flown him
to some of the interior lakes of Alaska that, apparently, were strictly
primeval. He recounted his experiences there and his pleasure at
being able to see this land in its original state. He said in regard
to the Superior proposal,1\ I think it important that this commission
endorse a program which will preserve a little of this country as it
used to be •11 I think that was influential in the resumption of interest
by the administration and by the Congress in the program to further
consolidate the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, which has been largely
done by now.
ERM : That's a point in favor of VIP trips for senators and congressme n .

*Thye-Blatnik Act of 22 June 1948, c h . 593, 62 Stat. 568, 16
U.S .C. sec. 577c- h (1964).
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FWG: If they get a reaction like that, as he did .
man and a broad- gauged legis lator .

He is a very fine gentle -

ERM: Was the commission a good liaison with the general public? Do you
think it was subject to any undue pressures that were sometimes in
conflict with the purposes of your l and policy?
FWG: On your first question, I don ' t think that it was a particularly good
liaison with the general public . I think it had value as a liaisori
organ with Congress bec ause of the stature of the congressional
pe ople that were and are on it.
ERM : But more in keeping things out of trouble .
FWG: Yes . They were people you could go to with problems who had some
understanding of Forest Service operations because several of them
at least made a point of going out in the forests from time to time .
On the second question , it depended upon the member. Of
course, the secretary of the army didn't take much active part and
finally recommended legislation that made the chief of engineers
his alternate . The chief of engineers assumed his position . And in
run- of-the - mill type programs, the Department of the Interior was
quite supportive . During the pre-World War II years, when the
Forest Service attempted to get approval of land purchases around
San Diego or San Bernardino under the receipts acts that I mentioned
[see page 43 ], Secretary [Harold ] Ickes was quite obstructive .
His position was that these lands never grew a tree, and they
never will grow a tree, and they aren ' t forests, and he was not going
to approve purchase of them . He was neglecting or overlooking the
fact that the bills didn' t say anything about trees, but were in aid of
flood control and soil conservation. He finally got mad at Lee Kneipp
and wrote a letter to President [Franklin D. ] Roosevelt saying, 11 I'm
tired of being insulted by Dr. Kneipp . I hereby resign from the National
Forest Reservation Commission. 11 But he couldn' t do it because he was
a member by statute . He never participated after that . So I never
really had the pleasure of meeting the gent leman. I used to trot over
there with the programs, b ut I never got to see Ickes.
There were some vacancies in the early fift ies on the commission.
Roy Woodruff died about 1950 . And the then organized lumber industry,
if you want to call it that, decided it wou ld try to get some members
on the commission that would reflect its views, part icularly from the
standpoint of restricting or inhibiting further national forest land purchases .
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They used their influence to get Wesley D ' Ewart from Montana
appointed. D ' Ewart at the time intr oduced--! think a gainst his natural
inclination because I got to know him fairly well v.hile I was secre tary of the commission- -some of the so- called range disposa l bills
providing for the sale or disposal of the Public Domain lands to states,
ranchers , and so forth . So he was on the commission passing on
proposal s to buy land to upgrade timber and water resources of the
national forests, and at the same time he was hand ling bi lls to dispose
of the pub lic range . I don' t think D' Ewart really did the job for them .
He was followed by Representative Sam Coon from eastern
Oregon . He was aggressive, objecting and combating land acquisi tion proposals that came before the commission . As far as I recall,
other than causing some difficulties with the presentation and arguments within the commission, he really didn' t obstruct the programs
much . The other members of the commission just overrode him . He
was replaced later by Hamer Budge of Idaho .
There is kind of a sequence of events in this situation that is
rather interesting . D' Ewart got on through the agency of the timber
people , and he got beat after two terms . Coon got on, and he was
defeated for ree lection . Budge got on, and he got beat . Budge was
followed by Jack [Alfred John ] Westland of Washington, and he got
beat . I think these people would have liked to have used their position on t he commission to, in effect , reduce or negate the land
acquisition program of the Forest Service . They weren ' t very successfu l on the commission . What influence they had on appropriations
committees and in places like that, I can' t measure . Budge was
quite influential politically at the time he was one, as was D ' Ewart .
ERM : How often did the commission meet?
FWG : They met at the call of the secretary, which was when t here was
business to be transacted. When funds were at a low ebb, why,
they met about twice a year for exchanges and routine business .
Since the Land and Water Conservation Fund has provided funds, I
understand they meet about four times a year on a regular schedule.
ERM : Were regular minutes kept on file ?
FWG: Yes .
ERM : Would these be available for study?
FWG: The Forest Service has them, pl us a sheet record of every transaction
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ever approved by the commission and summaries of all programs.
Those were available when I left there . I presume they still are kept
up.
ERM: How does the Forest Service administration generally feel about the
commission?
FWG: There have been a number of suggestions made that it be legislatively
abolished. The first was by Mr. Ickes who said that it was unconstitutional anyway because it allocates to Congress --because a
majority of the commission are members of Congress -- powers vested in
the executive branch . In later years, practically every time there is
a change of administration, they cast about for commissions, boards ,
and so forth, started by their predecessors but which aren't politically
profitable to them. So periodically the department is asked for its
recommendation as to the National Forest Reservation Commission.
Incidentally, it is paralleled by the National Migratory Bird
Refuge Commission, of somewhat different membership, but with the
same functions in regard to purchase of lands for migratory bird refuges .
That question comes up, too, with the fish and wildlife service [Bureau
of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife ]. The response of the Forest Service
generally has been to recommend that the commission be maintained
on the grounds that it provides an impartial review of land transactions,
which are sensitive and not subject to public bid or public auction;
that the congressional commission members are informed on how the
Forest Service is handling land-purchase funds Congress appropriates
and can keep their colleagues informed if they desire to do so; that it
provides these commission members with an opportunity to know what
the Forest Service is doing, not only in lands, but in other functions.
I think those are probably the main reasons for it .
ERM: What is your own eval uation?
FWG: I think it is a useful device , but it caused extra work, no question
about it. We had to make up these huge dockets; one sheet for each
transaction whether it involved one acre or ten thousand acres. We
had to overcome indifference or the fact that many times members
were busy . Having to subject the proposals to the scrutiny of these
members causes delay; I don' t mean that any member goes over every
transact ion closely. They have people to do that .
Practically every one of them has an administrative assistant
somewhere in their organization that takes these dockets and thumbs
\\
through them and says, first, Is there anything here that directly
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involves my area or ,,constituents? If so , they want all details .
Secondly, they ask, Are they good public business and are the values
right? 11 Some, such as John Saylor, the present Republican member
from the House, have people that go over programs with a fine - tooth
comb .
I think the fact that these transactions are subject to high- leve l
inspe c tion has been good for the Forest Service . For one thing, it
forces them to face up to the question, Is this a valid proposition?
I think, a lso, it is a protection to the Forest Service because in the
sixty years of Weeks Law programs there has been no real questioning
of its operation or scandal or accusation of surrendering to the landowners or paying exorbitant prices or anything like that . I also think
the fact that some prominent members of Congress are acquainted
with Forest Service activities who wouldn't otherwise be acquainted
with them is beneficial to the agency .

DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF LAND CLASSIFICATION, 19S8 to 1970

Creation of Division

ERM: You headed the Division of Land Classification from 19S9 to 1970 .
FWG: Actually, the Classification Division was establishe d, I think, the
first of January, 19S8 .
ERM: Why was the Division of Land Classification created?
FWG: I mentioned that briefly in the discussion of the origin of multiple - use
planning . In the mid- 19SOs it became increasingly evident that there
was need for more intensive staff work and leadership on questions
of national forest boundaries; new national forest areas; national forest
land planning; the growing pressures for lands for private uses ; and
relationships with other agencies, predominantly the National Park
Service but also the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Land Management,
the Bureau of Reclamation, and various other agencies . The staff
worked to try and get ahead of these press ures on the national forests
for lands . This is the point that you were making at lunch, that we
s hould try to get ahead of them, rather than to just react.
Howard Hopkins had taken over from Lee Kneipp in 1948 when
Kneipp retired, and Hopkins and I had, with a limited, nontechnical
staff, largely handled all the land acquisition work, and we'd attempted
to handle some of these other things, including the land utilization
projects that I mentioned. These involved problems of lands to be
transferred, pressures for disposal, and t he footwork that had to be
taken to keep the key ones in public owners h ip. We had handled a
comprehensive boundary examination, which was another one of the
measures to offset some of the demands for drastic reductions in the
national fores ts. We had a service- wide program for examining national
forest boundaries from the standpoint of lack of public ownership or
consolidation and changes of land uses since the forests were set up .
There was a substantial amount of work on legislation.
It was realized, I'm sure, by the chief and by Hopkins that we
simply didn't have enough time and personnel to give those the
attention they deserved and do all the other work that I was doing and
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he was doing at the same time . So really that was the genesis of it,
this matter of pressures on land. It wasn't only pressure for recreation
purposes , although that was strongest , I guess.
Take the western edge of the national forests across the Sierras
in C a lifornia , Sonora north to Redding. People were moving into that
area, particularly retirees. They weren ' t actually moving onto national
forests, but a lot of them were moving to lands within the national
forests or just outside, areas where the government owned maybe 10
to 40 percent. The rest was privately owned . These were developing
into farmsteads and retirement homes or communities .
It was felt there should be some real attention given as to what

shou ld be Forest Service policy there . Should it attempt to stay in
there, attempt to consolidate into nuc lei or units of national forest,
and free other lands for other uses? What would be the impact on
watersheds and on the local government of these alternatives? There
still are those problems as to many areas in national forests . They
are especially acute with regard to recreation communities.
Then, also, interagenc y land matters became pressing. We
have discussed proposals for parks from national forests . Other
agencies also became increasingly involved . In 1956 Congress had
passed a law authorizing interchanges of land between the military
agencies and the national forests.* The Corps of Engineers was
building more dams and reservoirs that involved national forest lands
and buying lands within the national forests for these projects . They
had large areas in military reservations, some of which they were
surplusing , while in other places they wanted more land. The interchange law was designed to provide authority to move lands from
military to national forest status or vice versa without time -consuming
legis l ation. There were other similar matters .
All those things dictated a much more intensive staff work, and
that was the reason for the new division . Why I moved there instead
of staying with land acquisition , I don't know, except that I'd had
about twenty years of very demanding work on the land acquisition
functions , and I thought I needed a change of pace and respite from it.
It was a pretty high- pressure job with a very heavy work load and
very little technical help . This other turned out to be pretty high
pressured, too, but on a more restricted basis .

*Act

of 26 July 1956, ch. 763, 70 Stat . 656, 16 U . S .C. sec.
505a- 505b (1964).
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ERM : Your discussion indicates that the function of the Division of Land
Classification relates to multiple use in important ways .
FWG: I think it is definitely related to it for the reason that we couldn't
consider these other things without really analyzing the multiple-use
factors .
I might mention here that from July, 1958, to February, 1959,
I a lso served as acting assistant chief, after [Howard] Hopkins retired
and until CArthur W . ] Greeley took over that job on an expanded basis .
I mention that only because it did get me into some of the de liberations
that went on in that particular period of late 1958 and 1959 .
But any of the work I did- -if you again dis tinguish between
multiple-use planning, or the preparation of plans, and the concept of
multiple use as management of all resources of a unit and programs to
harmonize use of them so as to get optimum benefit rather than maximum benefit-- definite ly involved analysis of multiple - use concepts
and potentials . Any consideration of forested lands for retention in ,
addition to, or e limination from the national forest system, or of
national forest versus park status or private ownership had to be
analyzed for multiple - use potential and the public benefits from such
use as against alternatives . We did this constantly in area studies .
The studies of the Sawtooth Mountains area of Idaho or the Big
South Fork of the Cumberland River in Tennessee and Kentucky are
examples .

Zoning: A Management Technique?

ERM : Does the Forest Service divide the national forests into zones and
subdivisions of zones, units or management areas? If so, does
this facilitate multiple - use administration?
FWG: Well, as I told you, I ' m not an expert on the technical multiple-use
planning techniques . But first as to administrative areas, the
answer, of course, is yes . These go from ranger districts to national
forests to regions, the ranger district being the basic unit . The
ranger district , I believe, also is the basic unit for multiple - use
planning.
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The early work on multiple-use planning--! believe this system
still persists--did identify with various ecological subdivisions of
the planning u nit. Some of these are ecologic and geographic both;
some of them are more resource-oriented than others. For example,
the planners wou ld identify what they would call the alpine zone,
the climatic , ecological, and resources complex characteristic of
high elevations. Some people don't like the term zone, so they use
other phraseology, sectors or subunits, for example. Other examples
would be water- influence zones or sectors --areas of land around lakes
and streams, the use of which is directly influenced by the presence
of the water--travel zones along highways and roads, and recreationuse zones where the major resource is the environment and improvements heavily used for outdoor recreation. In southern California
the early studies identified the canyon bottom areas as special zones
because they are heavily used for recreation but are hazardous from
the fire protection and flood control standpoint. They warranted
special consideration in multiple-use planning.
Management isn ' t physically divided along those zones. The
management direction is geared to the resources and character of the
zones, recognizing that they are planning devices and not natural
barriers . There is no line on the ground that says this is the alpine
zone , this is the general forest zone.
That was a California concept originally because the lands do
divide or stratify in terms of management problems and the possibility
of conflicts . The so-called alpine zone has high importance for
water, public recreation, primitive areas, and that sort of thing .
There is not too much possibility for conflict with timber use, but
there are conflict potentials in grazing use . And in the general
forest zone there can be problems of watershed versus timber cutting,
and of aesthetics or the protection of the views and so forth, but not
too much conflict with wildlife, for example, because pratically any
treatment of a virgin fores t benefits wildlife in one way or another .
To the extent that the Forest Service multiple-use planning
recognizes these var ious ecological and use zore s, the answer is yes .
I n regard to the question, Does it administer by those zones? the
answer is no. National forests are administered by ranger districts .
ERM: There are no precise criteria, then , for zoning within the national
forests?
FWG: I think each region has specifications for the identification of various
types of planning areas in subregions, zones or sectors, subunits ,
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or potential confl ict areas , or what have you, so as to get uniformity
within the pl anning area. Those are not uniform throughout the
service , if that ' s what you mean .

Criteria for Establishing National Forests

ERM : What criteria do you use for the establishment of national forests?
FWG: There is a whole list of them. We had a twelve-page outline listing
the factors that a re being taken into consideration . I don't know if
I can dredge it up here or not.*
ERM : It could be noted in the interview as an addendum .
FWG: It goes into a ll the physical resources, including soil and water,
vegetative cover, land condition, and land use and management
practices current and past. It goes into the economics of the area,
the recent impact of such things as industries, employment, subsistence farming, relief loads, and other social, economic , and local
governmental factors . It goes, of course, into acceptability under
the common criteria of meeting national and local needs for timber and
aiding in watershed rehabilitation . It goes into the attitudes of local
people and state people . It treats the common resources- - timber,
water, soil, forage, recreation opportunities, and wildlife--separately.
It includes analyses of community dependency, of public values, and of
alternatives . So it covers all those things. And if the area is
considered as a purchase unit, it includes cost estimates . No one of
them is the predominant one.
Basically, we don 't establish a national forest unless there is
a need for accelerated and intensified forest land management practices
of some kind or a public advantage in combining public lands into a
more manageable unit to preserve and enhance public values . You
might acquire lands within a national forest specifically for a campground or a large recreation area, or to facilitate management, but

*This

list could not be located . F . W . Grover recalls that it
was entitled "Land Classification Outline and Study Checklist," that
it was in use when he retired in 1970, and that it had at that time not
yet been published .
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establ ishment of a national forest usually involves a variety of
conditions on the ground, a variety of resources, and a variety of
justifications.
It also depends on the social and economic environment of the

time. In times or areas of economic distress where there may be
large unemployment locally, the economic and social factors may be
decisive if the national forest programs can be financed to go in
there and help . Distressed areas in Appalachia might be an example .
ERM : Do interest groups of one kind of another have influence on the
selection or expansion of national forests?
FWG: Yes . And not in the invidious sense either because a nationa l forest
is a public property. The Redbird unit in Kentucky was the last substantial national forest unit to be established; it was approved in
1964 or 1965. This includes somewhat in excess of half a million
acres , 60 to 70 percent to be acquired over a period of years under
the Weeks Law. Many things influenced the establishment of this
new area . It is in the headwaters of the Kentucky River; a couple of
forks of this stream had a history of disastrous floods . Part of the
cause no doubt was denudation of the watershed and accelerated
runoff because the uplands had been heavily cut and burned . Strip
mining was resulting in accelerated erosion and land damage . The
state hadn't gotten on top of the fire problems; there were a lot of
fires in there. The local people favored a national forest as a means
of flood control.
This was an economically depressed area; there were lots of
people out of work . Many of the mountain folks had moved out from
the hollows to the hard- surfaced roads and weren' t finding much work
so there was a very heavy relief load there. The potential was there
for salvaging t imber and so forth for some small local industries that
would give some of them employment; also, there was a large reservoir of useful improvement work. It was an area of increasing strip
mining . Whether or not the national forests can do much about that
or not is problematical, but at least to the extent that the Forest Service
can acquire lands under some type of regulation / it can minimize the
damage . The land had excellent pctential for restoring productive
forests for timber production .
I and other people that worked on it believed that even though
the land is beat up and b a ttered , it has high potentials for accommodating outdoor recreation, partic u larly the room-to-roam type . It
is beautiful in the fall when the leaves color, and includes interesting
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hiking chances and interesting features such as typical hollows of
the Kentucky highlands. Game and fish are badly depleted through
poaching and pollution of streams from mining . The unit has, however ,
a very high potential for wildlife because it's basically hardwood
timber and can support wildlife in quantity if it can be reestablished
under affirmative management. And, as I say, the local people felt
it would be beneficial. The governor recommended it. And all those
things enter into it.

National versus Local Welfare

ERM: From what standpoint are we to judge the best combination of uses to
which land may be put - -local welfare, regional welfare, or national
welfare? On what basis has this been determ ined? Some say on the
basis of the needs of the local unit .
FWG: That's one of those have-you-stopped-beating-your-wife type of
questions. I will try to answer as best I can . Obviously, national
forest management must serve the national welfare.
ERM : And the regional welfare and the local welfare.
FWG: And the local welfare. They are usually synonymous. I would say
that in situations where serving the local welfare would be demonstrably
adverse to the national welfare, the Forest Service wouldn't do it .
And I think if the re verse was true, why, there would be a lot of
temporizing before it happened. Basically, the policy would be to
try to bring the two together. This is not entirely an idle question,
however, because it goes into, as we discussed before, how much
resources should be segregated for purely passive types of uses
as against producing commodities .
Taking the local welfare in its broadest concept, such as the
building of houses with heavy use of lumber now occurring here in
San Diego, how much timber should be segregated in wilderness
areas and national parks in pursuit of national programs and so
removed from utilization, reducing the sup ply of lumber for these
houses? And to the extent that this is done, how much is the average
house purchaser req uired to pay additional for the pleasure of people
that like to look at a wilderness area and recreate in it? How much
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is the shortage of timber on the stump going to influence the price
people pay for houses ten years from now when the new baby crop is
maturing and buying houses ? So there is a serious problem no longer
confined to small towns in and about national forests.
ERM: Whose ox is being gored?
FWG: Yes . And then what' s local welfare and what ' s national welfare? You
mentioned the export of timber to Japan . Obviously, it is considered
in the national welfare to export that--the Department of Commerce,
Department of the Treasury, and so forth all support it . There i s the
balance- of.payment question . The Department of State supports it
from that standpoint . Yet some of the lumbering people and others
in areas where it ' s being taken from very definitely question it
because of impact on employment and competition with local small
mills for timber.
Actually, of course, Congress put a quota on the national
forest timber that can be exported, which probably doesn' t affect the
total amount . So there is no specif ic answer to your question .
Secretary [James ] Wilson' s admonition was to deve lop the nat ional
forests for the benefit of the homeowner first of all. But since his
time, the homeowner or would - be homeowner might be in San Diego
or New Orleans instead of in or adjacent to the Coconino or
Willamette or Bitterroot national forests .

Land Trans fers to Park Service

ERM : I think yo u have expressed your feelings on the transfer issue proposed
for the Oregon Dunes National Seashore , Great Basin Nationa l Forest ,
North Cascades, and the Ice Age nationa l park . Do you have opinions
on these tranfers?
FWG: The North Cascades was settled, at least for awhile, by the legislation
of 1969, which set up the North Cascades National Park and adjacent
national recreation areas . I happen to think , personally, that that
legis l ation is largely a fraud upon the American people because it
lead s them to believe they are getting something they didn't have
before, which isn' t true . It ' s going to c ost them extra money , perhaps
a half million or a million dollars a year for duplicating protection
and administrating services and facilities and so forth .
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The North Cascades National Park really didn't take any land
of conseq uence out of intensive lumbering . The land was publicly
owned, with small exceptions, managed and available for public use .
The park hasn ' t so far done anything about the mining patents that
are dispersed through it. And the Park Service can't do anything more
than go to Congress for money to buy them out the same as the Forest
Service might have done. It may have a little more money for developing
amenities and amusement devices, and my feeling is that it will
develop some things sponsors of the legislation aren't going to like
in the way of opening up areas and tramways and other tourist
attractions. I don' t think the Park Service is immune to pressures;
the main local interest in that area was as a tourist trap, so to speak.
It's going to have to show some re sults, I think.
I never could understand why the National Park Service worked
for the Great Basin proposal. Whee ler Peak is the second highest
peak in Nevada. In fact, if you take Nevada in it's entirety, it is
its highest peak. But it is not extraordinary as compared with the
Rockies or Sierras . There is a little snowfield under Wheeler Peak
that most people like t o think is a glacier, but apparently geologically it isn 't a g lacier. And there is a limited area of nice high
country at the higher elevations of the ridges that ascend from the
sagebrush high desert to Whee ler Peak .
Basically, it is very limited in area, a rather commonplace
piece of country. The park proposal was stimulated mostly by the
Ely Chamber of Commerce and a former employee of the Park Service,
who , I believe , ran a news paper in Ely . Certainly, if it had gone
through, it would have amounted to serious degradation of national
park standards, in my judgment .
ERM : You mean it doesn't qualify as the unusual.
FWG: It certainly is not an area of scenic grandeur, exceptional in the
nation , and only one of a kind. The Oregon Dunes are in the same
category. They occupy fourteen or fifteen thousand acres, practically
a ll in the national forest. People like to recreate in them and on the
adjoining beach . The Forest Service has set aside part as a scenic
area and deve loped recreation facilities in other parts. The Park
Service wanted originally to include a large area of private land outside the national forest and the dunes, taking in some natural lakes.
These are not in the dunes , but adjoin them and include many summer
homes owned mostly by residents of central Oregon--Eugene, Portland,
and so forth. This proposal got knocked down locally . If the Forest
Service proposal for a national recreation area goes through, such
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land will continue in private ownership but the dunes will be protected.
Some people didn' t like the fact that the Forest Service has
allowed the taking of fresh water from under the dunes. These are
underlain by a fresh-water aquifer of almost unlimited extent, and
this water can be pumped and taken to places like Coos Bay and put
to industrial or domestic use . It is being done. Such a development
has a minor impact on the dunes, in my judgment, and I have been
there several times.
So this is another case of a push for a park title and increased
tourism at public expense. The district ranger of the Forest Service
is located within half a dozen miles of the area, with a large organization, including recreation specialists and landscape specialists
and engineers, all competent to deal fully with the resource . There
is no evident public benefit in transferring the lands to the National
Park Service so it can go in there and build a duplicating setup to do
practically the same management job as the Forest Service is doing .
That is my view.
1

ERM: I suppose that the preservationists response to your answer would be,
"Well, we feel that the Park Service is less likely to do anything
bad in the long run." Isn't that their general feeling?
FWG: They feel that tre national park system provides greater assurance
against timber cutting, road building, mining, and, of course,
l umbering, if you view that as be ing undesirable , whic h , of course,
most of them do . This so because the national park system traditionally excludes commodity uses . Again my view was and is that,
instead of trying to take land out of one federal pocket and put it in
another to obtain debatable benefits--debatable from the standpoint
of the general public--they should be out acquiring more public
beaches, stretches of rivers, and other key recreation lands that are
going to be fouled up by other types of development if they aren' t
brought into pub lic ownership soon.
ERM: To what extent have you found the have - you-st opped-beating- yourwife-lately type of questions have been part of the attack on the
Forest Service from groups that have come into issue with you on
land status and management?
FWG: I think that is particularly true of the controversies that involve the
cutting of timber. To some people any cutting of timber is not
acceptable, and the Forest Service can proclaim to its last breath.
that it is going to do it under good systems of silviculture, and it's
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going to protect the streams and roads and the recreation areas, but
they simply don't be l ieve it . I don't know, frank ly , how you make
them believe it because they go back and recite other horrible
examples --some of which are horrible and some of which are not so
horrible--like this clear cutting in the Bitterroot Nationa l Forest
controversy .
ERM: I suppose there can always be pictured grim bits of evidence that
would tend to cast doubt on the integrity of the Forest Service plans.
FWG: One of my gripes against the Sierra Club--to which I don't belong, but
probably should because I approve of some of their objectives--is that
in the past, in my judgment, their publicity has been intellect ually
dishonest . I recall a film made and exhibited early in the advocacy of
p arks in the Washington Cascades depicting the beauties of this area,
all of which was within the national forests as far as I know . In that
film there was not a single acknowledgment of the fact that these lands
were in a national forest, that they were reserved from appropriation
or disposal, except occasionally under the mining laws, and that they
were under comprehensive management for public use and benefit .
Pictures were taken so that any national forest signs were left out of
the picture. They distributed this widely. They conveyed the
impression that here was this beautiful vast area that was completely
unprotected, unadministered, and at the mercy of predatory industrial
interests who were about ready to desecrate it , which was, of course,
completely false.
They have taken pictures of clear-cut areas with scenery in the
background--they have done that in the redwoods to some extent-creating impressions that was the commonplace thing, rather than,
perhaps, the exception. So my view is that they haven' t been complete ly
honest with the American people. They've talked of Mineral King as
a wilderness area. Mineral King, of course , is not wilderness .
There is a road into it , and there are eighty or ninety summer homes
there . There was a mining town there at one time, the source of the
name, I guess.
Multiple-use management, you see, is a rather prosaic concept. The Forest Service takes a hundred thousand acres of land and
says, "Th is has some areas that are real nice for people to camp and
picnic in; there is a nice stream here. We will protect those, and
they will be used by the public for recreation. There are fifty thous and
acres of highly productive timberland, and that should be utilized, so
we wil l plan to harvest that timber and grow a new crop . Up on the
ridges there is some good grazing; if the local livestock can use it, fine.
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Certainly, in anything we are going to do we are going to protect the
watersheds because that's where San Francisco or Portland or some
other community gets their water or if the water provides irrigation,
that ' s where we get our food . So in everything we do we're going to be
sure we don ' t foul up the soil. " That makes a sensible program to
people who understand it, but as compared to extolling the beauty of
the North Cascades and deploring the threats of ravaging lumbermen
conjured up or the implication that the Forest Service is conspiring to
make a Disneyland out of Mineral King, it doesn ' t have much appeal.
I guess maybe that ' s one of the problems .
ERM: Problems of the mass media, the situation we have today, too, isn't
it?
FWG: I' m sure it is. I get the California Log, the Region 5 newsletter, and
recently I dropped by to see Doug Leisz, who is the regional forester
now; he 's a native Californian who assumed the job when Jack Deinema
went to Washington . Doug had been engaged in a running battle with
CBS news media . A news team had visited in and about the Six Rivers
National Forest around Eureka and taken some pictures of a clear-c ut
area, which turned out to be mostly private land, and produced a very
critical piece in the Walter Cronkite news accusing the Fores t Service
of clear cutting and denuding the hi lls ides there . Leisz took exception
to that with letters to the CBS editors and so forth.
He finally got the fellow who had written the piece and some
others t o come out and take another look at it . He gave them a tour
of some of the national forests and showed them what the Forest Service
was doing. First he showed them that the land they used as a horrible
example wasn ' t national forest. Then they counted the trees that were
coming back in the clear-cut area and found out there were a thousand
trees to the acre starting back, which is good stockage, one every six
feet on an average . As far as these people were concerned, they were
wrong in large part, most like ly on the basis "My mind is made up;
don't confuse me with the facts."
ERM : Did CBS do any kind of a follow-up?
FWG: So far they haven' t done a follow- up . I hope they will, but the follow- up
will never catch up with the initial impression created .
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National Grass lands and Recre ation Areas

I would like to mention two or three things that happened during
the time I was in this Division of Land Classification; they are related
to multiple use even though it may be a tenuous relationship . I
mentioned our efforts to have t he nat iona l grasslands established out
of the old L. U . areas [ l and-'utilization projects]. This was done by
secretarial order, which a lso made them part of the national forest
system . We carefully wrote into such orders that the national grasslands are to be administered for sustained yield of all the resources
that they can produce and under programs of multiple - use management .
So fo llowing up on the Multiple Use Act and the others, we
attempted to the full extent of the authority we had to write multiple
use into the management policies for n ational grasslands . This
would mean that if the Forest Service fo llows through on the ground,
the game, fish, range, watersheds, a nd outdoor recreation are all
going to have coordinated consideration, development, and use. And,
hopefully, the Forest Service will go ahead and really develop some
of the assets other than forage for livestock.
The other of these deve lopments is the establishment of Fores t
Servic e administered nat ional recreation areas. The firs t of these
was the Whiskeytown- Shasta-Trinity N. R. A. [National Recreation
Area ], which encompasses three lakes in northern California in or
near the Shasta and Trinity national forests . These are reservoirs
created by the Bureau of Reclamation as part of the Central Valley
Project. There were proposals to set them up as a national park or
a national monument. An interdepartmental study team, including
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation after Ed Crafts moved over there, the
Forest Servi ce, and Park Service , studied the areas and came up with
a concept of a national recreation area. This was approved by Congress .
La ter three others also were established . We have written into the
establishing legislation the concept that, although recreation is the
most important use of these lands, all other resources are to be
utilized, a lso.
The chief and secretary, in presenting these proposals to
Congress --one in West Virginia, one in southern Virginia called the
Mount Rogers N.R.A., and one surrounding t he Bureau of Reclamation's
reservoir on the Green River at Flaming Gorge in Utah and Wyoming-emphasized to Congress that recreation area status didn ' t mean that
the other resources of timber and forage and game and so forth were to
be abondoned, rather that they woul d be utilized to the full extent
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possible without eroding the primary recreation quality of the area,
not necessarily its recreation use, but its quality.
I think those two new management concepts within the national
forest system--the national grasslands and national recreation areas -are significant because the first involved the adoption by the department of the principle of multiple use on these range lands as well as
on the national forests; the second involved the endorsement by
Congress of the system of multiple use in national recreation areas
managed by the Forest Service. It might be somewhat inhibited
multiple use, but the directive is there . As far as I know, the people
are doing it on the ground. Coincidentally, the establishment of
national recreation areas in national forests by Congress is a recognition of the ability of the Forest Service to manage outdoor recreation
on a par with the National Park Service.

European Forestry

ERM: Have you observed in Europe any of the forests that are managed over
there, usually surrounding a city like Zuric h or Frankfurt or any of
the cities that have city forests, on a multiple-use bas is? They have
recreation, and they have grazing, and they have picnicking , and
they have logging, a ll going on at the same time, a lot of it, and
seemingly without any unhappy feelings on t he part of any one interest
group. They all seem to accept this.
FWG: I haven 't observed them . I haven't been lucky enough to go to Europe
to study them. I understand that is true, though, from things that I
have read. I suppose part of the explanation is that they grew up
gradua lly with that concept. And, of course, landwise and resourcewise, at least, they are a lot less a ffluent than we are . The Japanese
have the same system, I understand . Much of that land that you
mentioned in Europe, in my understanding, is privately owned. Private
owners utilize the timber and so forth, but they also permit public use
for recreation.
ERM : I think in these cases the l and is owned by the city. Then whatever
logging is done, is done on a lease basis ; logs are c ut and sold. As
you walk through the forest on trails, you'll find these stacks of
logs along the trail . I never found anyone t here who was offended
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by this. This was a natural thing for them . It was an essential
thing in their whole way of life. They were not aesthetically offended
by this to the same extent that I think people in this country some times are by something of that kind.
FWG: In this country, as far as the timber us e is concerned, we have a lot
more varied conditions, I think . Some of those conditions in
themselves arouse these conflicts and resistance . In forests that
have been cultured for centuries, and especially where utilization
is intensive, the results of timber harvest may be substantially
unnoticeable after a short time . Hardwoods, particularly, reestablish
quickly. The same thing is true in ponderosa pine types that are
subject to tree selection; individual trees can be removed without
too much visual impact .
Some years back, the San Bernardino National Forest cut
considerable insect-infested and diseased trees and insect- susceptible
trees out of the Barton Flats Recreation Area. They made a special
project of it with very low stumps and complete cleanup. Some of the
stumpage value necessarily had to be diverted to that with lower
prices, but the action was well accepted by the people of the area,
who traditionally have used Barton Flats. This is a residual stand of
ponderosa pine in the upper reaches of the San Bernardino forest
close to the southern end of its natural range, so it wasn ' t too vigorous
or beautiful in the first place. People enjoyed it and they endorsed
this logging because they recognized it as a move to perpetuate the
forest. But you can' t go into a virgin redwood stand and successfully
take out a few trees, nor from a virgin Douglas-fir stand . Logging in
these necessarily must be heavy and characteristically leaves a
visual mess that persists for fifteen to twenty years . Therein is part
of the dilemma of the professional forester in this country .

Shawnee National Forest Extension

ERM : While you were director of the Division of Land Classification,
you participated in a study regarding possible extension of the
boundaries of the national forest in the Shawnee Hills of southern
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Illinois . * This report was prepared by local and regional people in
accord with agreed upon concepts . What were these concepts? Did
they relate to multiple use? Why was this prepared by regional
people? Is this common ? Do local people tend to reach conclusions
different than national people? Did you agree with the conclusion of
this report?
FWG: [Laughter . ] That ' s quite a question . The Shawnee National Forest
is in the southern tip of Illinois, bounded by the Ohio River on one
side and the Mississippi River on the other side. Generally speaking,
the economy is not good there . In part it was dependent on coal
mining in earlier years. There still is some in the general area . A
lot of the land was farmed . The farms were not especially good, and
that largely has dropped out of the picture. People there were searching for ways of raising their economic status by the bootstraps . They even
welcomed the maximum security prison at Marion, Illinois, in lieu
of Alcatraz , because it would bring some business into the area .
One of the things that they did agree on was that the Shawnee
forest wou ld be much more attractive to people coming in and also
more productive of timber and other resources if the government
acquired more land within it . Because it was a Weeks Law forest -started in the thirties and aborted somewhat by the war--the Forest
Service never did flesh out its land holdings to the extent needed
for optimum production. This was not entirely a study of boundary
extension . That was one phase of it, to consider inclusion of some
lands that were eroding--abondoned farms, that type of land--that
\.\Bre susceptible of forestation and public use . It also analyzed
and projected programs for additional development .
It really was initiated by the local people . Of course, we have
a forest supervisor there , and it is his job to do the basic work on
any of these things that affects his forest. So it was agreed, with
the chief's office participating, by the regional office at Milwaukee
and the forest supervisor, that we needed to get down on paper just
what the Forest Service thought it could and shou ld do in the area,
including lands to be acquired and additional resources to be developed.

* U . S. ,
Forest
D . C .:
to this
by the

Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, National
Program for the Shawnee Hills of Southern Illinois (Washington,
Government Printing Office, [ 1963]) . For the introduction
study, see Appendix B, p. 152. A copy of this study is held
Forest History Society, Santa Cruz, California.
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People were very interested in a road across that neck of
Illinois between the two rivers, which they would call the River- toRiver Road; they could see that as kind of a parkway . I might mention
that this national forest is not too far from Chicago as d istances go,
and lots of people a lready were coming in there, particularly in the
fall, for recreation use and to enjoy the scenery. For example, large
groups of horsemen had come down to ride in the national forest
because they are public properties. So local communities were
getting some of the recreational benefits, and they wanted more .
I haven ' t reviewed the program . I have it someplace . It
proposed filling out the public land pattern and accelerated recreation
developments and accelerated timber planting . I think it included
some small lakes for both flood control and recreation. Those
wouldn ' t necessarily be built by the Forest Service. They might be
inc luded in the small watersheds program of the Soil Conservation
Service or in-state programs . I don't know whether the Forest
Service ever endorsed the concept of a River-to- River Road or not.
They certainly studied it a lot. Any such project would have had
to be undertaken under forest highway authorization for the Forest
Service to have participated . But that study was the genesis of t he
idea and of expanded programs of resource restoration. This is an
example of local and national interests coinciding.
The mechanics of it were that the three levels of Forest Service
administration got together and decided it was germane and desirable
to cooperate with these local people and that we would develop a
program and make it available to them and their congressional delegates, which we did . Nothing too much ever came of it, as I recall,
but the Forest Service is still plugging along there, for it is a worthwhile program.
ERM : I have a feeling that there is some question here as to whether the
Forest Service's policy in the establishment of a national forest
like this really has any national purpose or is only a response t o
local demands.
FWG: That could be charged as to this particular program , depending on
how broadly or narrowly you view the national interests. The
Shawnee area is quite productive timberland . A large part of it was
poorly farmed; it had a lot of soil loss and so forth . From the standpoint of adding to the timber supplies of the nation, it has great
potential. As I said, it was an area of rather drastic unemployment,
in which the federal government was carrying an inordinate relief
l oad as compared t o the average for the country .
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It is in watersheds of the Ohio and the Mississippi wherein a

lot of federal money is going into flood control, not only on the main
stems, but on the creeks and rivers that drain down through the
Shawnee, and into maintenance of navigation--dredging of silt, for
example. So while these programs would benefit the local people,
the consensus was that they would also benefit the nation. I don't
know where you draw the line there.
ERM: I think you ' ve answered that question very well .

Sawtooth Mountain ltrea Study

In 1965 the Sawtooth Mountain ltrea Study for Idaho was done .* You
participated i n this study . What were your recommendations for the
Sawtooth Mountain-Salmon River country--national park or national
forest status? Did you prefer multiple use or preservation for this area
and why?
FWG: I think this question and this situation i llustrates the complexity of
this multiple - use picture. The Sawtooth Range on the west side of
the Salmon River in Idaho is a very beautiful area of jagged peaks,
not so striking as the Grand Tetons, but still, viewed from a distance,
of that general character. It is already in t he Sawtooth Primitive
Area, which will no doubt be recommended for a wilderness area.
Adjoining it on the east side are the Sawtooth Valley and the Stanley
Basin, traversed by the upper reaches of the Sal mon. Those largely
are privately owned. F urther east is the White Cloud Mo untains
area . To the north are a series of mountains extending t o the Idaho
Primitive Area and Canada.
The National Park Service has proposed a park to encompass
the Sawtooths for many years. Such proposal is on lists back to 1939--

*u.s., Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, and U.S . ,
Department of Interior, National Park Service, Sawtooth Mountain
Area Study, Idaho: History, by Victor O. Goodwin and John A. Hussey,
(Washington, D.C.: U.S . Department of Agricul ture and U.S . Department of the Int8rior, 19 65) . For the Forward from this study, see
Appendix C, p, 15 3 .
A copy of this study is he ld by the Forest
History Society, Santa Cruz, California.
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in fact the record of park advocacy goes back to 1914 . One reason
advanced is that Idaho had no national parks at the time of the
study; therefore, it should have one. The Sawtooths were the best
bet . Mainly, though, some people though: a park would draw tourists
into the country. And the Park Service was of the opinion the area
is of national park caliber, a rather elastic concept over the years.
All of it is within national forests except these two valleys, which
originally were in agriculture and now are used for grazing . They
are very beautiful valleys rimmed by mountains on the east and west.
The event that really stirred the situation up was the invasion
of the Sawtooth Valley, in particular, by second-home subdivisions
and the threat that these would multiply. Some of the land was being
cut up into quarter- acre lots, and some were so ld, and a few houses
built prac tically in the center of this lovely mountain valley. The
main highway north and south runs through the valley, and travelers
look across meadows and fores ts at the beautiful Sawtooth Mountains .
Increasingly, they are looking across a bunch of A- frame dwellings
and outhouses .
So there were proposal s by the Greater Sawtooth Area Preservation Council and various others to make a national park of the area .
This was proposed to Senator [Frank F . ] Church and Senator [Leonard
Beck] Jordan . The Forest Service thought there were alternatives
with less restrictive impact on resource uses and on the county than
a full -fledged national park . So it was agreed that there would be a
joint interagency study .
Early in the Kennedy administration the Department of the
Interior and the Department of Agriculture agreed on the Treaty of
the Potomac, which was a let ter signed by the two secretaries that
said , in effect, that neither department would attempt any raids on
the other' s lands without due notification and participation of the
administering agency . It provided for some other things like the
North Cascades study. So this joint study of tre Sawtooths was
agreed upon with the National Park Service , and I headed up the
staff work for it in the chief's office. Of course, it again was
conducted for the Forest Service by people in the region, and the
Park Service assigned people from some of its regional offices .
We had a planning team of two principals, one each from the
Park Service and the Forest Service. We had a Washington coordination group in which I participated . The team in the field was
backstopped by technical or specialist types of personnel as needed.
Forest Service members were authorized to draw upon the region for
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help. It was a comprehensive study that went into all the resources -water, timber, range, scenery, recreation, history of the area,
archaeological factors, land ownership, and local dependency.
The report of this joint study team made no recommendations.
It outlined two alternative programs the federal government could
undertake in this area, recogn izing that the problem was to halt and
reverse the trend toward subdivisions and other incompatible
developments in these beautiful mountain valleys .
An additional alternative was to put the primitive area into
wilderness and continue the Forest Service programs. Obviously,
this would not settle the question. One alternative was a nationa l
park . The advantages and disadvantages of that were laid out in the
report. Advantages included preservation of the resources in their
present state, eventual public acqu is it ion of the private lands, and
elimination of commodity uses, hunting, and probably winter sports,
and a high impact on the local tax base from acquisition of this
land- - transfer to nontaxable status -- because it is in poor counties.
The other alternative was a Forest Service national recrea tion area, where administration would be merged with administration
of surrounding areas, eliminating separate headquarters and
administrative organization. Range and timber resources would be
used to the extent feasible without degrading recreation. Timber is
not important in this area; grazing is . Hunting and winter sports
would be permitted. Devices would be used to ease t he impact of
land acquisition on the local people and counties .
A national recreation area would preserve the western ranch
environment and atmosphere of the valleys as a typ ical historical
scene of the early West, rather than eliminate livestock use or put
buffalo on the meadows as the Park Service might do, and keep the
valleys and adjacent land in commercial cattle and sheep with
controls against obtrusive development. One device recommended
was purchase of scenic easements rather than fee title to these
valuable lands, an easement enabling the government to control
development but leave the lands on the tax role as agricultural lands.
Such a partial interest would cut out their speculative value as subdivision properties but leave them in use as privately owned agriculture
and grazing lands. The matter hasn't been decided.
The Forest Service obvious ly favors the national recreation
approach; so did the local people, according to hearings held by
Senator [Frank F. ] Church in the area . There is still a local move ment to make a national park out of it with some Local sponsors and
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some support by the Sierra Club, which again raises the question of
local interest versus what some people think are national interests
and others don't. In this case, the national recreation area approach
would, in my view, satisfactorily meet the national need and
adequate ly protect local interests --a reasonable compromise .
We could not make such a study without digging into all the
potential s for multiple-use management of the lands involved . And
this was done subsequent to the Multiple Use Act, so we knew what
we were talking about in terms of formal or applied multiple use .
We couldn' t make this study without an analysis of that and all the
factors that involved car- access recreation versus primitive types .
A scenic-route road around the valle y would help on the economic
side, as it would attract people from outside and add to their enjoyment. But it would bring in more people . The timber is eventually
going to become decadent, and some logging will be necessary to
preserve the scenery . The Forest Service felt that there would have
to be timber utilization , otherwise the now attractive lakes would be
surrounded by an unsightly background of dead and dying trees. The
Forest Service also contemplated a continuance of range use and
believed that carside recreation and primitive recreation would be
feasible side by side .
One of the things that lots of attention was given to was the
control of the Salmon River and particularly any activities that
might silt it, like mining . Also, there are remnants of some old
historical towns dating back to the mining period . In fact, Atlanta,
on the west side, is one that is quite historic . These could be made
of interest to recreationists as well as local historians . So all the
multiple - use potential was analyzed and went into Forest Service
presentations of the issues.
ERM: You mentioned that timber there is be coming decadent and needs to be
cut to preserve scenic values .
FWG: I said this study had to look forward to the fact that this lodgepole
pine and fir would become decadent in due course and vulnerable to
insect and disease damage and that a certain amount of regulated
harvesting of the susceptible trees was probably the best way of
maintaining the scenic character of this area . Adjoining the valley
and below the high peaks is this rim of this type of timber, speckled
through with lakes of various sizes . Redfish Lake is a very beautiful lake a couple of miles long and a half- mile wide. Alturas Lake
is another extremely beautiful one . There are probably half a dozen
nice lakes in there, beautiful because they are surrounded by this
forest .
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That scenic backdrop could very easily become ugly if cultural
operations are not permitted. There may be places for letting nature
take its course, but beauty spots such as these are not among them,
in my opinion. It offers the same question as weeding your garden or
letting the weeds take over. But, anyway, that ques t ion was given
consideration along with the rest of the resource problems .
ERM : Don' t you encounter a response from the wilderness quarters saying ,
"There is nothing really wrong with a forest that ' s dead and dying; let
it be the way nature wants it to be "?
FWG: I suppose it would. I don't remember comments on that particular
phase of it . They have probably been made in the interim .
ERM : I know I've heard that mentioned often.
FWG: I understand it is Park Service policy to let nature take its course,
for better or worse . In an area of intensive human use, though, such
as this would be, where people come for a natural environment that's
both pleasing and re l axing, I think that preservation of the aesthetics
is as important as some of the other things. At least that was the
theory .

Monongahela National Forest Addition

ERM : Would you comment on the study re l ating to the proposed Mountaineer
Unit addition to the Monongahela National Forest?* What was the
conclusion of the regional office? Do you agree with it? What was
the rationale for the proposed addition?
FWG: The conc lusion of the regiona l office was that a national forest there
would be a local, regional, and national benefit . I h ad been through
the area and saw the little, depressed towns where the coal mines had

* U.S., De partment of Agriculture, Forest Service, The
Mountaineer Unit, a Proposed Addition to the Monongahela National
Forest (Upper Darby, Pennsylvania: U.S. Department of Agriculture,
1962). For the summary from this study, see Appendix D, pp. 154156. A copy of this study is held by the Forest History Society,
Santa Cruz, California.
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moved out; some of the ugliest towns that exist are in the coal
mining country . The potential of this land was great if it were
protected and the forests reestablished and positive programs of game
management and recreation put in. I concurred with the concept of
a national forest there . As I mentioned earlier, nothing came of it .
There was some opposition from the timber industry people , and ,
anyway, there wasn't that kind of money around by the time we got
the study done . It would have been a purchase proposition, buying
lands from the owners, a large part of whom, I guess, were either
coal or inactive timber companies.

Big South Fork of the Cumberland River

ERM: Did you speak earlier on the interagency, interdepartmental study
relating to the Big South Fork of the Cumberland?*
FWG: I mentioned it briefly . It was finished in late 1969 . Copies came
out not too long before I retired . The situation there is that the Big
South Fork of the Cumberland River, above the present Lake Cumberland
flowage, is, I suppose you could call it, a splendid example of a
free-flowing, southern Appalachian stream . I forget the statistics,
but there is probably forty or fifty miles between the reservoir and
the headwaters of the several forks, with rather deep gorges,
limes tone - walled hollows , roc ky b luffs, and scenic hardwood forest
country . There no longer are many free - flowing streams in the southern
Appalachians . It is part of the Cumberland River system , which has
been heavily dammed for flood control purposes.
The Corps of Engineers had propo sed a high dam at a place
called Devils Jumps, maybe four or five miles above the end of
flowage of Lake Cumberland . That dam had been approved by the
Congress prior to this study, in part because of the conflicts between

* U.S.,

Army Corps of Engineers ; U.S., Department of the
Interior; and U . S . , Department of Agriculture, Big South Fork,
Cumberland River , Kentucky-Tennessee : Interagency Report (Washington,
D.C.: U. S . Army C orps of Engineers, U.S. Department of the Interior ,
and U. S. Department of Agriculture , 19 69) . For the Forward from this
study , seeAppendixE, p.157 .
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public power advocates and private power interests. If the Corps
of Engineers were to build the federal dam, the power would be
developed and presumably marketed by the Corps, largely t hrough
rural e lectrification coops . There had been resistance to that
possibility by the private power people in the area . That may not
have been the only reason, but apparently it was one of the controlling reasons why the dam had not been authorized.
Senator [John Sherman] Cooper had introduced legislation in the
Senate , but he could never get it through the House because of this
opposition. So he got a provision through Congress in the 1968 Flood
Control Act directing the chief of engineers , the secretary of agric u lture,
and the secretary of interior to make a study and prepare alternate
plans for use of the Big South Fork and contiguous lands for recreation,
conservation, and preservation uses, and ot her aspects of this area,
as poss ib le a lternatives to the dam . * He was thinking that if he
could not get a dam for his people, maybe he could get somet hing
e lse. I assume that was the motivation. I might mention that a portion of this area is in the Danie l Boone National Forest . Part of it
had been logged . There was some coal mining in there --some o ld
dumps --quite a l ot of seepage into some of the streams that res ulted
in a degree of acid pollution of some streams and considerable
stripping in some headwaters areas . Taken alto gether, though, it is
an attractive and rel atively undeve loped piece of Appalachian highlands.
In the interim, while this question of the high dam was going on,
some of the conservation organiz ations got interested in preserving
this stretch of river and its main tributary, the Clear Fork, as a freefl owing stream, perhaps adding it to the wild rivers system . It wasn ' t
in the w ild rivers original or basic system, but they had gotten
interested in it and some other Kentucky streams , incl uding the Red
River, which was a l so proposed to be dammed . So there was a lot
of ferment, bo th locally and at their regional and national organizations, about keeping the South Fork of the C umberland as a freeflowing stream and doing something about getting it under public
control.
We made this study, which was directed by Senator Cooper's
resolution. The Forest Service and the Soil Conservation Service
jointly represented the Department of Agriculture --the Soi l C onservation Service because of its responsibilities in the small watersheds

* Flood

Control Act of 1968, Title II, 82 Stat . 739.
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flood control programs, the Forest Service because this was practically
entirely a forested basin and part of it was in the national forest. And
there were the Corps of Engineers of the Department of the Army, the
Park Service and Bureau of Outdoor Recreation for the Department of
Interior, and some cooperation from the Bureau of Mines on mineral
resources . The Economic Research Service of the Department of
Agriculture also participated on some of the economic analyses .
It was agreed that again this would be a study without a
recommendation from the study team . We organized to form a local
study team to be drawn from regional or local people of all the
services involved, and a Washington steering group of people from
the participating agencies to give general guidance and resolve
questions or conflicts. The report was to be written and submitted
to the secretaries without recommendation for transmittal to the
Congress as was required. That was done.

Again we laid out several a lternatives . One was the continuation or acceleration of existing programs, which could involve upland
agricultural conservation practices under the Farmers Home Administra tion or the Agriculture Conservation Service; additional flood control
and watershed projects through the Soil Conservation Service; expansion
of the Cumberland National Forest; additional cooperative forestry
programs; and things like that; perhaps a state park or so. Another
alternative was a national recreation area. That was presented as
two options, within or without a national forest. The third alternative
was to create a national forest there with attendant land purchase,
land rehabilitation, and multiple-use programs . Another alternative
was to create a national park .
So each of those was explored, and the particular people who
were supposedly expert in these areas undertook the preparation of
that section of the report . The engineers, of course, did the water
and stream- flow analyses and analyses of a high dam versus a low
dam, of ups trearn dams complementing a low darn, and various
possibilities of that sort, too. Each of the alternatives had to take
account of the others. Oh, another i::o s s ibility was a scenic or wild
river, with attendant land purchase by federal or state agencies. Each
of these alternatives was explored.
Of course, the national forest alternative was put forward on
the basis of a complete job on multiple use. We also structured out
the possibility of a national forest there that would involve buying
large acreages of land with a national recreation area superimposed
on national forest land within the national forest, following the
precedents of the others mentioned before .
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The National Park Service developed what it thought would be
an appropriate national park and what the pros and cons were . Then
the impacts on the loca l e conomy and the costs and benefits were
worked up for the a lternative programs. That' s one place where we
came right up against the questions,'' How do you put a value on the
intangibles, on recreation use and recreation visits; and what is the
most important type of recreation, for example, tro lling from a boat
on a lake, shooting the rapids in a canoe, or just sitting on the
roadside looking at the scenery ?" A large lake, such as would be
impounded by the proposed high dam, would offer much lake- oriented
recreation .
One of the factors that we never quite got on top of was that
parts of the watershed are heavily underlain with coal. There is
some strip mining going on in one of the forks of the river with quite
a lot of siltation at times of heavy rains. This material would work
its way down the river and destroy the clarity of it and its capacity
for fish propagation. Whatever course of action that might be taken
there would have to deal with the problem of privately owned coal.
This, of course, could be quite expensive if it's there in economic
quantities in large beds. A five -foot bed of high-quality coal can
have a royalty value of five thousand dollars or more per acre .
ERM : Do you know the name of the operator that is working that?
FWG: I really don ' t know . I think they were Tennessee people. The likelihood is--I think there is a discussion of it in this report--that there
is more than one because there is seldom just one operator in that
type of country.
ERM: That report has been rendered, I presume .
FWG : That has been rendered and printed as a Senate document out of the
last Congress.
ERM: No action has as yet been taken?
FWG: No, as far as I know.
ERM : How do these interagency and interdepartmental studies actually work
out in practice?
FWG: They work out according to the will ingness of the participants to see
the other guy•s viewpoint . My experience with them has been
acceptable. I haven't a lways liked the results, and there have been
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quite acrimonious contentions in the process, but I found these
other people generally fair-minded. I worked on a professional basis
with them, and they , being professional, a lso, were willing to see a ll
the sides of the picture. They may not have agreed, but they were
willing to at least consider the alternatives. The Sawtooth study
involved a very long-standing and deep-seated desire of the Park
Service as an organization to get a national park in tre re . But the
working people had to admit that some of the impacts on the local
people, land base, tax base, and so forth might well be unacceptable
as an alternative .
On this Big South Fork study I think we all recognized that here
was a problem that wasn ' t going to be solved tomorrow because we
were dealing in terms of a hundred million dollars or something like
that to just buy the land and resources. But we factored out practical
programs for the unit if Congress wanted to meet the costs . There
are five different alternative cases that it can consider , or it can let
the prob lem take care of itself. Considering the condition of the
resources and the character of the country, I am convinced that a
viable national forest there would be the best program, both locally
and nationally .
ERM: The prospects are not very great that that is going to be done very
soon.
FWG: No. I think it would be an excellent project. I agree with the position
of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation that there is already an abundance
o f lake-oriented recreation in the Southeast. The need for flood
control through dams in this river apparently i sn ' t really as vital as it
was first claimed to be. But merely making a wild river of the stream
and a narrow strip of land won ' t do the job either because the need
is to deal with the whole drainage and the coal and t i mber i n it. If
the coal is strip-mined and the timber is cut off , the wild river will
be destroyed, for the water, scenery, and the aesthetic qualities for
which the people might use it would be completely destroyed.
There is a problem of maintaining a vanishing resource, the
free-flowing streams in the Allegheny Mountains. The Allegheny
Mountains and plateau include a large area I would class as moderately
productive forest l and. It can be made to y ield substantial amounts
of desirable timber and can be highly developed for wildlife propagation,
wildlife management, and for recreation . It has excellent possibilities
for hiking trails, where you hike in for ten miles and make a loop or
hike out again, or for longer trails with lay- out shelters. Some of the
streams are quite we ll blocked off in so-called hollows and are very
attractive . So it has excellent potential.
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One of my regrets is that the people of this nation don't move
foresightedly to secure some of these lands and potent ial resources
for the public, rather than some of the other things the y are doing .
After all, a hundred million dollars distributed over ten years as
compared to a two- hundred- billion- dollar budget each of those years
isn't very much . But it is not possible to get that kind of action.
ERM : I marvel at your powers of recall for details, particularly the place
names, that you seem to have right on the tip of your tongue . That
is a rare quality.
FWG : My memory is beginning to fade .
ERM : I can see that you have prepared for this interview, too .
FWG: I did go back and refresh my memory, as far as I could, from the
records we had . As I told you, I didn't bring with me very much in
the way of records when I retired .

Land Transfers between Forest and Park Services

ERM: How much contact have you had over this latter period of your Forest
Service career with Conrad Wirth and the National Park Service ?
FWG: Well, I didn ' t know Wirth very we ll. I knew him and a ttended hearings
with him and various meetings and so forth . Wirth, of course, was a
dedicated advocate of an expanded national park system . I find that
goes down to many of the Park Service people I worked with . It's
hard for them to understand why anybody should object to creation
of a national park because , in their opinion, that ' s the ultimate of
beneficial land management for the public. Wirth had a long career.
He somewhat paralleled Lee [Leon F . ] Kneipp in the Forest Service,
although he was younger . He started out in the land acquisition and
other lands programs in the Park Service and worked his way up to
become director . So he was involved in establishment of the Olympic
and Kings Canyon, as we ll as in later efforts.
It was rather remarkable to me that at the time President
Eisenhower was elected and inaugurated and Secretary [Ezra Taft]
Benson was imposing very tight restrictions on Forest Service activities
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and particul arly prohibiting expansion of the national forests, Wirth
apparently sold to both Secretary [Douglas] McKay and Secretary
[Frederick A. ] Seaton the desirability of an expanded national park
system. So he must have had capabilities in that line. Of course,
I think I know his rationale, "We can get these from the national
forests, and it won ' t cost any money." In other words, by transfer .
And that was l argely the thrust of his actions, because it wasn ' t
until George Hartzog succeeded Wirth and Ed Crafts took over the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation that the Interior Department really got
into a program of buying back private lands for inclusion in the park
system .
ERM: Almost a ll proposa ls made in recent years have sought to add Forest
Service land to the national park system . Has there been any move
in the other direction? Are our national parks inviolate from their
creation ?
FWG: Generally speaking , they are invio late . The historical record going
back to the earl y parks--Mount Rainier, I think, was one of the
earlier ones--shows about five and a half million acres of l ands
transferred from the national forest system to the national park
system . And about a half a million acres were transferred from the
National Park Service to the national forest system, a ratio of somewhat
over ten to one .
A good part of the transfer to the national forest system was
in the earl y days when the sizable chunk of Yosemite, including the
Ritter Range and the Minarets area, was eliminated from the park
and placed in the forest . In more recent years, some proposals
have been made for small transfers from park to national forest status;
some of them that have gone through were primarily for administrative
convenience. Others, even though they involved only a few thousand
acres, have been opposed by either the Park Service or park protectors -the organizations that fancy themse l ves the park protectors.
One, on the Sequoia National Forest some years ago, that would
have reformed a section of boundary to conform to topographic lines
was bitterly opposed by the National Parks Association and others
because it would involve taking out of the park and putting into the
national forest some giant sequoias . Congress didn ' t enact it over
the opposition. We a l so considered with the Park Service some other
transfers . An area north of the Grand Canyon- -primarily a timbered
plateau above the breakoff--we thought would be better a dministered
as part of the adjoining national forest . They were not agreeable to
this , and nothing has been done .
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ERM : It ' s a buffer zone .
FWG : Yes. A road goes through it . It has little use as part of the park
and bears deteriorating timber stands . It needs affirmative manage ment . On the other hand, there have been a few small transfers,
particularly out of national monuments . They were generally adjust ments where some land went to the monument and some came out .
ERM: But there have never been any major transfers .
FWG: Not that I know of. At least certainly not in the last forty years .
ERM : I wonder if the precedent of trans fer in large ordered lots, set by
the movement of lands out of the national forest system into the
park system, doesn ' t open the way for movement in the other direction
if national needs or the inclination of the public change. How does
this set with the people who are the most concerned about building
national parks and wilderness areas?
FWG: I think the most appropriate example of that is the Olympic National
Park in the state of Washington. Many years before that park was
created, the Forest Service had recommended and obtained the
establishment of a national monument surrounding Mount Olympus
there in the high country of the Olympic National Forest . In the late
'
1930s the park advocates and the Department of Interior obtained the
creation of the Olympic National Park, which took in the monument
and large areas of tre Olympic National Forest surrounding that
national monument . They used the national monument as a nucleus.
That national park , with some later additions to it , include s some
thirty billion board feet of timber, a ll old growth and highly valuable
timber that we now sell on the stump for fifty or sixty or seventy
dollars a thousand . One of the rationales advanced is that the country
must preserve a representative example of tffi rain forests of the Pacific
Northwest. But from time to time proposals have been made to modify
the boundaries of Olympic Nationa l Park t o exclude some of this
timber, principally around the edges , but in substantial quantity.
These proposals have never gotten to first base . If they are
advocated by the dependent timber industry, they become a raid on
the national parks by the timber industry . Were they to be advocated
by the Forest Service, they would be a reopening of a bureaucratic
quarrel because the Forest Service wasn' t happy about the creation of
the park in the firs t place. So there has not been real pressures for
that to be done, notwithstand ing the fact that people and towns up
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there could derive considerable employment from utilization of a part
of that timber and still leave a large chunk of rain forest invio late .
It isn't growing, and it isn't, I guess, dying in large measure, so
it's sort of in a status quo . As a form of reserve, I s uppose it could
be restored to the nation ' s commercial timber inventory, but I'm
confident that any use of it other than for a few people to look at
would be over the dead bodies of all the park protectors.
ERM : How much real loss to the nation would there be i n your estimation
if these l ands were returned to the Forest Service?
FWG: I think the concept of preserving a goodly sample of magnificent
timber is sound. The thing is, in this large quantity and that rough
country, any public enjoyment of it is very limited. People walk up
the trail for half a mile or some hike up to the high country, but the
use is light and the sample excessive . I think the amount that is in
the park is inordinate for that purpose . The loss to the people, of
course, would be that instead of having thirty billion board feet to
look at and enjoy and marvel at, they would have ten billion board
feet or fi fteen. The rest of it would be converted into lumber, paper,
pulp, and the other things people use, and a new forest started there.
I can' t assess the impact of reducing the park; it depends on
your viewpoint . Like the redwood park, How much redwood do we
need to preserve to ensure that people have what they need to look
at and marve l at? Most people enjoying the redwoods seldom get
more than a few hundred feet from the roads. Personally, I think
more areas large enough to include small watersheds or other moderate size ecosystems and better distributed would better meet the objectives
of preserving for public enjoyment botanical types or communities
with less detriment to other uses of natura l resources .

Future of the Redwoods

ERM: Do you see that there is any truth in the claim that t he redwoods
are a dying breed, and the last redwoods, indeed, are a prospective
disaster area?
FWG: I think the time will come when mo st of the so- called virgin redwoods
will be-- outside of the parks and preserves, of course - -cut. You
say the last; that never happens, of course, because there are always
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places where people don't cut.
ERM : Are such statements then, in your view, hyperbole and rhetoric?
FWG : I think the thing is that we can raise as much redwood as we want. I
take with a grain of salt the c laim of the redwood industry that they
are doing that because I think they are replacing quite a lot of it
with Douglas-fir, which is easier to cultivate. Redwood as a species,
coast redwood, sprouts from the stump and, if the forest is given
reasonable care and husbandry , there will always be a heavy component of redwood in those forests in which it is indigenous.
ERM : Does this happen in areas that are clear cut, especially clear cuts
on an exposed western slope? Isn ' t it true that in many situations it
w ill not regenerate?
FWG : I'm not a redwood silviculturist . All I know is what I've gained
around the edges and from talking about it . My understanding of it
is that, generally speaking, sprouts will persist unless they are
subject to repeated burning or some mechanical injury . It apparently
doesn' t come bac k through seeding to the extent that the so- called
white woods do in a mixed stand . I haven' t seen them for years, but
at the time we were working on those redwood purchase units in the
Mendocino County area, which was the o ld logging country--logged
with horses or bull teams and , of course, later with machinery-- there
were splendid stands of second- growth redwood.
If you want redwood you can grow redwood . There are very
productive sites in the redwood areas . Whether it will be grown by
private timber industry, is anybody ' s guess, and how much of the
land wi ll be taken for other types of uses, of course, again is
anybody ' s guess. Much of it is pretty rough for settlement and that
type of thing . I would expect that there will always be redwood
timber, but not in the amounts or of the quality of the past .

MULTIPLE USE-SUSTAINED YIELD ACT OF 1960

Impact of theAct

ERM: In 1960 came the passage of the Multiple Use - Sustained Yield Act,
which was a piece of legislation created, in a sense, within the
Forest Service and put through Congress.* To what extent do you
feel that legislation , Since it was a c hieved , was really applied in the
national forests. How we ll do y o u think the Forest Service has
actually grappled with this complex business of applying the multiple use princ iple since the passage of the act?
FWG: Well, of course, multiple use means many things to many people . Its
definition has been somewhat perver ted in some places . I really don ' t
have the overview of a ll of the national forests t hat other people
might have . I a lso wo uld say that the degree to which it can be
applied totally is not a l ways controllable by the Forest Service
because the re are various other things that enter in . Take , for
example , the Douglas - fir region of Oregon and Washington , where
you have communities, industries, and thousands of wage earners
dependent upon an adequate suppl y of timber to their industries .
Much of this must come from national forests because private timberlands were severe ly depleted during the 1940s .
I'm sure there are places where the Forest Service would prefer
to devote its time and funds to some of the other resources, rather
than the heavy emphasis on timber that it has to put in some of these
areas . But on the other hand, are y ou go ing to create a depression
in a local area for lack of proc ess ing timber sales a nd putting them
out for bid and giving these mills the timber supply they need ? There
is a d ilemma there that has to be recognized , I think, and it isn' t
recognized by many of the critics of the Forest Service, particularly
those whose way of life is so far removed from that of laboring people
that they have little understanding and no empathy with the people
who earn their live lihood in the woods and mills .

*Multiple

Use-Sustained Yie ld Act of 12 June 1960 , 74 Stat. 215,
16 U. S. C. sec. 528- 531 (1 964). For a copy of this act see Appendix F,
p. 158.
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I thi nk the Multiple Use Act has really been beneficial in the
actual on-the-ground admini stration of national forests across the
board. I don' t think its application is uniform nor uniform ly intensive .
I don't think it has solved a ll of our problems. I don' t think it would
solve all the problems if it were strictly applied across the board for
the reason, among others, that a desirable use today may not be
desirable tomorrow . People ' s ideas of what uses the national forests
should y i e ld to them change .
One benefit of the act has been that the Forest Service personne l
across the board are under a directive and an obligation and are a l so
imbued with the need for multiple - use management . This wasn' t
true before 1955 . It has become increasingly so since the act was
passed . Practically every ranger now has a multiple - use plan for
h i s di s trict. Some are g ood; s o me a ren ' t so good . The rangers are
under a dire c t ive to use t hose pla n s i n all the ir management activities,
a nd they are doing s o.
The law hasn ' t eliminated the controversies over preservation
versus multiple use or parks versus working forests . It hasn ' t solved
some of the problems of what types of recreation should properly be
furnished because the Multiple Use Act only mentions recreation; it
doesn' t distinguish between types of recreational use . It gives
little guidance as to the importance of developing recreational
resources for genera l people- use .versus setting areas aside strictly
to look at, for people to enjoy the scenery . It doesn't state what
proportion of the national forests should be kept free of roads for
use only by those people who have the physical stamina to hike into
them or the money to hire horses and guides or how much should be
roaded so the guy with the Chevrolet and four kids can get into them
for a weekend of camping . It hasn ' t solved those problems by any
means . It hasn ' t solved the problem of how much wilderness is enough
or that of convincing people that good silviculture and utilization is
compatible with recreational use. These conflicts of ideas, needs,
and uses within major-use categories must still be resolved .

1950s : Competition for Land

ERM : Why do you suppose the Multiple Use - Sustained Yield Act of 1960
was c onsidered necessary? Multiple Use had been practiced by the
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Forest Service, and you had e s ta bli shed public approval of your polic ies
in var ious ways before 1960 . Why do you suppose [Richard E. ]
McArdle and others in the Forest Servic e pushed this legislation?
FWG: Do you want a speech on that?
ERM : Just give me your frank opinion of it.
FWG: If you are looking for a simplistic answer, there isn ' t any, in my
opinion .
ERM : No, I realize that .
FWQ I ' d have to go back to the period just following the end of World War II
to start on this . At that time I was in charge of land acquisition
[Division of Land Acquisition] in the Forest Service, a long with all the
other lands activities under Lee Kneipp . About 1948 we reac tivated
the Weeks Law program of land purchase in the eastern United States
for the first time since 1941 or 1942 . With that first appropriation of
$3 to $3 . 5 million , we were able to buy lands practically at the
prewar rate of $5 to $7 an acre for good, restocked c utover land in the
eastern national forests . By 1950 those rates had almost doubled.
By 1960 we were talking in terms of $25 an acre for ordinary cutover
lands; up to $100 or $150 an acre for lands having special value for
recreational purposes .
Beginning about 1950 the affluent society began to be felt.
There was a building boom, an automobile boom , housing boom, and,
with a ll the re st of it , the population boom. I think that between
1950 and 1956 recreation visits to the national forests a little more
than doubled from twenty-seven million to fifty-six or fifty - eight
million. The cut of national forest timber-- which reflects demand
because the Forest Service really doesn't push it on the market, but
it puts it there in response to demand-- practically doubled . Receipts
from the national forests almost quadrupled in that six-year period . To
me that was the beginning of the pressures on the land.
ERM : A coll is ion course between two major uses .
FWG : A collision course between a static land area- - an almost static, you
might say, resource base at least in terms of land area--and a very
dynamic and demanding economy . As far back as 1934, Lee Kneipp
in his contribution to The Western Range called attention to the
fact that the land area of the United States is somewhat less than
two billion acres --that was the forty- eight contiguous states --and
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it was obvious that if each of the demands for resources was to be
placed upon a separate segment of that land area , the total land area
needed would far exceed the two billion acres available .* So there
had to be a program whereby acres yielded mult iple benefits . He was
particularly concerned with recreation at that time, and he was
pointing out that large areas of the national fores ts could yield water
and timber and recreation a ll from the same administrative unit.
Anyway, in the early fifties, to my mind, that prediction became
an actuality . The demands on the land began to press upon it, and
that created a situation of competition for resources, not only in the
national forests, but from a ll lands. That fact was, of course, shown
by the increase in the market prices of lands. The foresters noticed
it in the increased prices for timber and increasing demands for timber
from the national forests, which had to be depended upon for more and
more of the yearly timber cut.
That competition for land evidenced itself a long about 1954 or
1955 in the form of intragovernmental and intergovernmental competition for land as well as in competition for public land from segments
of the private sector. Ezra Taft Benson became secretary of agriculture
in 1953, under Eisenhower . Benson brought with him, as his assistant
secretary in charge of resource or conservation activities of the
department, [James] Earl Coke, who had been the head of the cooperative
extension service in California. After a year or so there he resigned
and became a high official in the Bank of America . But anyway,
the initial policy of the Benson group was to minimize federal land
owners hip and to, in fact , dis pose of federal lands where possible.
I'm convinced in my own mind that Coke would like to have tackled
the national forest system, but there was enough evidence of resistance
to that that he instead levied down on the so- called land-utilization
projects.
This is a side issue, but there were a lot of pressures to dispose
of the land-utilization projects that were bought in the Plains States
and the Dust Bowl and the drought areas during the thirties . There was
a l so pressure to dispose of isolated, unattached parcels of national
forest land of which, of course, there are many . When you looked at
some of the Weeks Law purchase areas, why, they were all isolated
and detached parcels of national forest. But this was part of the competition for land that emerged at that time. The commodity interests,

* U . S ., Congress, Senate, The Western Range, S . Doc. 199,
74th Cong., 2d sess ., 1936.
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in my opinion, said, "Now we ' ve got our boys in office . Now is our
time to move, to fortify our position in regard to these lands."
This may seem somewhat a detour from the question, but to me
it 's tied into the reasons for, not only the Multiple Use Act , but the
emphasis that the Forest Service placed on multiple use during the
latter p3rt of the fifties and from then on. The first few years of the
Eisenhower administration, the time when Benson and particularly
when Mr. Uames Earl ] Coke was assistant secretary, I'm sure in my
own mind and relating it to events, were considered by some of the
private timber, livestock, and mining people as providing an opportunity to move in on the Forest Servic e, including the disposal of
forest lands and the public range and stopping all further increases in
government ownership . They revived the program for transfer of the
public range lands to either state or private ownership, considering
these, I think , to be synonymous . There were a number of bills
introduced in the Congress for the sale of portions of the national
forests designated as isolated and detac hed parcels and of the landutilization project lands.
There was a definite move by the East Texas Chamber of Commerce
to force, legisl ative ly , the sale of the national forests in Texas to
private ownership, these being quite productive and very desirable
l ands . This move, incidentally, fell flat in part because the people
in the area favored the multiple - use policies of the Forest Service ,
which gave them hunting areas, recreation areas, as we ll as timber
for local plants, and in part because the Texas national forests, even
at that time, were paying substantial amounts to the local counties
through the 2 5 percent fund . They had a good timber- sale program, and
prices were going up, so the counties were benefiting .
There was a rather impressive study made by a group in New
Mexico of the federal range lands of New Mexico and, I guess,
Arizona, which advocated the disposal of a ll of those lands to state
and private ownership except what they termed timber and watershed
lands in the national forests. They didn' t define the watershed land,
but it was obvious that large areas of national forests as well as the
Public Domain were included in the dis posal idea.
Nothing came of these, but they were symbolic of what [Richard
E. ] McArdle later called the single - use pressures . There is no
question that the livestock people wanted the range lands for grazing
purposes and to be rid of federal regulations and federal mana gement .
Timber users wanted as much timberland as they could get for their
own uses , where they would be free of the other uses and Forest
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Service superv1s10n. Both l umber and stock- raising interests felt
there was too much government ownership, and t hey wanted to halt
any further additions and reverse that trend .
NLMA' s
[ National
Lumber Manufacturers Association] policies of the period were
strongly against further public forest land ownership and in favor of
disposal of federal forest lands to private ownership .
I should say here that when Erwin Peterson, from Oregon, took
over as assistant secretary in place of Earl Coke the a t titude of the
department toward the national forests and Forest Service programs
improved greatly and continued to do so as long as he occupied that
position. Peterson was a broad- gauged, middle - of- the - road adminis trator who contributed substantially to conservation programs of the
time .
About 1954 the National Park Service approached the Forest
Service with proposals to transfer several Forest Service areas to
the national park system. They formalized that in 1955. They
requested trans fer to national park status of, I believe , e leven
separate areas of nationa l forest lands, somewhat less than two
hundred thousand acres, incl uding the Minarets area, which is
adjacent to Yosemite Nationa l Park in the high Sierras and t he Bristlecone
pine area in the Inyo National Forest, which had come into prominence
because of the discovery of the oldest living tree there . Some additions to the Grand Canyon National Park in Arizona were included .
There were a number of others I haven' t doc umented . I believe, though,
probably the proposed Great Bas in national park area i n t he Humboldt
National Forest in Nevada was one of them . It later became a controversial proposal. Oregon Dunes may or may not have been in it ,
but at least it was in the thinking at the time . That was t he beginning
of the main competition for land between government agencies .
There also were other types of competition, including programs
of the Corps of Engineers for building reservoirs--but those were
largely determined by Congress --and super- highway programs and
so forth. There wasn ' t too much argument there. These proposal s
by the National Park Service did raise the question of what the Forest
Service considered limited use --recreation and preservation, an outdoor
museum setup--as against multiple use .
There were other factors. The timber industry moved very
strongly for legi s lation that vvould require that where private timberlands were taken for federal projects , such as reservoirs or highways ,
owners be compensated with federal forest lands , most of which would
have to come from the national forests. One such effort was known
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as the Cordon - Ellsworth Bill , after the two Oregon congressmen , a
senator and a representative, who sponsore d it.* That was an attempt
to get payment in kind rather than in dollars and reflected, again,
this desire of influential forest industry segments for feder al lands
for s i ngle use . I think t hat was around 1955 , 195 6, or 1957. It was
defeated after a rather stiff fight in Congress . About that time, also ,
the National Park Service advanced its requests for lands . The
national park system had lots of supporters in various types of
organizations .
ERM : The National Par k Association , the Sierra Club.
FWG: The Sierra C l ub, the Western Federation of Outdoors Club , and many
others. And , of course, many local communities consider national
parks as an economic asset . In many cases they joined in . It brought
about the demand of the Sierra C l ub that the Glacier Peak [Limited ]
Area in Washington state be adde d to the national park system,
supported to some extent by the local people . The efforts of the
Ely, Nevada, Chamber of Commerc e to get the Wheeler Peak area of
the Humbol dt National Forest created as a Great Basin national park
stemmed from the idea that it would bring tourists and t ourist money
to Ely .

By 1959 or 1960 we had a list of thirty to forty proposals for
parks or monuments or recreation areas that would take land from the
national forests, incl uding, by 1959, two or three million acres i n t he
North Cascades that Congressman [Thomas M . ] Pelly wanted studied
as a national park by the Park Service . By 1961 there were fifty - six
or fifty-s eve n items on that list, most of wh ich were proposed outside
of the National Park Service, but some of which it had endorsed and
some of which it later endorsed.
So that was the phase for competition for land within the
federal government , which was one of the very disturbing things, I
know, t o McArdle because it did pose the question: W h at is the
be ne fit to the users and t he taxpayers of taking recreation land from
the Forest Service, which is set up to do a recreation management
job, and moving it over to the Park Service for a more limited use
but the same type of recreation? Such transfers do not make any
more areas available for the public to recreate on . Contrarywise it

*Cordon-Ellsworth
1953 .

Bill , S. B. 2069, 83d Cong . , 1st sess . ,
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would stop certain uses such as mmmg, lumbering, grazing, hunting,
skiing, and such management activities as type or stand conversion
for water- yield control or game management . But it didn't make any
more lands available to the public.
I know that my view and that of [Edward C.] Crafts and others
was that t he real prob lem was to bring into public ownership some of
the prime recreat ion areas which were private ly owned and W1 ich were
going to go down the drain if they were left in private ownership . And,
of cour se, the Department of the Interior l ater went that way rather
strongly w ith the national se a shores , such as Cape Cod, and national
recreat ion areas . But it a l so pressed for natimal forest lands.
The Forest Service saw these many pressures for transfer of
multiple-use lands to park status as proposals for limited use of
large segments of the national estate, for recreation and preservation
as against development for the whole spectrum of uses the resources
could provide. Also, it seemed to be a revival of the idea-- promoted
by some in the 1930s--that recreation of federal lands should be
exclusive of other uses and administered by the Park Service.
About that time, too, the Forest Service, in order to buttress
its programs, started Operation Outdoors, a proposal for more money
for recreational developments on the national forests. Also, it
formulated the Program for the National Forests, which was a comprehensive program of financial support for multiple uses of the
national forests. In that, recreation was quite a prominent feature,
as were functions like wildlife habitat improvement and s oil and
management. The Program for the National For.ests, which was sent
up to Congress by Secretary Benson , I t hink in 1959, and later
revised and sent up by President Kennedy, was never financed at
anywhere near the amounts proposed.
It proposed substantial increases for national forest recreation,
wildlife, soil conservation, flood control, and those types of
activities, as well as for reforestation and research . In the process
of working out these things- - and I have rather vague recollections of
this; I can't pinpoint it, but I know it is so--it was brought out, WellJ
just what is our statutory basis for asking for forty, fifty, up to a
hundred million dollars a year to develop recreation or wildlife on the
national forests?

Of course, there was no clear- cut statutory recognition of
recreation. It ' s recognition was in appropriation acts and administrative policy. I know from experience, it is a heck of a lot easier to
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go up to Congress and ask for money for programs the Congress
itself has specifically approved than it is to go up on the basis of,
11
We ll, we have been doing it for forty years and we need this much
more money . '' So that is one thing I am sure that led to the Multiple
Use Act . The same is true for w ildlife management , if the Forest
Service were to go into it on a rea lly organized, technical basis .
Then there were the pressures on the timber uses, which again
I wasn' t intimately involved in, but I remember they were there .
There were pressures in certain areas to decrease the rotation and
cutting c y cles and so increase the a llowable cut. There were
pressures for roads to get into undeveloped areas, and so forth .
Those caused concern and indicated that legis l ative approval of the
sustained-yield principle might be most useful. The basic act
specified that the purposes of national forests are to furnish
continuous supplie s of timber to the people of the United States and
to promote favorable conditions of water flow; but it didn' t say,
" You manage the timberlands on the basis of sustained yield ~'*
Another factor that , I think , was influential was the fact that
the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission had been
organized , and it was trying to evolve federal recreation policies
and programs of support and so forth ; and it did . The Forest Service
was furnishing inputs as to the needs and opportunities in the national
forests recreation picture . The commission was considering various
things, among whic h was the concept of national recreation areas,
purely recreation rather than preservation areas .
I think all of these things led to a decision by McArdle and
his staff that it was des irable to get some more affirmative direction
on the uses of the national forests other than for timber and water.
If the Forest Service was to go up to Congress and request greatly
accelerated appropriations for recreation, it would have to have the
endorsement of Congress for the use so that any question of authority
wou ld be e liminated. If it were to buy into the programs that the
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission was working up,
then it ought to have clear-cut authority to do recreation work, to
participate on a par with the agencies which have that authority . From
where I sat I thought that one of the strongest influences on the
chief and staff was the push for transfer of large areas of national

* Forest Reserve

Act of 4 June 1897, ch . 2, 30 Stat . 34 - 36, 43,
44 , 16U. S . C . sec . 424, 473- 482, 483, 55 1 (1964). Also known as
the Sundry Civil Appropriations Act of 4 June 1897 .
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forest lands to the limited uses of the national park system .

Opposition to the 1960 Bill

ERM: What opposition did the legislation run into from those other sources?
How, for example , did the Park Service react to the bill?
FWG: By the time the bill was approaching enactment, the Park Se rvice
reacted rather violently, but not so much to the bill itself, I guess,
because I don't recall that the Interior Department testified before
congressional committees. My recollection is that the Interior
Department deprecated the need for it, but I can't recall that the
department actually opposed it . I may be wrong in that; Crafts and
others handled the legislation. Interior people certainly took a dim
view of it from the standpoint, Why do you need it? and so forth .
They didn't think it was necessary.
But the multiple-use emphasis was accompanied by quite a lot
of publicity by the Forest Service advocating the principle of multiple
use for wild lands, and multiple use versus single use was a strong
point in some of the dis cussions of these national park proposals
both on the ground and in official letters to the Park Service . I have
someplace here remarks by Connie [Conrad] Wirth. [ Pause.] I
think McArdle's concern with pressures for transfer of lands to the
national parks was not based entirely on the more recent transfer
requests and advocacies , although those , of course, brought the
matter into prominence and probably firmed up his views, but related
as much to the long background, that went back to the thirties, of
proposals to place several million acres of national forest land in
parks. Some of these , as the Olympic and Kings Canyon areas, were
made national parks , and consideration apparently was given to
transfer of all recreation and wilderness administration to the Interior
Department. I don't find that now , maybe later on . But in a meeting
of Park Service people in Williamsburg, Virginia, in the spring of 1960,
Wirth-- here it is-- took issue in rather bitter personal words .
ERM : Is this a speech or a letter or what?
FWG: First it is in a speech that he made to assembled Park Service people
at this Visitor Services Conference in Williamsburg, Virginia, and
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later apparently in a paper that
he prepared to send out to various
people that supported the parks . *
Here in his opening remarks on November 30, 1959, he says
that, "It is hard to believe that there are those who would misrepresent
basic pl anning principles and, by doing so, defeat the establishment
of a much needed and we ll-rounded- out National Park System. I only
wish they had the courage to face up to t he real iss ue which is a
study and survey that will not hide under ' multiple - use, ' 'single - use, '
' non-use, ' or 'locked u p res ource s,' but which w ill determ ine the cas e
on the bas ic issue which is ' primary use . ' The real q ue stion is, to
what 'primary use' should any given logic al unit of land be put to,
to best serve our country. You can preach all kinds of uses, but the
only intelligent approach to any problem of land management is to
survey and study the matter, determine the primary use, and then
take the proper steps to see that its administration is placed in the
agency designated by law to do that particular job."
Then in his state ment, which I be lieve was sent out to supporter s
of the Park Service, he says, " The campaign which gives us so
much concern has been indirect . Largely it is cloaked under advocacy
of the ' multiple - use' cure-all for a ll l a nd management problems . It
stigma tizes ' single - use ' with particul ar emphasis . The old and completely discredited catch- phrase of 'locked up resources' is again
appearing in print and further disparagement is being added by
stating ' the key is being thrown away .' No person or agency , so
far as I can determine, is actually named. However, the examples
which are given establish identity beyond any reasonable doubt that
the targets in this campaign are a ll those including private citizens
and organizations , who fee l that there are important parts of our
scenic and scientific heritage still remaining whose preservation is
vital and ne c essary .
I have seen nothing which derides any other type of land use,

* U . S.

, Department of Interior , Nationa l Park Service, speech
delivered by Conrad L. Wirth at Visitor Services Conference, Williamsburg,
Virginia, 30 November 1959 . For a copy of this speech, see Appendix
G,pp .159 -162 . U.S . , Department of Interior, National Park Service,
11 December 1959, statement by Conrad L. Wirth. For copy of this
statement, see Appendix H, pp . 163 -164 . Also, see "Wirth Strikes
Back, " Ye Dailye Ranger , 1 December 1959 . " For a copy of this,
see Appendix I , p . 165 •
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such as logging, grazing, mmmg, etc . , as 'single-use, 1 and
therefore undesirable. The term seems to be reserved exclusively
for those situations in which assured preservation of all scenic and
scientific areas which may be judged to be of national significance
is needed . For these reasons, I spoke frankly about the matter to
the Park Service officials and furnished them with an analysis of
' multiple - use ' as the National Park Service views the matter . " So
that was in the nature of a countercampaign t o the Forest Service
promulgation of the multiple-use doctrine as a national po licy for
wild land management .
ERM: What response developed in the last stages of legis lation from other
groups that Wirth was appealing to for support? Was there any
determined effort up on the Hill to squash the bill?
FWG: [Edward C . ] Crafts, of course, has talked about that in his articles
in American Forests .* I wasn't really that close to it to know what
the under-table efforts were to quash it . I do recall making one or
two congressional contacts simply to explain why the Forest Service
fe lt the act was desirable. I can't recall that any of those revealed
any counterpressures by these particular people .
ERM : How did the industries stand in regard to the legislation?
FWG : They made a strong effort, the timber industry particularly, to modify
it so as to introduce the principle of primary use plus concomitant
uses that didn' t interfere with the primary use . I guess that industry
by that time was quite apprehensive of these pressures by the Sierra
Club and other organizations for large set- asides for national parks
and wilderness areas . So I suspect that that sort of dulled what
otherwise might have been a stronger opposition to it, a stronger
attempt to establish timber as a primary use .
They did , as you know, succeed in getting a provision in the
bill that the multiple - use princ iples enunciated were in support of
and not in contradiction with the bas ic purposes of the national
forests as set out in the 1897 act.** That act said that no national

*Edward C. Crafts, Saga of a Law, American Forests, Part I,
76, no . 6 (June 1970) : 13-54; Part II , 76, no . 7 (July 1970): 22-96 .
11

11

**Forest Reserve Act of 4 June 1897, ch . 2, 30 Stat . 34-36, 43,
44, 16 U . S . C . secs . 424, 473 - 482 , 483, 551 (19 64) . Also known as
the Sundry Civil Appropriations Act of 4 June 1897 .
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forests shall be established except to provide a continuous supply of
timber or to protect the watersheds . The Weeks Law, as amended
by the Clarke-McNary Act, a l so established the regulation of streamflows, reforestation, and furnishing of timber supplies as its basic
purposes.* The industry had a point there, and they did succeed in
getting that in.
As far as I know, they were content to rest on that , mainly, I
think, because they were and subsequently have been concerned over
proposals to transfer lands from the national forests to the national
parks . As I remember the North Cascades study area--most of which
was not put in the national parks but which was studied for possible
park purposes --had fifty or sixty billion board feet of commercial
timber. And , of course , they were still looking back at the Olympic
National Park, which sequestered some twenty-five or thirty billion
board feet of old-growth timber . So I don' t think their efforts were
really a ll out by the time this act became an issue in the Congress .
That's personal opinion.

Need for the Legislative Mandate

ERM : Were there internal reasons for pushing for a multiple use act on the
part of the Forest Service?
FWG: If you could bear with me, I would like to go back again to around
the period immediately fo llowing the end of World War II . As you
mentioned, multiple use on the ground was no stranger to the field
organization of the Forest Service. They may not have consciously
thought in that term , but they were making use of the various resources
and pl anni ng their uses and management, including transportation
and fire protection . About that time, about the end of 1946, some
Forest Service personnel in the field became quite concerned about
the lack of a coordinating device for tying together into a master plan
the various, specific resource plans .
The Forest Service had timber management plans by working

*Weeks

Act of 1 March 1911, ch . 186, 36 Stat . 961, 16
sec . 500 (19 64) .

u. s.c.
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circles , which dealt with the a llowable c ut and the road system to
be used , the marking principles , and all the rest of it . The range
management people had a llotment plans for stocking and range
improvements. There were recreation plans for development of
specific, designated recreation areas, not necessarily sing le campgrounds, but recreation complexes . And there were other types of
plans, such as transportation and other improvement plans .
But there was nothing that tied these together, no overriding
document that said that timber management plans have to be coordinated with the range management and the recreation plans and so
forth. That intrigued Millard Barnum in the regional office in San
Francisco , who was then in charge of land planning and land exchange
activities, and Evere tt Jensen, who was his staff assistant . Jensen
has an analytical mind and liked to project himself into the future . He
started working on the concept of what he called area planning or
management direction.
That idea was given some impetus by some events that happened
during the early fifties . I recall one of them where there was a
timber sale in the Inyo National Forest which denuded roadside strips
a long a highway used by recreationists . It created a real furor. The
c hief sent a special investigator out to see what had happended .
What had happened apparently was that , while the Forest Service
had a strong roadside protection policy, it wasn ' t clearly set out in
the timber management plan . And the timber management people
either didn' t know about it, or forgot about it , or decided to forget
about it .
There was an incident in north Idaho where a road system was
built into a drainage that furnished water to a town there . The road
system wasn' t we ll planned and wasn ' t well executed and caused a
lot of erosion . Probably the soil was pretty unstable . That brought
a deluge of congressional and other prote sts down on McArdle ' s head .
Al so , in California pressures for timber were building up; the rush
to the fore sts for recreation started; and the second-home prob lem
was beginning . The conflicts were predic tab le .
In the prewar days in the Washington office there had been a
Division of Land Planning , whic h had dealt with overall planning of
the natio nal forest system . It cooperated with the National Resources
Planning Board on forestry matters and was headed by Ellery Fos ter
and John Camp under Lee Kneipp. It had been dis continued during the
war .
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When Howard Hopkins succeeded Lee Kneipp in 1948, he
thought that it was timely for that function to be reconstituted .
Hopkins had been in Region 5. He had become intrigued with the
idea the Forest Service needed a better resource planning me c hanism
than these individual functional plans, to keep it out of trouble for
one thing, and to really make good on its policy to get the optimum
amount of public benefits from any give n area of land . He proposed a
new division to undertake that type of planning in substitution of
this old one .
That proposal received very little enthusiastic support either
from the regional foresters, who foresaw another planning mechanism
in the making, or from Ass istant Chief Chris [Christopher M . ] Granger,
who then headed up national forest resources management activities.
Granger, in effect, felt,"Well, here he's proposing a division under
the assistant chief for lands, which is going to do the planning for
I/
the national forest resources that I ' m supposed to manage. So he
would have no part of it.
Most of the regional foresters took the position they had plenty
of pl anning going on now--trans portation plans, timber plans,
recreation plans--and besides that this was a period of austerity .
Funds and personnel weren' t very plentiful at the time , and they
felt that every per son diverted to additional planning would mean that
much less work done on the ground , where the Forest Service would
have to make its mark.
But there continue d to be fie l d interest in multiple - use plans
due in part, I think , to the personal interest and work of people like
[Millard] Barnum and [Everett] Jensen in the San Francisco office;
Neal Rahm , who later be c ame the first mult iple-use coordinator in the
chief's office ; Lee Thomas, who succeeded Rahm in that job; and Bob
Gardner, who headed wat ershed management activities in the Denver office .
Also, I think there was support for more intensive multiple-use
plannin g by what you might call the have - nots in the Forest Service
structure in the regions and on the ground . Pressure for timber resulted
finally in a system of timber-sale apd timber- cut quotas by fore sts .
These were proposed by the regions, and represented what they thought
they s hc;;>Uld cut to support dependent towns or industries --certain goals
of that sort . They were perfectly legitimate . If you ' ve got the responsib ility of providing raw material s for industries, then you should plan
what you need to do that.
To r e trogress a little further , the Forest Service had sort of
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trapped itself before the appropriations committees, because in the
times when it was real hard to get money from the appropriations
committees, in the early fifties when the Korean War was going on,
Forest Service testimony had laid a great deal of emphasis on the
receipts of the national forests and the contributions to the treasury.
And congressional committees got around to relating the appropriations for timber sales and timber sales administration . Hence, that
activity was well financed in the regions, but not well enough
financed to carry the whole load.
So when a supervisor or a ranger got a timber quota, if he
couldn't do it within his timber sale and allotment, he did it with
ranger or staff personnel or otherwise, which meant that in many
instances activities like wildlife and soi l and recreation and lands
took a backseat . This was of concern to many Forest Service people,
and this was not just a personal concern that their particul ar area of
responsibility was not being financed the way they thought it should
be. People on the ground saw that we were getting into an imbalance
of management direction, that mistakes were like ly that would be
written on the ground for a long time or in the public mind, and that
gave aid and support to the effort to get at this multiple - use planning .
The upshot of this was concern for multiple use that started about
19 55, with the chief determined to make it a living thing on the ground
and a l so to use it as a Forest Service policy as against the more
limited use of the national parks and use it to buttress the Forest
Service against a ll the pressures that were so evidently deve loping.
With that came the question of,How do you go about this? How
do you get rapidly changing personnel at the forest level and the
regional level to actua lly know what the plans are for multiple use
and what they should be doing in this regard? How do you prevent
these unfortunate occurrences where tourists find sheep grazing in
campgrounds in mid-July; or the roadside zone policy is v iolated; or
you go out into a perfectly nice scenic area and find a big clear- cut
patch in the foreground of a beautiful view of Gl acier Peak- - a picture
the Sierra Club used effectively in promoting their North Cascades
program . How do we drag out and analyze confl icts between or among
uses and provide for sol ution? The answer to that was , well, we
have a system whereby these things are all brought together into a
multiple-use plan , and that plan is made mandatory on the ranger ; a
system wl"ereby, when he does something, he has to go to that multiple use plan and say , 11 Now am I in accord with it or am I not? 11
The upshot of that was that in 1958 it was agreed by Ed Cliff
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a nd Hopkins that there would be established a formal system of multiple use resource planning to govern the renewable resources . In fact ,
I think they a l s_o wanted to govern, as much as possible , the mineral s ,
which they could do for mineral leasing but not for so-ca lled hard
rock minerals . Direction woul d be through a special staff job in the
regions and the chief' s office under the regional forester or the chief.
Out of that came this multiple - use coordinating position and
the establishment of a Division of Land Classification, which would
deal with the l and phases of national forest planning and with the
impacts on the national forests from outside agencies or organizations,
public or private . It wouldn' t do the internal resource planning . It
would do the internal land- pattern problem planning and a ll the staff
work assoc iated with these external pressures for transfers of lands
to or from the national forest system . That was the division I trans ferred to. The Division of Lands that I had headed at that time was
split . One division conc entrated on the acquisition and disposal phases -purchase and exchange , rights - of- way, and that sort of thing--and the
other, the planning division, concentrated on planning the national
forest system .
As a result , the Forest Service did go to a comprehensive
system of multiple-use pl anning, which has worked well or not so
well depending upon the circumstances and the people, but nevertheless it is something that the local Forest Service people can take to
the local interested citizens, agencies, organizations, and to state
agencies , and say, 11 Here is our pl an for the Downieville Ranger
District, 11 and so forth . That started , as I said, with the preliminary
work by [Everett] Jensen in Region 5 . Back in 1947 he made one for
the Downieville Ranger District, which he called an area planning
guide . The Downieville Ranger District is in the Tahoe National
Forest .
In 1952 the California Region became very much concerned
with the pressures on lands in the southern California forests -Los Padres , Angeles, San Bernardino , and Cleveland -- because the
southern California popul ation was growing far more rapidly than
the national one . These were l ands of high fire hazard, flood
hazards , and all the rest a n d were b eirig i nundated by recreationists
to boot . So the first forma l program of this kind that I know of was
a two-year program that started with a committee of which Ham Pyles,
whom you interviewed, was one . He was then supervisor of the
Cleveland National Forest . This highlighted the problems of flammable
brush on steep slopes ; higher mountain zones, which were suitable for
recreation and which were also water yielders ; and the canyon land
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areas, which were flood hazards but also were greatly desired by
people for residences and recreation .
This effort resulted in 1953 in a document outlining management
direction for the southern California forests . * That report established
the techniques of outlining broad policy objectives; then breaking the
a rea down into ecological and/or geographic zones and stepping down
policies and management objectives for those; and then promulgating
coordinating requirements to assure that each resource was given its
full place in the picture whether that be small or large. If there were
conflicts foreseen, the policies for resolving them one way or the
other would be established . That general system, I think , followed
through to the detailed, overall servicewide type of planning.
ERM : Was there flexibility built into it?
FWG: These plans or directions were set up to be , theoretically at least,
re vised periodically--every two or three years --as conditions changed .
ERM: Is this now, in your view, being wide ly used throughout the national
forests?
FWG : I think it is . The system has the defects of people, of course . Some
accept it and are enthusiastic; some are not . There are areas where
the resources aren't there to make full - fledged multiple-use planning
practical. But I believe that our people on the forest and lower levels
accept it as a necessary working tool and use it . Many of the
deficiencies from the standpoint of our critics often are in concepts of
what a resource is, rather than in the application of plans and programs
on the ground.
For example, a ranger district may have a multiple-use plan
that says that in general forested areas which are timber- bearing
lands, the policy will be to produce optimum crops of timber of the

* Clare Hendee and Stephen N . Wyckoff, "Plan for Management
of the Southern California National Forests," typed (United States
Forest Service, 1953) . The original study is held in the office of the
forest supervisor, Cleveland National Forest , San Diego, California .
For a discussion of and excerpts from this study, see Hamilton K. Pyles,
"Multiple Use of the National Forests," typed transcript of taperecorded interview in 1971 by Susan R. Schrepfer, Forest History
Society (Santa Cruz , California, 1972), pp . 10-12 and Appendix A,
pp. 161- 168 .
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kind needed by the local economy, let us say , first, and then by the
national e conomy , coordinating other resource uses to obtain the
optimum mix of products and benefits . Then you have coordinating
requirements--we'll do this for wildlife; we 'll have protective zones
where we won ' t cut for recreation; this area will be kept inviolate
because it has a beautiful l ake -- that a ll enter into the plans .
But when they come to put into effect the part of the plan that
s ays we 'll make the timber areas most productive of the types of
forest products for the economy--that means timber cutting and roads -there are objections from all those that want to maintain a pristine
e nvironment. For example, there are in many o ld lodgepo le forested
tracts --and I have seen them --stands one hundred fi fty years old of
trees as thick as ha ir on a dog 's back and none of them over six or
eight inches in diameter. They have been stunted and aren ' t good
for re creation or for wildlife because they are too dense . They aren' t
producing any growth of timber . So a logic al thing to a land manager
is to try and get some timber sales and get this land back i n production.
The only way you can remove that o ld stand is to clear cut it, salvage
out of it t he pa rt that' s usable , and get a new crop started .
I know when I was on the Helena National Forest in Montana ,
just before I retired, the estimates the re were that you might get ten
thousand board feet per acre of usable material from the old stand .
If that were removed and the land reforested and managed, it could
grow forty or fifty thousand board feet per acre on a sixty-year
rotation. So if the local land manager takes serious ly this policy of
rehabilitat ing timberlands, he gets square in the middle of a clear-cut
controversy because people don' t like the way it l ooks . I don ' t
b lame them . I have seen lots of them; they 're messy for fifteen or
twenty years , until new growth covers the land again . But they are
necessary if the public wants productive fores ts .
I think the same thing is true in recreat ion. We have an area
laid o ut where recreation is one of the major purposes to be served,
a long with perhaps some livestock grazing, some watershed betterment in most cases, and perhaps some timber removal to keep the
forest growing and healthy . But recreation may be the resourc e use
w ith which the other things are going to be coordinated . To some
people recreation means being able to drive up in the c ar and picnic.
To s ome of the other people who have been so critical of the Forest
Service, it means keeping a perfectly natural area without any a lterations or changes that alter the aesthetics or encourage people use .
So it is in those kinds of situations that, I think, the controversies
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about the application of multiple use have arisen, rather than whether
the Forest Service is really trying to do multiple use . It is trying to
do it , but who determines whether the Lincoln backcountry area in
Montana, for example, should be kept inviolate as a wilderness area,
or whether it should be what we more recently designated as backcountry areas , hike - in areas, or what have you --free of roads but
not free of campgrounds, sanitary facilities, well- engineered trails,
and some of those kinds of amenities- - places where people can
recreate in an essentially natural environment but still with some of the
amenities? Or perhaps it should be roaded to a degree so that the
ordinary guy and his family can get in there wit h his car and enjoy the
beauties and some of the recreation resource .
The extreme preservationists want it a wilderness or a park .
There are some people who enjoy the backcountry type, that want to
be able to drive to the periphery of it and be able to hike into a campground in a couple of hours with their small kids and have a stove and
a toilet and clean water and garbage collect ion and so forth. There
are others who aren't equipped for that, t hat prefer to be able to drive
to it. Decisions on this detailed planning will have to be hammered
out by the public and the Forest Service . This, t oo , is multiple-use
pl anning. And the work that has gone into t his and hundreds of ot her
situations of conflicting ideas and philosophies demons trate s the
Forest Service's desire to make multiple use work and the complexities
of doing so .

Multiple Use Act He l ps Forest Service

ERM : Are we into a situation in the early seventies that is a repetition of
the crisis that was deve loping in the middle and late fifties? Do you
think the Multiple Use Act for a t ime stemmed the t ide of criticism
and he l ped solve some of the problems , but now these problems have
come around again in a new form?
FWG: I think the Multiple Use Act has he l ped t he Forest Service on many of
its problems. I think it gets more money for recreation . I think the
Forest Service gets more appropriations for recreation, inadequate as
they are, than they would have had it not been for the Multiple Use Act .
One of my endeavors in the Division of Land Classification was to
deal with proposals for national recreation areas.
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The Forest Service has four national recreation areas established
by Congress, and there currently is legislation in progress for the
Oregon Dunes . These are not parks and they are not monuments.
They are areas which have some particularly outstanding attributes
for outdoor recreation, and they are organized for broad public use .
I don't think those would have been placed under Forest Service jurisdiction and management had it not been for the recreation and the
wildlife stipulations in the Multiple Use Act.
I think the Forest Service gets a much greater share of the Land
and Water Conservation Fund appropriations for buying recreational
areas in national forests than it would if recreation and wildlife had
not been a congressionally approved activity of the Forest Service .
Incidentally, I just read recently where it completed the purchase of
some seventy-five hundred acres of land around Lake Tahoe on the
Nevada side for quite a number of millions of dollars, which would
have been impossible without the Land and Water Conservation Fund .
I think there are many places where local and state people have
bought the program of multiple use and by that have, in effect, forestalled or defeated efforts to move lands into a more restrictive-use
category . The Great Basin national park proposal in Nevada was one
of them. The local people weren't willing to buy the concept of just
setting that area up to look a t and for people to hike around; they
favored the broader uses sponsored by the national forest .

Public Attacks on the Forest Service

ERM: Now the tactic seems to be to destroy the credibility of the multiple use idea , doesn't it?
FWG: And they seize upon the places where the applications of it haven't
been the way they want it to be. One complaint is that clear cutting
is not multiple use , that it is a betrayal of the multiple - use principle .
We ll, replenishing the timber supply is one of the multiple uses .
Clear cutting is so-called area management; the principle of cutting
all the timber on a limited area and starting anew is as old as professional forestry. It came over from Europe .
ERM : Isn't the claim made that the clear cutting in certain instances, such
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as on the Bitterroot and in West Virginia, has exceeded what is really
good practice even under clear-cutting management principles?
FWG: I haven 't seen the Bitterroot National Forest. It seems to have involved
an awful lot of controversy. I have no doubt that there are errors in
execution, particularly if your view of the national forest resource is
that it should be devoted to the maximum extent to aesthetics, the
green spaces, things that people enjoy rather than production of what
t hey use . I mentioned the incident in the early fifties when the
timber- sale people were overcutting the roadside strip . It was
purely a poor performance . I have no doubt that some of the others
are that way.
Possibly they did make too large clear cuts in West Virginia,
maybe they didn 't know what they wer e doing. Maybe they didn't pay
enough attention to the aesthetics . People like to look at the forests
as well as use boards . I don't think that such errors in judgment negate
the multiple - use princi ple or Forest Service managem e nt accomplishments, but I agree that they are being used as an attack on the Forest
Service.
The Bitterroot Valley area I have never seen . My understanding
is that it started out on the basis of repl acing an old, overmature ,
diseased stand of trees with new growth , and in the process removing
those and doing some terracing and planting.
ERM : How do you account for the attack on the Forest Service ' s clear-cutting
policies by this forestry school in Montana?
FWG : I really can't account for it because I don 't know the people in the
forestry school. We mentioned earlier this propensity of outside
agencies to try to take over the planning of national forest activities,
but to shy away from the responsibility of executing those plans and
the public accountability that goes with it . I think that has a lways
bee n a tendency of forestry school people to sit behind the desk and
say, " Those stupid guys in the Forest Service don' t know what they're
doing. They should do it this way or that way. " I also think ther e is
a little professional jealously there . Of course, I also t hink that
probably where there is smoke, there is some fire below the smoke.
The Forest Service by no means is perfect.
I had occasion to review, of course, most of the rationale of the
preservationists in the ir push for the parks, particularly, not so much
for wilderness, when I was working . I have tried to keep up with some
of it, incl uding some of the bitter letters in American Forests saying
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that the Forest Service is selling out to the timber industry or this or
that special interest . The latest, I believe, is selling out to the
mining interests in the Appalachians . These to me are completely
silly and more than a little libelous of the people who are in there
sweating to do a job .
The timber purchasers and the Fore st Service have always been
antagonists back as far as I can remember on business matters . The
timber industry certainly tried to cut the Forest Service down to size
in the Eisenhower administration . It would like to control the Forest
Service, but it never has . But these people who accuse the Forest
Service of serving special interests simply won 't or can't understand
its obligations to the public generally .
But , anyway , I've tried to keep up some familiarity w ith the
current situation, and I really can't account for it except I think in
many ways it ' s a result of the affluent society, if I may be a little
philosophical, of the urbanization of people and their detachment from
the land and their almost comple te isol ation from the sources of the
good things that they use and enjoy. They don 't know where their good
life comes from. They don ' t stop and think about it .
So you have an increasing number of people, some of them who
get really fanatical, who see only one aspect of this situation , and
that aspect is that they like to look at wi ld lands and forests or to
be a lone with nature. A fixation on , "We enjoy going among the
trees, and we like to go to the wilderness to recreate our soul s and
get rid of the pressures of business and so forth." They don' t stop to
realize that the real wealth of this country is created by the application of labor and capital to natural resources . Natural resources are
agricultural lands; they are our water, our forests, and our minerals.
Going along that line a little more , we have created a large
class o f people, who , in my opinion, are not cannibalistic , but they
are kind of parasites on the e c onomic body because they e xist and
become affluent basically on the labors of others . There are lawyers
who make their living representing people in the courts. They are
prominently re presented in the academic community . They don ' t
create any more l umber; they don:t produce any food ; they don ' t make
any steel or sweat in the coal mines . Those people owe their livelihood to taxpayers, many of whom, in the West, work in the l umber
mills and derive their sustenance from converting forests into lumber .
Practically a ll of them use lumber, or they use paper. If they don't
use anything e l se, they use toilet paper and that sort of thing .
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ERM: An ever-increasing per- capita use?
FWG: Yes . But they have no accountability for the production of these things
so they can sit back and say, "We ll, this country is rich enough so
we don't have to use these forests. We don ' t have to do this; we don' t
have to do that ." And increasingly they get fanatical about it . Many
of them are wealthy or we ll-to- do, and they command positions where
they can influence public opinion or belong to organizations that get
much publicity in the news media . That's the philosophical part of it.
Now the practical application of it is, of course, this attack on
tre policies of the Forest Service, to a less er extent on the Park Service,
certainly on the Bureau of Reclamation and water development people,
as evidenced by the recent Nader report here .
ERM : Don't you suspect sometimes that there is a peculiar psychology
involved here? All of us are involved in the creation of the environmental problem in one way or another . We're polluters, all of us , by
having cars. We use, wastefully use, a lot of finished products that
become pollutants of the environment . I suppose we all feel within
ourselves a certain guilt about being a part of this . Don't you suspect
that we derive some relief from our own guilt feelings by being able to
say, "Look at that dirty SOB over there and see what he's doing to our
environment" ?
FWG: I think there is some of that. I a l so think the leadership of many of
these organizations is extremely self-centered . That has been
brought home to me in some of these contests about parks that
involved usab le resources. I agree with you, everybody has a concern
about the environment . If they don't, they are stupid because all
you have to do is look out the window or drive the highways to see
the need for concern. Nobody likes ugliness . That is, most people
don ' t like ugliness . They don't like steel factories near them. They
prefer that they be someplace else where somebody else has to look
at them . To some extent there is that.
I a lso think many of these people who are so prominent are
extremely selfish and self-centered in their attitudes because they
pass off the impact of these preservationists ' proposals on other
people with a wave of the hand and no real c onsideration whatsoever .
When they were talking about the redwood national park of rorthern
California, both the Park Service and its supporters said, "Well, we
have figures to prove that within five years the local employment
would be greater with the national park than without it." The figures
probably are debatable . But in any event, they neglected entirely to
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give any consideration to the man who made his living running a
chain saw or driving a tractor in the fores t s as agains t a job making
beds in a motel. If the lumber operation is stopped because the timber
is taken for park purposes, is the logger going to cash in on a
restaurant catering to tourists or making beds in a motel or that type
of work? Most probably, he's going to be out of work, and the
problem to him and his family and h is kids is very real .
I think the same thing evinces itself in the preservation
pressures for setting aside lands without roads and so forth . I would
guess that 85 to 90 pe rcent of the people of the United States, either
for physical or financial reasons, are not able to go and enjoy the
beauties and benefits of wilderness areas. They don' t have the t ime .
They don't have the money. They don ' t have the physique, or they
don ' t have the inclination to take young children on a lengthy backpack
trip .
I don ' t think that that aspect gets much consideration from
people who want, for example, to keep Mineral King more or less
isol ated in its present condition so t hey can go up there and enjoy it
free of polluting people . The five million other people who might
enjoy it if it were developed as a good skiing area, get no consideration .
Let them go someplace else, or let them go t o the city park . Yet those
people are the kind that are really paying the bills for these otre rs .
ERM : They control a larger number of votes , do they not? If they were more
articulate in the expression of their recreational needs, the Congress
would be responsive . But they are not very articulate .
FWG: They are not articulate. They are not organized, and they are not
financed . And many are not aware of the consequences of some of
the use - restricting proposals . Perhaps these are reasons why they
hire the Forest Service and like agencies, to he l p represent them.
I ' ve been sympathetic to broader uses of the national forests during
my career , and I' ve worked at it . One of my first jobs when I went
to the regional office in 19 3 6 was to examine, a long with other people ,
about fifty thousand acres of land on the east side of Lake Tahoe in
Nevada, which was then owned by Hobart Estate Company and the
Carson and Tahoe Lumber and Flume Company . It included large segments of the shore of Lake Tahoe . This land could have been bought
at that time for $325,000 , a few dollars an acre .
The Fores t Service didn't have the money, I guess , in competition with other needs . It didn ' t have too much inclination , either . So
the opportunity went by the wayside . I have carried a continuing
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inte rest in that ever since. I think the finest thi ng the public could
have done was to have secured for public use practically the whole
Nevada side of Lake Tahoe from Glenbrook north to t he state line.
This l and was l ater bought by George Whittell, a millionaire real
estate operator who later sold some of it for development . The Forest
Service recently has acquired residuals of it , and the state of Nevada
a lso has acquired some. Some of the choice lake shore has been
developed, such as the residential area at Incline. This now is lost
to public use.
I take some pride in the establishme nt of national recreation
areas like Whiskeytown-Trinity- Shasta NRA [National Recreation Area]
in northern California . These are establish ed by legislation, and
the multiple-use concept of recreational use of the national forests is
written into the statute . The overriding value is considered to be
recreation and aesthetics, but all other con sis tent uses are authorized.
I worked to continue public ownership of t he national grasslands,
formerly Land Utilization Projects, through the Plains Stat es , not
because I was primarily interested in the forage they produced--they
do support extensive , local livestock operations --but beca use I
thought that they represent a type of land t hat has much public value
and which the public should retain and wh ich offers some things that
the national forest lands and even the national parks don't have--large
expanses of grass and appurtenant wildlife. They are important
watersheds. Many were dust bowl areas at one time and have b een
revegetated at substantial cost to the public . They have excellent
potentials for wildlife, not onl y for hunting, but songbirds, small
wildlife, the e ndangered blacktail ferret, for example . I think those
kinds of lands should be conserved just as much as the Douglas-fir
types or the ponderos a types •
But my interest has been in increasing the public estate for
people-use and people - benefit. There is a valid place for parks
that encompas s one-of-a- kind natural or h istoric phenomena or sit es,
and for wilderness areas to "keep a little bit of our country as it
used to be ," as Senator [John] Stennis once told the National Forest
Reservation Commission in defense of the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area purchase program. But my interest c h iefly has been in t he
Chevrolet segment of the public and the kids and grandkid s that will
be in that group- - a throwback, perhaps , to the [Ferdinand A. ] Silcox
programs of people-service of the 1930s. I would like them to have
wood , water, and forage, but also plenty of land to recreate on as a
matter of right and not of special privilege.
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Equality of the Multiple Uses?

ERM: In the Forest Service ' s developing multiple - use program before and
after 1960, there have been tendencies to refer to the various uses as
ha"d.ng equal status in Forest Service administration. What does equal
status mean in your consideration of the history of the past ten or
twelve years?
FWG: My view is that it means they are entitled to equal consideration
according to their quantity and quality and utility; utility being
used in the sense of intangible benefits as well as tangible benefits.
I think that ' s the intent . It contrasts to the concept of dominant or
primary use with other uses to be correlated to the extent that such
can be done without interfering with the dominant use . What the
Forest Service, I believe, is trying to say is, "We don't conceive of
any use as being a dominant use. Let the chips fall as they will in
regard to a particular area . "
ERM: In other words, it does not necessarily follow from that , that each use
is going to get equal appropriation of funds or equal vestment of manpower and time . There is no such thing as making a clear di vis ion of
the kitty, putting it in equal baskets for each of the uses .
FWG : No . I think it means that the Forest Service would endeavor to
develop each of them to its optimum extent within its abilities and
funding. Due to reasons not of its own making, it doesn ' t get the
funding to develop some uses to any extent which would fully meet
the public needs . That doesn ' t mean that tre Forest Service
considers it of lesser importance or lesser benefit . It' s been easier
to get appropriations for timber sales and timber management than it
has for recreation or wildlife . But the Forest Service, to the best of
my knowledge, has gone up each budget time with requests for what
it considered necessary to do the job in each of these functional
categories .
ERM: And the Congress chips and peels away at them .
FWG : Well, there is slippage and erosion a ll the way along the line. You
know the budgetary processes invo l ved. The Forest Service proposes,
and the Department of Agriculture has a b udget and a b udget ceiling,
so it trims and fits so that Forest Service requests fit into the departments' s overall ceiling along with all the other agencies in the
department. Then it goes to the Bureau of the Budget, which does
some more trimming to fit it into the president' s budget ceiling in
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relation to all of the other functions of tre federal government. Then
it goes through two appropriations subcommittees, one in the House
and one in the Senate; then to the full committees in the House and
the Senate . By that time many things have happened to the original
proposals.
ERM : It doesn' t look the same when it ' s corning back .
FWG: It's considerably thinner .

Legislative Precedents

ERM : We covered some of this earlier, but I'll ask it anyway . Was it true,
as the lumbermen claimed, that because of the 1897 act, the two
primary purposes of the national forests were timber and water? *
[Richard E. ] McArdle, as chief, says no . Does the Forest Service
in general agree? Was such fe lt to be the case before the 1960 act?
FWG: I think you have to draw a distinction between the purposes for which
national forests may be established and the uses that might be made
of them after they are established . The 1897 act says that no national
forest shall be established or enlarged except to improve or protect
the forest and to provide a continuous supply of timber for the use and
necessities of the people of the United States or to assure favorab le
conditions of water flow . And, of course, as I think Pinc hot makes
clear, no sooner had the national forest system been established
than the que stion of range use cropped up . One of his real early
problems was to get some control of the use of the n ational forest
areas by live stock, which use was historic as were hunting and
fishing and camping .
That same question- - of criteria for reservation or acquisition
versus legitimate subsequent use --was posed s ome years ago in
relation to the Weeks Law. The issue was not exactly the same but
is equivale nt in principle. The Weeks Law as amended authorizes

*Forest Reserve

Act of 4 June 189 7, ch . 2, 30 Stat . 34 - 36, 43,
44, 16 U .S.C. sec. 424, 473 - 482, 483, 55 1 (1964). Also known as
the Sundry Civil Appropriations Act' of 4 June 1897 .
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the purchase of lands within watersheds of navigable streams for
timber production or regulation of the flow of navigable streams . So
the question came up--I think it was probably raised by Secretary
[Harold] Ickes before the National Forest Reservation Commission-in relation to proposals to buy some lands within the Weeks Law
national forests, the market value of which clearly was for recreationa l use . It may have been in regard to lands in the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area; I'm not sure . But,anyway, they were re creation
lands.
That question was presented to the attorney general by the
Department of Agriculture and the D epartment of the Interior for
advice . The attorney general's advice , generally speaking, was
that if a certain tract of land met the primary requirements of the
Weeks Law , in other words, if its administration by the Forest
Service would promote either timber production or watershed protection, then the fact t hat it was a l so useful and might be used primarily
for public recre ation made no differe nce . In other words, if it met
the first prescription, you cw ld buy it , and what you did with it
after you bought it was a matter for administrative decision, providing
it wasn ' t contrary to other l aws . I think the long history of multiple
use throughout the management of the national forests proves tHat the
1897 language has not been considered as restricting t he uses of the
national forests once they were placed in that category .
ERM : The question is a lways raised as to whether it was mutually contradictory for the Multiple Use Ac t to give equal consideration to a ll
uses and , at the s ame time, say that this act is, supplemental to,
but not in derogation of, the purposes for which the national forests
were established as put forth in the act of June 4, 1897 .
11
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FWG: I haven ' t seen any legal interpretation of the meaning of that or the
real background of it . I guess my personal view would be about like
the attorney general ' s opinion . The Multiple Use Act applied to the
management and use of the resources of the national forests ; the
1897 act prescribed criteria for sel ecting them and reserving them
from the Publ ic Doma in . I personally don ' t see any real contradiction
there .
The history of this question is , as I understand from the things
I have read, that the timber industry people in particular thought it
probably would bolster their position in regard to maintaining timber
as one of the important uses by pointing out that these national forests
had to be established for either timber or watershed . Therefore, you ' d
better very well keep that in mind when you make your multiple-use
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plans . That was their po sition, not necessarily the Forest Service ' s .

M ilestones in Evol ution of Multiple Use

ERM: If you were to look back across your career in the Forest Service,
what would you single out as the legislative milestones over the
years? Do you have a mental picture, particularly in regard to a
deve lopment of multiple use, possibly starting with the act of 1897
and going on from there ?
FWG : In my mind it has been more an evol utionary thing . There are, of
course, some acts that the Forest Service considers as landmark
legislation along the way. The 1897 act is one; the 1905 act; the
Weeks Law of March 1, 1911, supplemented by the C larke - McNary
Ac t of 1924 . The latter two established, not only the land purc hase
and acquisition programs through which the eastern national forests
were established, but a l so the cooperative private forestry and
cooperative fire protection programs . The CCC program was a mile stone event, you might say, because it really did pick up the
deve lopment of the Forest Service programs and gave them a long
boost forward .
The developing pressures on l and, with which the Forest Service
really didn' t have anything to do but which it has had to take into
account and deal with , I would say, was probably the critical event
of the last couple of decades that brought this whole matter of more
effective land use and of desirable land ownership into the forefront .
That is not a real definite and specific instance in itse lf. It ' s just
an accumulation of events and development in the country' s social
and e conomic progress that has brought this about .
I th ink, fo llowing this thought , that the Multiple Use Act is a
useful t oo l, and I think it ' s we ll worthwhile, but I don' t look at it
as landmark legis l ation because actually it confirmed what was
already a policy of the Forest Service. I think the Land and Water
Conservation Fund, for example , can be cons idered maj or landmark
legis lat ion because it established the principle of massive federal
aid to the development of outdoor recreation on not only national
but a lso state projects .
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The recent Environmental Protection Act is going to have a
very material influence on the use and management of all public
property, maybe more so than some of the others as time goes on.
It is already the basis of much of the litigation, for example, concerning public projects affecting the environment. I don' t know
whether that's the response that you had in mind, but sitting and
looking at my navel and meditating, that's about what I come up
with.

Role of Private Conservation Organizations

ERM: What private groups outside of the Forest Service have been particularly
active in furthering the cause of multiple-use legislation? Can you
think of any that have taken a positive role?
FWG: As far as I know, it has been a sort of catch-as-catch-can matter.
I think some of the more progressive industrial forestry groups, such
as those that represent small ownerships in the South and cooperative
organizations, have supported it. I guess the American Forestry
Association did in the late fifties. The Society of American Foresters,
of course, is multiple - use oriented and has supported it . I don ' t know
of the so-ca lled conservation groups. The National Wildlife Federation,
I think, has supported it since it became convinced it was desirable .
ERM: The Wildlife Management Institute.
FWG: Pe rhaps; I'm not familiar with that.
ERM: What about the Izaak Walton League?
FWG: The Izaak Walton League was helpful in the legislation, but I think it
meets itself coming back a little bit because, while it's primarily
dedicated to providing hunting and fishing opportunities and facilitating
that type of recreation, it a l so has been quite active in support of park
projects that e liminate hunting entire ly . To the bes t of my knowledge,
Joe Penfold and the Izaak Walton League have supported the multiple - use
efforts of the Forest Service . I was trying to think of the grouping of
the conservation agencies for which Ham [Ham ilton] Pyles works .
ERM: The Natural Resources Council of America.
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FWG: Yes, which really is sort of a coordinating organization to which many
others belong. It was active and, as far as I know, is still supportive
of multiple use of national forest lands .
ERM: But it takes a lot of different Indians under its hat .
FWG: Yes, it does. Those are the ones that come readily to mind. What I
was thinking when I made my first remark was that in specific situations where it is to their advantage to do so, organizations like local
chambers of commerce or even the official county and regional boards
or the planning boards of various public agencies of one kind or
another also sup port multiple use. In my experience, most of them
relate that to a specific situation and not to it as a general concept .
They don't know and don't care that much about it.
I mentioned the Klamath Falls attitude toward the Klamath
Indian Reservation in the late fifties . Acquisition as a national forest
would bring about administration of it under sustained- yield principles
and multiple use, because the Forest Service recognized its game, fish,
range, and recreation potential as well as the timber crop. The local
people there supported that national forest status as against unconditional transfer to private ownership, which wou ld be pretty much a
single- use situation and possibly a cut- and-get-out proposition.

CURRENT TRENDS AFFECTING THE FOREST SERVICE

Traditional Forestry Education

ERM : What would you say about the preparation you were given in forestry
school? Was it ade quate to he lp you fulfill your duties in the Forest
Service?
FWG: At the time it was adequate technically . The areas where I felt I
was really short of knowledge and expe rience were not in the areas
that you were very likely to get from a forestry school. In the matter
of fire protection , the only way you could learn to become a competent
fire fighter was by going out and fighting fires . I suppose, looking
back now, it would have been better had there been more emphasis on
psychology and people rel ationships and t hat sort of thing . I can
see that now, but I didn' t feel it at the time . Of course, my earl y
growing-up period, as I mentioned , was spent in Nevada City, an
environment where youngsters spent a lot of time running through the
woods hunting and fishing and that sort of thing , so I wasn't in
a strange environment with either the people or the area when I took
these jobs in the Forest Service .
ERM: You were quite at home .
FWG : I was at home w ith the people and the way they lived . They were
more addicted to burning the brush and things than they had been
around my home; people were more dis ciplined there . But I could
relate to them . I didn't have much trouble with that . And I could
relate to going over the hills and the things that we needed to do
in fire fighting , looking out telephone lines, surveying , and road
and trail work.

Ecology Programs Threaten Forestry Sc hools

ERM : Samuel T. Dana has proposed that five years of forestry education
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should now be required because the Forest Service's multiple-use
policy requires broader training for forest administration . What do
you think of Dana's proposal? If you agree, what new approach must
be taken?
FWG: I don't know whether the answer is five years, differences in curriculum, or earlier and more on-the-job training. I certainly agree that
more comprehensive training is required of forest land administrators
now than when I joined the Forest Service in 1930. The whole job of
outdoor land management or wild land management is far more sophisticated, far more intensive than it was at that time, even making
allowances for the eastern national forests at the time , where there
were greater people pressures by far than in the West .
For one thing , and this goes to the very heart of what you are
talking about, there now is this matter of competition for l ands and
the necessity for making a given area of land yield more than one
benefit . The te chnology of land management has developed, maybe
not in the same relation as the space program to the concepts of the
thirties, but almost in a geometric progression beginning , I would say,
with the termination of World War II. So I agree with Dana that we
have got to turn out people who are much more comprehensively trained
than they were forty years ago .
ERM: Do you see problems for your profession in the proliferation of
specialties within the field, such programs as those in the schools
of lands cape architecture, which train broadly based resource people
with an emphasis on ecology? Should such things be merged within
programs of schools of forestry or s chools of natural resource manage ment?
FWG: Well, I think that foresters who are actually engaged in the field of
wild land management are going to have to become more comprehensively tr.ained if they are going to remain the generalists and the
managers and oversee the work of these specialists . Or else they
are going to have to become skilled in some of these specialties
themselves .
I don't believe that for most of the functions they perform in
forest land management or wild land management we need to have a
landscape architect trained in the same way that you train him for
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municipal parks or for private-building landscaping . I think there is
room there for a merging of a degree of their skills with a degree of
the forester ' s skills, and personally I think schools ought t o be
creating hybrids of that sort who are competent enough in both fields
to do the job of assisting a timber-sale technician in laying out
timber sales, roads, and other improvements in ways that do not
destroy the landscape. This requires a quite different technology ,
probabl y, than landscaping the buildings at Rancho Bernardo or
doing a golf course.
I think those people who have a bent for game and fish manage ment and development also need some of the more traditional forestry
t raining to know the resource with which they are working and what
can be done, particularly if we are going to have multiple use ,
which is a merging of a ll these uses to give the greatest total benefit
rather than the greatest yie ld from one particular thing . They should
know soils; they should know the characteristics of forest types with
which they are working--the hardwoods in the East as contrasted to
the Douglas - fir. They should know what the forester can do in
manipulating forest types . The forester, on the other hand, should
have competent understanding of what trained specialists can d o in
the way of propagating game and fish and what the environmental
requirements are for the wildlife that he is dea l ing with .
ERM : Does the emergence of so many new ecological study programs
t hroughout universities and colleges re pres ent a failure of the
forestry profession?
FWG : I wouldn' t say it represents a failure on the part of the forestry
profession. I don't think any of us who worked in the forestry profession would say that. I like to think of it as a land managers '
profession because that 's really what it is now. Much of it is not
forestry in the European tradition or even the Gifford Pinchot tradition .
It is working with pe ople and with wi ldlife and range and watershed
and so on . But, anyway, there have been failures in performance-in the way concepts were applied--that no doubt have contributed to
some of the ferment about ecology .
ERM : Do you feel that the forestry schools have moved swiftly enough to
meet these challenges outside of their own areas?
FWG: I think many of them have not . I think that probably some of them
have. The University of Michigan, perh a ps, has moved that way , and
Syracuse . The University of Ca l ifornia is more broad- based than
perhaps the University of Washington .
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Forestry and Environmental Hysteria

On this matter of ecology , don't you think that the ferment, the
concern, and so forth, is generated more by the whole environment-the dirty rivers , dirty air, and the messes that people can see visually?
If the rivers weren't fouled up by industrial and human wastage , if
we didn't have the smog and the air - pollution problem, if we didn ' t
have the noise-pollution problem that comes from jets and so forth,
the impac t of what the foresters have or have not done would not by
any means have generated the concern that is manifested by all the
ferment of this ecology bent that is going on throughout the country.
ERM: I think that is true, but I also think that an awful lot of the onus for
these ills rubs off, as far as the public mind is concerned, on the
forester, on the logger, on the commercial timber user . In the
morning paper today there is a story . " Redwoods periled by nearby
logging, geologists testify. Short- sighted, modern logging practices
a re destroying the soil that California's rich redwood forests need to
continue their reproductive cycle, geologists and conservationists
told the legislative investigating committee Friday ." It goes on to
quote this professor of geology at Berkeley and several others . The
bete noire is the bulldozer of the forest operator and the logger who
is creating the silt running down the streams and clogging them up
and polluting them . So I think it is in part due to industrial pollution
that it gets into the eyes of the average citizen . But they also assume
that a lot of this poll ution goes back to the users of the land way
back in the hills.
FWG: I have no doubt of that. I' m not saying that there wouldn ' t be a lot
of public concern about the way our forests and other wild lands are
managed and used . I'm just saying that this ferment and very strong
emphasis on what they like to c a ll ecology, rather than antipollution
or a better, cleaner environment, is caused by things that aren't at
all related to the utilization of wild lands . Personally, I think it
would be at a much lower level if it weren't for these other things.
But forestry practitioners have always been concerned about
utili zation of forest lands . I mentioned Mulford ' s speech in 1930 in
which he quotes some of the moves to stop all logging in the Sierra
Nevada because of assumed adverse effects on the watershed and on
the streams, a deep concern in California then and since. Of course,
in my own home country people moved , back in 1870, to stop hydraulic
mining because it was silting up the Sacramento River and running
over all the farmlands down there. They put my grandfather out of
business.
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Certainly, as people get around in the affl uent society with
thirty million automobiles or however many there are in the country,
everything that the forest land manager does is going to be under
c loser scrutiny. He had better, I think, move to minimize these
impacts . And there is much to be done, governmentally and
privately. Nonetheless , I can't help but fee l that there has been
generated a high degree of hysteria in the matter, too, and that the
adverse impacts of timber use on the environment receives publicity
far out of proportion to the importance of this problem in the total
environmental picture.
ERM: By the various conservation and preservation groups?
FWG: Who look at only the ir particular interests, their particular desires,
without , in effect, running up a cost-benefit estimate on what they
see that they don' t like or do like . I ' m not familiar with this particular
incidence in the redwoods, you mentioned . A lot of that soil , perhaps ,
can be damaged through logging. I know this from the Forest Service
experienc es . I think we are beginning to move to correct it now . In
many of the areas that were logged the roads did far more damage to
the scenery arrl to the soil than the actual logging itself, which in
turn led to this attempt to devise balloon logging to minimize roads
and to revive high- lead logging that also would reduce road impact .
Going back to the forest schools, yes , they need to bring into
their curriculum more on the ecology of wild lands and the pros and
cons of various forms of management . Basically, however, I think
the answer is strong grounding in fundamentals--basic ecology, soils,
plant physiology, economics, psychology, etc . - -that enables students
later to move soundly with changing public needs .
ERM : There is a contemporary crisis that confronts forestry . Criticism of
forestry is determined and very well financed by the preservationists conservationists groups . These seem to be getting a great deal of
support now from other disciplines deve loping in the universities,
some of them very modern and new . Do you see their efforts as
undermining forestry, perhaps seeking to get a grip on the position
which professional foresters have had as primary stewards of the
nation's forest l ands?
FWG: Yes, I think that is true to some extent . I think the American people
soon are going to have to decide how much of their national estate
they want to set aside and preserve to look at for purely aesthetic
purposes, which really is what the preservationist people are driving
at in a large measure . As to other professional people, other than
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foresters, I think it's a lways been true that some of the other disciplines would like to get in . I don't think they want to get into the
actual management of lands so much as they want to become the
powers behind the scenes, the planners who te ll what should be done
or what will be done with resources and leave to somebody else the
hard work of trying to reconcile that with some of the other national
necessities , such as wood for houses or paper and foreign exchange
and all the other things that enter into it .
Just before I retired, I wrote a memorandum t o my then deputy
chief, Red Nelson, who himself has since retired and been replaced
by Ed Schultz, pointing out that during the previous couple of years
the Forest Service, through our Region 9 office in Milwaukee, had
considerable contact with the University of Michigan School of Natural
Resources on the matter of wild land planning. In fact, the region had
financed for one of its brighter young men a y ear of graduate study at
the University of Michigan in this matter of land planning .
We had had a contract with the university to do a study of the
southern portion of the Manistee National Forest from the standpoint
of what would b e a desirable program to achieve the best mix of
public- private lands, including the ownership of key rivers, such as
tre Manistee River, and also programs of land use and development.
These contracts and the studies revealed a large number of agencies
which were attempting to get into the land-planning business ,
including the universities and the local governments in the s tate of
Michigan, HUD, HEW, and many private planners for h ire.
The gist of my memo was that the Forest Service had better get
busy and do a better job of planning out the uses of the national
forests in detail or somebody else would be in there planning it for
them . I think that is along the lines that you are mentioning . Whether
these people would actually want to take over the administration of
all the problems or whether, as I say, they would like to do the planning
and let somebody else do the work , I don' t know .
ERM : Isn't that what lies behind, perhaps, the strong drive for e liminating the
Forest Service or amalgamating it into a new monster agency that
might be c a lled a natural resources department?
FWG: I think, of course, that is partly behind the recommendations of the
Public Land Law Review Commission . It's long been an amb ition of
the Nationa l Park Service to become the functional manager of all
recreation on federal lands. I'm not familiar wit h t his reorganization
proposa l in detail--whether it would splinter the Forest Service or
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move it intact or break up the national fores ts by transferring large
areas to parks and national recreation areas . The Public Land Law
Review Commission definitely would break up the national forest
system and the Forest Service.

Criticisms of Clear Cutting

ERM : Last night I read the published hearings on clear-cutting practices on
national timberlands . These hearings, as you may know, were before
the Subcommittee o n Public Lands of the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs in the United States Senate and were held las t year in
April, May, and June . * They have been published in three vo lumes,
the first two of which I obtained last week . The third I hope will be
forwarded to me.
These volumes are loaded with discussion, not only of c lear
cutting, but of the whole multiple - use policy and its application or ,
as many of the witnesses or those testifying stated, the malapplication
of multiple-use policies . The layman reading this record can ' t help
but be impressed by the intensity of feeling on both sides. There is
a flood of passionate feeling and thought put forth by the people who
took part in these hearings . It leaves one with a mixed feeling as to
just what to believe about this whole mess.
I wonder how Congress, confronted with such a wealth of information, response, statistics, grants, and interpretations, can find its
way . There are a n umber of things here that relate to muc h that was
put on the tape by you yesterday . It would be impossible for us to even
begin to examine this in any substantial way here in the last interview
session. But I wonder if we might just touch upon a few things that are
included here.
FWG : I might say, I'm not familiar with the hearings or the reports.

* Hearings

before the Subcommittee on Public Lands of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on Management Practices on the
Public Lands, U.S . Senate, 92d Cong . , 1st sess . , 5, 6, and 7 April,
7 May and 29 June, 197 1.
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ERM: For exam ple , I remember your mentioning yesterday Major Evan Kelley .
You must have known Kelley in the course of your career .
FWG : I knew him rather distantly . I knew him by reputation, of course . He
was one of the old - timers in the Forest Service . He was a regional
forester in the northe rn region at Missoula for many years and later
headed up the guayule project during World War II. The government
was searching for domestic sources of rubber, and this g uayule plant
was one of -them. The Forest Service headed up the effort to grow
guayule as an alternate source of natural rubber. Evan Ke lley was
the chief of that project. My personal acquaintance with him was
not very close.
0

ERM : There are two pages in Part I of the hearings that I would like to
share with you and then have you comment upon them. Mr. Grover
and I are going to read from pages 385 through 387 in Part I of the
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Public Lands of the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs, United States Se nate, which were held
April 5 and 6 , 197 1.
FWG: Who were the members that held that hearing?
ERM : I believe they are listed here ~ Frank Church of Idaho, chairman;
Henry Jackson of Washington; Alan Bible of Nevada; Lee Metcalf of
Montana; Mike Gravel of Alaska; Mark Hatfield , Oregon; Gordon
Allott, Colorado; Paul J. Fannin of Arizona; and Henry Bellmon of
Oklahoma .
FWG: Yes . That 's the membership of the committee, but I was wondering
who actually held the . hearings. Usually it's one or two of them .
ERM : It depends on the date . This one is of Monday, April 5th . Present
were Senator Church, presiding, Metcalf, Allott , Fannin, Hansen,
Hatfield, Bellmon. Also present, Porter Ward, professional s taff
member; Charles Cook, minority counsel; and Thomas Nelson, assistant minority counsel. For the hearing on the 6th of April, I ' ll have
to check through and find out.
FWG : I was just curious. That makes quite a difference usually as to how
these hearings develop .
ERM : You mean as to the weight of the various people present?
FWG: Right, and the trend they take .
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ERM: Would you care to comment on those two letters a s I have just read
them?
FWG: Well, I have little personal acquaintanceship with the situation .
They don ' t reveal how it came up . I don't know, in partic ular,
what proposal of Sandvi.g's required Chris [ Chris t ophe r M. ] Granger's
approval or nonapproval. Presumably it must have been a recommendation for some type of project to c ut down range use and rehabilitate
c ertain ranges, and he got a negative response on it. I have some
recollection that [Earl D . ] Sandvig did make a public i ssue of the
Forest Service range practices in the Rocky Mountain Region, that is,
Region 2. He was later transferred to chief of personnel from his
range job . I have no acquaintanceship with all the circumstances
that went with it or justification.
From what I remember, the big battle over t urning the ranges
over to the states or to private ownership, of t he late 1940s, had
just been concluded . I think I mentioned yesterday Ly le Watt s's
comment that he was satisfied that the question of public ownership
of the western ranges had been settled for his lifetime . And it wasn' t
more than a couple of years until the quest ion was revived again .
Perhaps there was some re l uctance to start a hard- nosed campaign to
reduce livestock and so forth on the ranges in the context of the time
and political climate .
I've a lways felt that the Forest Service could have been more
aggressive in pu shing the positive side of some of these range
questions, which it has done to some degree . The reseeding of
range on a planned pattern , so that instead of having to cut down on
livestock use, more forage is produced and the livestock that's there
can be accommodated, is more progressive t han just reducing livestock .
But public land management, like politics , is the act of the possible,
and what is desirable isn ' t a lways possible at a particular time . As
far as Kelley' s re ply is concerned ,it was more emotional t han helpful,
I imagine , to Sandvig. It was the reply, again, of a person who
would not have to take personal responsibility, political or otherwise,
for what was done.
ERM: These two letters are dropped into this record of the hearing without
any seeming relationship to the testimony of anyone . There is no
indication of who put them in, except that they would seem to
support the contentions of those who were critical of tha Forest
Service .
FWG: The implication is that the Forest Service i s again bowing down to
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the commercial interest, in this case, the lumber interests. I think
it goes, again, to our dis c ussion yesterday, the example of clear
c utting in the lodgepole ty pes . There are some of our people on the
ground trying to revita lize the timber stand on these lands. The way
they do it is by clear cutting, and they get very strong criticism from
a segme n t of the public that isn ' t concerned with timber production,
but with recreation a nd the aesthetics .
Had the service moved strongly in the Sandvig situation to
reduce grazing and perhaps put local rancrers out of bus iness or reduce
their incomes, it probabl y "IM:>uld have been highly criticized at the
time, at least in the locality. Possibly it should have pushed ahead
and done that in the face of that criticism . Possibly it should push
ahead on some of this clear cutting and other types of operations
that are receiving criticism now because technically they are correct.
I don't know why this correspondence was put in that record, but
I assume the purpos e of these hearings was to publicize what the
Forest Service was doing in its management activities, to lay stress on
clear cutting in the pro je ct on the Bitterroot. Probably t hey were put
in there to show that as far back as twenty- five years ago, people were
concerne d that the Forest Service was se lling out to certain commerci al
interests .
It is kind of ironical because one of the big batt les of the Forest
Service has been to get the ra nge use under better controls, going bac k
to the excesses that followed World War I. It ' s not an easy thing to
cut the livelihood or the economic base of people who depend upon it
for their l iving. I think I mentioned Floyd Iverson elsewhere . Floyd
has had some real pe rsona l experiences in that regard, and he can
probabl y e laborate on it .

Freedom w ithin the Service

ERM: I have heard criticism of people within the Forest Service on these
same lines before . Their contention has been that the man on the
ground , even the man on the ground at the regional research station
doing specific research, is very often ignored or his research allowed
to just stand unpublished because his thesis ran contrary to an established policy that was in e ffect at the time . I wonder if you have seen
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evidences of this yourself.
Forest Service.

This is criticism from the inside of the

FWG: I wou ld guess that those situations have arisen and continue to arise .
I don't consider that I personally have been ignored in these things
that I have tried to recommend or do . I have been rejected as to many
of them. Sometimes I think I have bee n passed over too lightly, but
that ' s a matter of personal pride and egotism . When you come up with
what you think is a fine idea and those above don't think it's so fine ,
you tend to fee l a little disadvantaged and neglected . I don't have
personal knowledge of too much of that sort of thing .
I do know that on t h is matter of formalized multiple - use planning
that we discussed yesterday, that many of the ideas that were advanced
by Everett Jensen in his initial work in Region S in the late t hirties got
pretty much of a brush- off from some of the superiors . The fact that
they were later picked u p by others and deve loped and put into operation does n't really , I' m sure, make Jensen feel any less critical of t he
fact .
I am sure that goes o n other places . Many of them are honest
differences of opinion . You have issues of reducing cutting cycles
or rotation ages in timber that might, if done, increase a llowable
cuts . These are pros and cons . Somewhere along the line somebody
has to make the decision . I can' t really say that I have personal
knowledge of specific instances where people came up with factual
or scientific data and that was brushed aside or buried purposefully
to accommodate policies of the Forest Service. In a ll aspects of
public land management , and especially in regard to those controversial, there are important questions of timing , method, s ide effects,
and, increasingly important, public understanding . Frankly, I don't
think the Forest Service has been sensitive enough to these factors
in many cases .
ERM: This is not, in your view, typical.
FWG: I woul d say it's not the typical . I think one thing is that none of
these thi. ngs are very simplistic, even though people might think
they are . If you look at all the various factors as a n administrator
must do, there are pros and cons, and costs and benefits, on all
sides. Those are not always taken into account by the people who
have a rather specific, limited function. I say this not i n defense
because I know that in the Forest Service, as in any other organi zation , there are times when people get brushed aside and their ideas
rejected by their superiors. However, on matters on which I felt
strongly I a lways was able to get a hearing by t hos e above .
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Generation Gap within the Service

ERM : Is there any generation gap involved in this ? I'm talking of a generation of foresters who grew up under one set of circumstances and
with an e ducation that was highly oriented to needs that were obvious
at that time, as against another generation of younger foresters coming
along with a new set of priorities and concerns and with an education of
a different order.
FWG: I think there are generation gaps between people. I think there are
some people in the Forest Service and every other organization whose
ideas become fixed and they don't change. So those ideas may be
translated into policies, and in some instances those who are in
administrative positions relate back to their early training. Frankly,
I don' t think it relates back as much to fu:l education they might have
had as it is to their early training and experiences. They have done
things and they see the results of it and they think those are good
and they don' t change. Personally, I don't think it ' s so much of a
gap between generations and education as it is between the thinking
processes and the experiences of different groups of people .
ERM : Could you illustrate?
FWG: Not precisely. What I am trying to say is that the Forest Service,
probab ly in common with every other large organization, has people
in the older-age classes whose thinking is more diversified and
outgoing--if you want to call it liberal-- than the thinking of some
of the younger- age - class people in the service. And vice versa. I
can't put my finger on any example of it.
I would say that the personnel policies of the Forest Service,
at least in recent years , have resulted in the e levation of many of
our middle generation personnel into positions of responsibility .
Following that along, the young-age-class people are rapidly moving
up into positions of responsibility. For example, take some of the
recently designated regional foresters . There, to me, is the younger
generation. Jay Cravens of Region 9 is one . I don ' t know precise
ages . I imagine Jay is still under forty-five. And Ted Schlapfer in
Region 8, and Vern Hamre in Ogden-- all people in the various stages
of middle life, you might say. Following behind those you find
people in their early or mid-thirties in the supervisors jobs, a position
for which they used to have to reach a high degree of maturity before
they got to it .
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I wouldn't say there is a true generation gap. I would say that
the gap is between the people whose thinking has crystallized on the
basis of previous experience and those whose operating objectives
and methods are outgoing and whose thinking is elastic enough to
take in various suggestions of new or different ways of doing things .
In other words, some people are receptive to new ideas and wi lling
to take the chance of putting them into effe c t, and often many of
our older generation people are just as elastic that way as are the
younger people, and vice versa . That ' s tre best I can tell you on
that .
ERM : You were starting to te ll me a story about a man you knew years ago
in the Forest Service by the name of Hedges . Would you repeat that?
FWG: We ll, you had just read an extract from this hearing by the Subcommittee on Public Lands that was apparently a speech published in
the Congressional Record, presumably by Senator [ Jennings ] Randol ph
of West Virginia.
ERM : This is the one that appears on pages 403 through 408, Part I.*
FWG : It re lates to the controversy and the public agitation over area - contro l
management or clear cutting of some of the forest areas in West
Virginia . I was about to say that I don ' t have any personal knowledge
of the particular circumstances, but I did keep up some correspondence
with an old-timber of the Forest Service who had long association
with that area . His name is William Hedges .
He joined the Forest Service approximately in the period 1911
or 1912, about the time the Weeks Law authorizing land purchases
in the eastern United States was enacted and put into operation.
Hedges had actively participated in laying out many of the areas
included in the Monongahela National Forest as well as those in the
Jefferson and George Washington national forests in Virginia and
the Daniel Boone National Forest in Kentucky . He a lso had spent
most of his career in the actual examination and acquisition of lands
that oow comprise these national fores ts . He retired, I suppose, ten
er twelve years ago .

*"Forest Service Practices Need Revision To Strengthen Multiple
Use For Public Good, in hearings before the Subcommittee on Public
Lands of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on Management
Practices on the Public Lands, U. S . Senate, 92d Cong . , 1st sess . ,
19 7 1 t pt • 1 t pp • 4 0 3- 4 0 8 •
11
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Along about late 1968 or early 1969 he wrote me several letters
detailing that he had made some trips to his old stomping grounds in
Virginia and had seen some of the clear-cutting areas . Parenthetically,
he is a native of Virginia. Bill was very agitated about these and
expressed the view that certainly that kind of management didn ' t
exemplify the type of forestry that he had conceived and had in mind
at the time he was busily including these areas in the national forests
and arranging for their purchase by the government .
His reaction to them was basically from the aesthetic standpoint .
He objected to the scars on the hillsides that they left and, I guess ,
to some extent, the mess that followed them because typically the
stands in these old areas that were purchased are either the residuals
or a vol unteer growth often of species that are not commercially
very valuable . So I would expect that there was a mess in the areas
that Hedges looked at.
But the interesting thing to me is that here was an old-timer of
the Forest Service who after he left the Forest Service became more
and more sensitive to the aesthetics of the area and the pleasures
they gave him to go back and look at a restored forest, his memory
going back to the early days when these practically all were cut
over, burned over , and very badly devastated areas . I sent him
some publicity material illustrating the benefits to game and fish
management of this type of cutting with the creation of openings and
of browse and forage from the shrubs and sprouts and other types that
come back in c lear-cut areas . But this didn' t really convince him .
He still objected to them as messing up the countryside . This is an
example of the technically sound being rejected, not by a superior,
but by a colleague.
ERM : Isn' t there quite a bit of the criticism stemming currently from oldtimers in the Forest Service who are, in a sense, giving the critics
of the Forest Service hard information and a basis for criticism?
FWG: I think that ' s true in some instances .
ERM: It was true of the Bitterroot National Forest .
FWG: Yes. One of the leading critics there was a former supervisor of the
Bitterroot area. Of course, there is a division of views within the
Forest Service as far as that's concerned. Many people deplore the
effects of type alterations , whether they be sagebrush spraying or
area management of timber, and there are people within the service,
I am sure, who disagree with a policy of pushing roads into remote
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areas and other management practices. Their views are influential
in some instances; and in some, they aren't.
In regard to these former people, it is always a little hard to
segregate out, of course, what you might call the facts from their
own particular predilections or tendency to perhaps say, "Well, I
planned it this way, but my successors fouled it up and did it this
way . They were wrong and I am not about to forget it. " I think
there are two sides to that, too.
ERM: When you came into the Forest Service in the late twenties, would
you characterize the Forest Service as a homogeneous group who
were pretty largely in harmony with what policies were being pursued,
as compared with the situation today in which there seems to be a
considerable division of opinion within the service?
FWG: I don't think you had, at that time , the issues and the questions
upon which the differences of opinion arise today, at least in my
experience . They might have in other places. Through the thirties
the national forest management was strongly oriented to opening up
the forests and to fire protection and to technical matters such as
range surveys and improvements, timber inventories, and methods
of harvesting timber that were professionally sound. There wasn't
much difference of opinion that when a fire started, you got on it
and put it out as quickly as you could. There might be differences
of opinion as to details and there were.
For example , it was the practice then to put a fire dead out
before you left it. That was fairly expensive with large fires. You'd
have to leave crews there and put water on the logs and the snags
and fell the snags . These so-called mop-up operations might take
weeks. There were advocates of, Why do all this? It wou ld be less
expensive to take a chance on a breakdown than it is to go through
this routine on every fire. There were, and are differences of
opinion as to whether it pays to put out every fire in the high country,
for example, following a lightning storm.
There were some differences of opinion on methods of timber
cutting and silvicultural practices. Those were taken account of
and changed or modified materially over the time I was in Region 5.
For example, the old practice in the late twenties of taking 80 percent
of the ponderosa pine and mixed conifer stands was modified very
drastically . By the time the late forties rolled around, it was almost
reversed . It was later modified, too .
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So there was a questioning. A lot that originated out of planned
programs of the people who were administering the forests. Questions
of what 's the best silvicultural treatment of the mixed conifer on the
west s lope and the ponderosa pine stands on the east side of the
Sierras were investigated throughout practically his whole professional
life by Duncan Dunning at the experiment station. Their previous
concepts of what was good silviculture underwent a very material
change in that te n- or fifteen- or twenty -year period.
These questions of intensive recreation versus dispersed types
or primitive types of recreation, of timber production versus aesthetics,
of what you might call community support from the lumber industry
versus tourism, and preservation versus multiple use hadn't reared
their ugly heads at that time. So there was less reason for division,
and the organization was much smaller and the problems they had to
concentrate on were pretty specific . The national forests needed more
roads and trails, fires had to be put out, the ranger counted the sheep
in and out, and so forth . There wasn 't that much question about it.
ERM: The crisis that seems to be b lowing up today may have its roots in
fundamental philosophical differences of opinion .
FWG: Yes. I think it goes to the concept of what benefits the national forests
and other public properties should yield . That concept is as varied
as the people who use the national forests or benefit from them . Of
course, the theory of mult iple use is that you can provide some of
these benefits for everybody . That ' s its strength and its weakness .
If you don ' t believe that, why , then you don' t believe multiple use .
If you do believe it, then you think, regardless of the imperfections
in application, that it ' s a sound principle and the Forest Service should
get busy and make the application work .
We talked yesterday about the divisions among people who are
interested in recreation. To some the principle benefit is primitive
lands unaltered, preferably the most beautiful of the primitive country,
where people enjoy that type of scenery with very limited interference
from other members of the human race . To another person the recreation benefit may be a place to camp with an automobile or to hunt.
There is really more conflict between people whose needs and desires
are diverse in that regard than there is in many of the other areas .
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Growth of Environmental Awareness

ERM : I wonder to what extent you might comment on this thought. We have
over the l ast hundred years built up an economy of abundance
unprecedented in human history . But there seems to be a grave,
growing disaffection with this idea among , not just the young people
and students, who seem to be the most articulate spokesmen, but to
a growing extent in other age groups as well. I wonder whether this
doesn't enter into the picture to a very considerable extent . In other
words, there may be a shifting in the public mind as to what the basic
values and priorities should be in the present and future .
FWG : It seems true that this affluence, which, of c ourse, is by no means
universal, mixed with the concern about some of the more visible
evidences of environmental deterioration-- the air, the streams, and
water-- alters the concepts of what people want from their public
lands . How far people who are disenchanted ostensibly care t o carry
this matter of disengaging from commodity production is anybody ' s
guess . Te n million automobiles were so ld last year in the United
States . All those are going to be running and many of them are going
to be running through the nationa l forests and parks .
Sure, there will be a changing evaluation of what people want,
due to increasing affluence and due to, I think, further detachment
from the sources of the commodities that form the basis of our
affluence . Most of the present generation of youths have n ' t had a
rural environment to grow up in . The generation of which I am a
part predominantly stemmed out of rural areas or small towns, places
where you cou ld run in the woods . We didn ' t feel the need for some
of the things that the city- bred people feel.
The work I did was oriented to the idea that there was going to
be more and more demand from public properties, particul arly the
national forests , for the amenities that they afford , and less and less
emphasis on the commodities. I have made this statement many times
to my bosses and the chief that if the man on the street were asked
about the uses of the national forest, he would probably say that he
couldn' t care less how many millions of board feet of timber were
produced. He would be concerned about having a place to go where
he could enjoy the outdoors in an attractive environment. If he was
somewhat more sophisticated, he wou ld be concerned with clean
water and that sort of thing . But primarily he would view the national
forests as places for nature studies and recreation. It was my position
that the Forest Service better join that movement, rather than be taken
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into it by the scruff of the neck . The challenge of multiple - use
management is to offer this kind of environment and still produce
adequate timber, paper , water, and meat.

Recreational Threat to the Service

ERM : In that regard do you think that the introduction and passage of a
multiple use bill was generated in large measure by a recreational
threat to the Forest Service? Was it in any way a reaction to the
National Park Service's Mission 66, which had so much publicity?*
FWG: Yes. As we discussed yesterday, part of it was the move for dedication of lands for park purposes, so-ca lled single use . But I think
the great increase in recreational use and interest in recreation and
all these things that go with it, of the fifties and sixties, was one
of the important factors leading up to the sponsorship by the Forest
Service of the Multiple Use Act .
When you say recreation pressures, I think there is a competition between the recreation use and timber use that sparks the thing
off. And at least one of the factors that led the Fores t Service into
the support of the Multiple Use Act was a desire to make recreation
a better financed and better and more important use of the nationa l
forests. We talked yesterday about the fact that there was no
specific congressional endorsement of recreational use of the national
forests and about the long- term interest of the National Park Service
in promoting its control of all recreation uses in the nation, incl uding
those in the nationa l forests .
One of the things that I was interested in and advocated was
the extension of the Forest Service activities into the nonhuntingfishing phases of wildlife and recreation. I fe lt and still do, and I
know the present chief feels the same way, that the interests of
people in bird watching or in the propagation of songbirds or of
small animals for photographic and nature study, the saving of

* Howard

Stagner (Assistant Chief, Mission 66, National Park
Service), "A Second Look at Multiple Use," American Forests 66,
no. 2 (February, 1960) : pp. 24-25.
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endangered species, and in such things as natural history features
and the archaeological features of the national forests are going to
grow in importance along with occupancy use for recreational purposes .
Of course, the Forest Service is moving in t hat direction. The Kirtland
warb le r management area in the Hiawatha National Fores t i s an
example of that . All those things, 1 think, are going t .J become more
important in the future, and 1 hope that under the Multiple Use Act
and multiple - use plans they will be given more prominence than they
have in the past .

Reorganization of Natural Resource Departments

ERM : Fred, you wrote an article for Trees , The Yearbook of Agriculture , 1949,
called 11 Other Federal Forests . 11
In this article you d is cussed timberlands managed by the Bureau of Land Management, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the various military
branches , TVA, and the National Park Service. Do you believe that
America ' s timber production and conservation in general have suffered
as a result of these numerous divisions in federal forest management?

*

FWG: My assignment at the time for the yearbook , Trees , was to explore
and present the forest resources of federal l ands other than t he national
forests . And those y ou enumerated were the chief ones . I suppose
it ' s fair to say that the commercial use of forests, the production of
l umber and pulp and so forth, have been reduced to some extent by the
dedication of these fores ts to uses such as national parks . The Olym pic
National Park is an example of this. The other agencies enumerated
permit t imberharvest and have applied forestry practices t o t imberlands
they administer. Yosemite has substantial volumes of merchantable
timber .
Personally, of course , and as I think I wrote int o the article, the
use of trees for the en joyment of people for their spiritual and recreational involvement is as l egitimate as sawing them into boards . So I
wouldn' t say that this is necessarily a waste . It has, without question,

* Fred W .

Grover, 11 Other Federal Forests, 11 in Trees , The
Yearbook of Agriculture , 1949 (Washington , D. C .: U . S . Government
Printing Office , 1949) , pp . 381- 390 .
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reduced some of the outflow / but with the present state of the nation,
why, it ' s a use we can afford within reason . And that' s one of the
key questions, keeping it within reason and bounds. The same thing
is true of the several billion board feet that are tied up in the national
forest wilderness areas.
As to the others, such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs, it has
made timber available to the markets on behalf of the Indians under
professional forestry management. They were not free agents, for
the timber be longs to the Indians. But in any event, like all the
rest of the public forestry organizations within the limitations imposed
upon them by the owners, why, they carried out a professional forestry
job. The BLM [Bureau of Land Management ] did the same on the 0 & C
[Oregon and California Railroad] re vested lands and the Coos Bay
wagon-route grant lands, which it manages through the act of 1937 . *
ERM: Do you think this multiplicity of agencies involved in forest land

management derives itself from our skepticism of government and our
need for having checks and balances ? How do you interpret this
creation of so many agencies all involved in duplication of service?
FWG: I be lieve it has deve loped mostly as spin-offs of the principal miss ions
of these agencies, plus some local and agency politics . National
Park Service forest land management is strictly protective, in accord
with its mission . In the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, and the military managed fores ts, it is a contributing activity
toward their principal purposes or objectives. Personally, I think this
situation is okay as it follows the principle of unit land management-territorial integrity, if you wish--rather than functional dispersion .
In my mind, the on ly real overlapping is in the functions of the
Bureau of Land M anagement and the Forest Service . I think the problems
and the re sources and geography are closely related there and so
closely a llied that there is a duplication. Now whether that duplication
is good or bad depends on your philosophy and on some of the facts
you might come out with .
It has been said by lots of people that this competition is good
for both agencies. And I think there is a degree of truth i n that
because there is some spirit of competition in the beneficial sense of
technical and professional people attempting to apply their skills to

*Act

of 28 August 1937, ch . 876, 50 Stat . 874, 43 U.S .C. sec .
118 l a - e (1964).
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their problems in ways that might be considered outstanding . On the
other hand, there is no q uestion that the duplication of administration
costs some additional funds and creates in the public mind the impres sion of duplication whether that is so or not .
The Bureau of I ndian Affairs is the arm of the federal government
that acts on be half of the federal government as trustee of the Indians .
The Indians a re the true owners of the reservations and the beneficiaries
of them. The forestry functions of the Bureau of Indian Affairs a re onl y
one of the bureaus tasks and probably a minor function, at least
historically .
ERM : How well do you think the interests of the Indians have been served?
FWG: I have no basis of judging that except that to my knowledge and
observations the bureau has attempted to utilize the Indian timber
resources for the financial benefit of the Indians under practices that
would at least ass.ure the perpetuation of it . Broadly, I wou ld say
their interests have been served as we ll as the interests of the other
people of the United St ates through the other agencies . Whether the
bureau got as much money as it c ould for t imbe r or whether it used
too much of those funds for administration or whether it was r ight in
logging certain areas, I have no way of judging .
ERM : The BIA [Bureau of Indian Affairs] is in a state of disarray at the present.
FWG: Yes, it is.
ERM: And forestry is rather low on the totem pole .
FWG : Of course, it was rather a dispersed activity anyway as compared to
the total bureau, as I understand it . The emphasis increasingly has
changed to we lfare a nd education and heal th services and so for th by
the BIA or by HEW [De partment of Health, Education, and Welfare].
The Klamath reservation is a little more productive, but the I ndians
there decided that they would rather have money than the annual income
that it y ie lded, so it was disposed of. I guess the Navahos probably
run the ir own show . I think you are probably right. I have understood
that in many places the Indians have progressed to a point where they
would just as soon dispense with the forestry services of the bureau .
Warm Springs in Oregon is one such reservation where the tribe has
really taken hold of its forest resource and is going to make it an asset
the way they want to .
The mission of the national parks is rather clear. If you consider
timber as one of the natural assets which should be preserved through
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the national park system, why, then it is perfectly legitimate for
that system to include, at least, what might be considered premier
or ecologically exceptional stands of timber.
ERM: Do you believe that multiple us e of the nation's resources would be
in any way facilitated by the creation of a department of conservation
or natural resources management , wh ich would include the Forest
Service, the National Park Service , and these other agencies? Or do
you believe that the diversity of agencies is perhaps a better long-run
plan than that which has been projected?
FWG: Well, I think a department of natural resources or at least the terminology involved there is quite absurd because the proposals run only
to federal forest and range lands, primarily, and park lands, whereas
the agricultural lands, the rivers and their basins, the air, the water,
minerals, the Great Lakes, the huge reservoirs, fisheries, and all the
rest of our natural endowments are natural resources of high importance,
as is our people base . So the terminology is absurd .
Whether there is any advantage in putting together the land
management agencies and the land and water deve lopment agencies of
the federal government into one department is, to me, pretty doubtful,
not because of this aspect of competition so much, but because I
don't think that the natural resource conservation problem of the
country as a whole is centered in the federal lands. At least, it's
not predominantly centered in the federal lands .
I think the functions of the Department of Agriculture throughout
the rural areas of the country on primarily private lands are as much
a part of the c onservation of natural resources picture as are management of the national forests or the national parks . And so I think that
it should be a department of rural affairs- -department of rural life,
if you want to call it that--that would deal across the board with
these problems . And I don ' t think the present proposal, which will
fractionate programs under some rather nebulous groupings or concepts,
is the answer .
I personally agree with the findings of the Hoover Commission
of 1950 that one beneficial action would be to transfer the land management functions of the Bureau of Land Management to the Department of
Agriculture, at least bol stering its role as a department of rural affairs
to that extent . After all, the cropping of grass from the public lands or
the cropping of timber from them or the use of them for outdoor recreation differs little on the unreserved Public Domain from the same uses
on the national forests . The Hoover Commission recommended this
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on the bas i s that the Agriculture Department was best equipped w ith
technical personnel, research, and programs to deal with the soil
and its products.
ERM: The Pub lic Land Law Review Commission moved in the opposite direction
in its recommendations .* Why do you suppose that?
FWG: I was not pr ivy to the debates and discussions of them . I was quite
disappointed that their report was a unanimous report, inc luding as
signatories pub lic members, for the reason that I think that whole
investigation was political and personal. There is no question there
is a need for review of the old public land laws . Many of t hem have
become obsolete . Certainl y the mineral laws are disadvantageous to
good conservation of the publ ic lands .
But the c ommiss ion ' s study was concentrated mainly in the interior
and insul ar a ffairs c ommittee s of the two houses . All the congress ional
members were from th ose committees, as was the c hairman, and these
outnumbered the pub lic members thirteen to six. One of its pur poses
was to advance the prestige and the scope of those committees .
Another was to pres umably recover for these congressional committees
some of the authorities and priv ileges that some of the members had
thought had been usurped by the executive department or other committees. So I can understand why they came out with the resul t that
they d id, but I think it was certainly an ill- advised and politically
inspired recommendation . I am surprised that some of the public
me mbers would accede to it rather than writing a dissent .
You may recall that the Hoover Commission, which investigated
the organization of the federal government , concerned itse lf with the
functions of the departments in regard to public lands . It had a committee on natural resources or conservation; I forget the name of it .
Anyway , that committee came up with recommendations for a department
of conservation or natural resources . And there were other committees
that deal t with other sub jects . But when the fu ll committee got into
the matter, it re jected the recommendat ions of this committee and
recommended that the functions of the Bureau of Land Management having
to do with renewable resources and soil be exercised by the Department
of Agricul ture.

*one Third of the Nation ' s Land : A Report to the President and to
t he Congress by the Public Land Law Review Commission (Washington,
D.C .: Government Printing Office , 1970), 342 pp . See a l so George
Banzhaf and Company, Study of Public Land Timber Policy, 4 vols .
(Washington , D.C.: U. S. Department of Commerce, 1969) .
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That was a nonpartisan, rather objective committee of high
leve l. It wasn ' t particularly oriented to any furthering of political
aims of any segment of Congress or of the parties . I think it was a
far sounder recommendation than the one issued by the Public Land
Law Review Commission, which is rather confused and meets itself
coming back in some places . But it obvious ly has a bias against the
Department of Agriculture and the Forest Service . In fact, if implemented fully , its programs woul d destroy the national forest system
and the Forest Service . I cannot be lieve that this would benefit the
people of the United States . This, of course, is a personal view .
I have no ins ide knowledge into the workings of the Public Land Law
Review Commission or how it arrived at its conclusions.

SOURCES FOR FURTHER MULTIPLE-USE STUDY

Suggested I nterv iewees

ERM : Fred, you had several suggest ions for me this morning , of people who
might be int erv iewed on tape ?
FWG: My suggest ion was that you add to your list of people who m ight
contribute something to the gene ral subject of fore st history, the
name of Dewey Anderson. Mr. Anderson, as I recall lives, at
least during the summer , in the vicinity of Portola in Plumas County,
but spends winters elsewhere. He has a long h istory o f layma n
interest in conserva tion problems , in California particu larly, but also
nat ionally. He is we ll acquainted with po litica l issues going back
at least to the beg inning of the forties , probably well into the
thirti es . I believe he occupied a posit io:i at one time w ith the
Public Affairs I ns titute in Wash ingt on, D . C . , which ha d a conservation divis ion o r comm ittee dealing with na tionwide conservatio'1
programs . Mr . Anderson is a very interesting person to ta lk to . I
be lieve he would be able to contribute some very interesting background on the vari ous efforts a l ong the line of conservation policy and
conserva tion politics .
ERM: Would t his have to do particu larl y with the labor and with the pos ition of labor and the need for empl oyment and so o n?
FWG: That probably was the platform from which he opera ted in his earlier
life . But I don't think that his present interests are intimately
re la t ed to labor . He was a member of the s tate legislature for a
number of years. He has done cons i derabl e writi ng , including an
article on Lake Tahoe in the National Parks Ma gaz in e during the last
two years . While he has a background of involvemen t in the labor
movement, I don 't think his conservation effort s are partic ularly
orient ed to Labor.
Another person whom I don 't know personally , but who has
made a number of speeches a nd written a number of articles on the
subject , part icularly the movements toward increased wilde rness or
pa rks , is Virlis Fischer o f Las Vegas , Nevada . Those are the two I
had in mind when I brought this up .
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ERM: I would appreciate any other suggestions that you might have to make
as to other persons that might be interviewed. We are going ahead
this coming year, that is, the rest of l972 and probably well on into
the seventies, with an accelerated program of oral history . This is
dependent, of course, entirely upon wha t special funding we may be
able to get beh ind this through various groups, including the Forest
Service but not exclusively the Forest Service . And while we have
on our list quite a good number of people have been recommended to
us as good respondents for oral history interviews, we are always
looking for further suggestions so that we can crank these into the
cons iderat ions in mak ing selected lists if we do get the money to
go ahead with a new series of interviews. If you can think of any
others that you would recommend and indicate in what areas you
think they may be particularly well-i nformed to speak, we would very
much like to have this either now or later in notes and le tters of
transm ittal.
FWG: I don 't have any further suggestions a t this particular time, but I
would be glad to drop a note if any come to mind . I was wondering
on the purely industrial side, if you have had any contacts with
Kenne th Walker of the Walker family that had controlled the Red River
Lumber Company until it ceased opera tions in the late fort ies.
ERM: I know of Ken Walker and I be lieve I met him some years ago at one
or another trade association meeting .
I think he is a very articulate
fellow, a fine speaker.
FWG: Yes. I became acquainted with him when I was in the regional office
in San Francisco, and we negotiat ed some quite extensive land
exchanges with the Red River Lumber Company--exchanges of their
land for national forest timber around late 1939 into the 1940s . He
at that time was the official representative of the Red River Lumber
Company in matters having to do with their lands and properties .
He, a t that time, was a pure industrialist lumberman, whose interests
were in terms of logs for the mill and profits for the company . Since
then, of course, the Red River Lumber Compa ny has ceased operations
and the properties have been dispersed among the members of the
Wa l ker family in various ways . Kenneth Walker operated--maybe he
still operates--a mill in Susanville, but what I was thinking more
was that he would have the background of the Red River Lumber
Company going back probably to its Minnesota history.
ERM: The o ld T. B. Walker operations back there.
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FWG: Yes . And T . B. Walker, of course, came out and, through various
devices, accumulated for the company a million and a half acres of
prime timber along the Sierras, principally in Lassen and Plumas
counties. He may not be willing to talk at all, but even the regular
operation in California is a significant part of forest history . Along
in the early forties, particularly after the World War started, Red
River Lumber Company was probably the largest producer , on an
annual cut basis , of any mi ll in the country . Westwood was a
company town owned and operated by the company, one of the last
of those of substance . If you dec ide to take on the industrial side
of forest history , which I am sure you will, you might get something
interesting out of it from Mr . Wa lker. He, at that time, had
considerable pr ide in the company and in its accomplishments .
ERM: Have you maintained any contacts with him?
FWG: No , I haven't seen him since that time, so I don 't know how his
reactions are personally. Millard Barnum in San Francisco, who was
chief of the Division of Lands for many years there and before that
was in charge of all the exchange and other land acquisitions , was
well acquainted with Kenneth Walker and may still keep up contacts
with him. Incidentally, Millard Bar num was one of those who
encouraged Everett Jensen to do the formal type of area planning or
management direction that I think initiated and began the system of
multiple-use planning that the Forest Service uses today .
ERM: I remember you mentioned that in some length in your interview
yesterday.
FWG: Barnum's experience goes back to around 192 2 , I think . And he
might be a worthwhile candidate for you to talk to.
ERM: In the second series.
FWG: Right.
ERM: Who else in the Forest Service do you think of as possible
interviewees? We ' ve mentioned McArdle and F Lorance as the main
two who should be included . What about Art Greeley?
FWG: I was just about to suggest that. Greeley came into the Washington
office as deputy chief in rnid - 1959. I rnentio:-ied that for about eight
months I pinch-hit in that position unt il he transferred from the
Regional Forester position a t Milwaukee. So he would have been
involved in the di scussions and so forth concern ing the Multiple Use
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Act. Art, of course, was one of the Department of Agriculture
representatives on the study team that studied the North Cascades
area ::>f Washington in the sixties . As you know, that was a joint
Agriculture-I nterior s tudy but unluckily, Int erior had three members
and Agriculture two. The majorit y recommendations eventua lly
resulted in the North Cascades National Park. Greeley is intimately
familiar with that, if he des ires to ta lk about it. If Art cares to talk
about it, some of the background of that study might be interesting
to you, because it posed very c learly the question of multiple use
of a large area versus restricted use inherent in a national park
proposal.
ERM: I have great personal regard for Art G reeley . I think he is a man of
really outstanding personal integrity, moral convictions , and I would
like to get to him with a tape recorder and see what he is willing to
put down on the record . He seems to me to be in a sense a man who
is in many ways a conscience of the Forest Service headquarters
office . Do y ou concur that?
FWG: I don't know about the conscie nce of the Forest Service, but Art is
a very sensitive person . He has deep regard for the rightness of
things . He is probably overly conscientious in trying to do the
right thing or to :i.ssure that other people do the right thing . In that
regard, yes , I wou ld agree wit h you . Art is an extremely hard :i.nd
able worker for the Fores t Service .
He carri ed the burden of a lot of programs, and he had the
courage of his convictions in such things as the North Cascades ,
where he foug ht very strongly against the park concept because he
knew the country and he could see no public advantage from it . It
wasn ' t personal with Art. I think that like many of the rest of us , he
couldn 't see where the public was to gai n anything by transferring
land a lready secure in public ownership and use to park sta tus . The
same thing goes for some of the other things that he has persona lly
taken charge of. I think he would be a worthwhile subject for you if
he cares to elaborat e. I guess you know that he is studying for the
ministry .
ERM: Who among other men who have recently ret ired from the Forest
Service would you think mi ght be most articulate and willing to
expound on different areas of forest history, not just necessarily
those that have come out of headquarters, but from field pos itions .
FWG: I s u ppose a large number wou ld be able to contribute something
substant ia lly . I would suggest perhaps in connection with this
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multiple -use study, and also :nore generally, Floyd Iverson, who
retired from the regional forester job in Ogden, Utah , about a year
and a half ago. Floyd g rew up on a ranch in Modoc County . He
went through several chairs from junior range examiner to forest
supervisor to assistant regional forester for range in a couple of
regions.
He went to Ogden, Utah, when Chester Ols en retired , as
regional forester, and became involved with all the complex
conservation issues that go with Idaho, Utah, and Nevada public
lands. He must have been there twelve to fourteen years . His
work included t he program of the Forest Service to ge t better control
of range use practices, installation of multiple -use planning techn iques, and a push for multiple use as a public program of the Forest
Service.
Floyd is extremely able, very conscientious. I don 't think he
is very verbose, but I think he would be willing to ta lk as we are
talking, and I think he would have quite a lot t o contribute. He
certainl y is familiar w ith the background of many of these things from
the standpoint of the man on the ground who had to put them into
effect.
He would be a good balance , I think, to Herb Stone , who's
career ten or fiftee n years before he retired, was in the timber area
of Oregon and Washington. The timber business was where the
pressures were on Herb, whereas Floyd's problems were more in the
line of range use control, watershed betterme nt, and recreation and
land use policy, including this Sawtooth study that I mentioned
among others .
ERM: Can you think of an old-timer , recently retired, who had spent his
life at the ranger level, who was ahead of a ranger district most of
his life, one who is able to speak out and clarify things at that
level?
FWG: None comes to mind at the moment. If I do dredge up some names,
I'll be g la d to drop you a note on them. I am sure there are some .
The only problem would be whether they moved abou t enough to have
a broad enou gh understanding. Many of the o ld-time rangers tended
to stay pretty closely in place.
ERM: An interview at that level would, in a sense, be a very concentrated
picture in itself, and would be eva luated as such. But I think it
might have a lot of merit.
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FWG: I'll see if I can in conversation with some of the other folks around
here, come up with some names for you.

Bibliographical Sourc es

ERM: You had a suggestion there in regard to acquisition of information
that would help us on our bibliography and multiple-use project
both.
FWG: I neglected to mention that Carl Wilson, who is assistant regional
forester in the regional office in San Francisco in charge of watershed management and multiple - use planning, has written a thes is
for his master's degree from the University of Montana ~:>n the
subject of the application of a multipl e-use program by the Forest
Service on the ground. I suggest that in the course of your study of
the multi ple - use programs in the Forest Service, you may want to
get a copy of this from Mr. Wilson and review it or have it reviewed .
It does go into what he considers are the positives and the negatives
of the Forest Service ' s application of multiple use.
ERM: Does that have a pretty good bibliography?
FWG: It has a fairly good bibliography, which may be of value to you in
your project for accumulating a bibliography of national forest
historical publications .
ERM: You say that Gene Bergoffen of the legislative office in Washington
wrote a thesis.
FWG: Gene Bergoffen was assistant to Reynolds Florance and still is in the
legislative liaison branch of the Forest Service. Gene is a Syracusetrained forester and :i.lso has a law degree and is a member of the
District and Virginia bar associations. I have been told that in the
process of getting his law degree, he wrote an exposition of the
legislative process and the legal questions involved in the enactment
of the Multiple Use Act. I haven't seen it. It is second or third
hand to me . But if Gene did do that, it no doubt is a scholarly and
accurate account . It might well worth be looking into.
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ERM: I have been very favorabl y impressed with Bergoffen in my
d iscussions with him.
FWG: Yes. He is a very intelligent and personable man , and knowlecigeable
of the law and the conservation as pects of programs like multiple use .
He has partic ipa ted in preparation of many leg islative reports and
drafts of testi mony on various i mportant b ills.
ERM: Wha t was the 1951 thes is a t Yale? *
FWG: I don't have the copy o f it , and I don 't have the title. But I can
supp ly that at the time I might rev iew this tran scri pt .
ERM: Well, I think we ' ve just about exploited this interview to t he maximum
before I have to start to gather a ll my chickens here and put them in
a box to get ready to go . I want to thank you very much for coming
over today .
FWG: I was happy to do it.

* The

work here is wrongly dated in the text of the interview
above . Mr. Bergoffen presented in partial fulfi ll ment of requirements for his ma sters degree at the State University of New York
College of Forestry at Syracuse University , in January, 1964 , a thesis
entit led "The Multiple-Use - Sustained Yield Law . " This is a case
study of administrative initiative in the legis lative policy-forming
process . See also an earl ie r work not authored by Mr . Bergoffen,
"M anagement of Public Land Resources, " Yale Law Journal 60,
no. 3 (March 1951): 455 -482 .
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Q.ualific 2, tions which any Netional Forest Area
should po sse ss if it is to be

cr~n g ed

to Park Status

1.

It shou l d be supe rlative scen ery or part of the logical admin:istra ti v e unit of superlative scenery .

2.

I t should be l a r ge enough to justify independent adr.J.inistra tion.

3.

It should not be a wll demess a r ea in the back part of national
forest lands where t he entire administrative unit would be a
wil derness. Such a n area, even with wilderness written in the
lavr, would be almost impos s i ble to retain as a wilderness .

4.

It should not contain timber, grass, or water, on the dev elopment of w~~ch a l a r ge number of fami l ies are dependent for
their livelihood, unless either a method can be first worked out
for caring for these families or the commodity develo pment of
the area wou ld ca _1se such major dama ge to extraordinaIJ' scenic
values that i t would se en worth sacrificing the livelihood of
a.n important number of people in order to preserve the superlative . The presence of mineral values in an area shoul d not
preclude its establishment, both because there are ample substitute mineral ar eas whic h can be developed to supply America's
needs and because unlike the other commodities it does not make
for permanent civilization based on sustained yield.
1

There is no intrinsic rea son wh~.' either the Park Service or
the Forest Service is better equipped or is the n ore appropriate
a gency to construct and administer recreation roads, recreation
trails, observation ar eas, r e sorts, or camp ~rounds. In practice
the Forest Service has on the whole done a better job with all of
these , but there is no r eason why the Park Service should not do
as well under better leadership. Picnic g rourds and organization
camps are not generally app ropriat'3 to national parks where use
should be focused on forms of recrea tion which do not conflict
with the en,j o;yment of the superlati ve or t he primeval. However ,
on non-park lands under administration of the Park Service that
agency has d one a b etter ~ob t han the Forest Service with organization camps, probably a worse job with picnic grounds. Because
of these facts no noti on that the P8. r k Service is in any -... .ay a
b e-:; t er a i::; ency to a dnlini s t e r for e st recreution shoul d condit ion
the consi deration of proposed par~ additi ons. Such considera ti on
should be ba s ed on t he i'undaCTenta l princi ples of recreation land
status enume r a t ed ab ov e.

~

ROBERT :tdi.RSI:IA.LI., , Chi ef,
Division of Recrea tidn & Lands
J
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APPENDIX A

NATIONAL FOREST PROGRAM FOR THE SHAWNEE HILLS OF
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

Introduction: Opportunity for Area
Development
The Shawnee Hills of southe rn Illinois rise
in an 80 mile area between the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers . The terrain varies from
steep, rough hills and high bluffs along both
rivers to the rolli ng hills of the central section. Narrow ridge tops look down on deeply
incised, wooded valleys. Many s culptured outcrops, mostly sands tone, occur along the valle y
walls.
A good part of the Hills are within the
Shawnee National Forest. ' · ~ his Forest was
established in 1933 and c onsists of two separated units in the southe a s tern and southwestern parts of the St ate. Co m posed of scattered tracts and blocks intersperse d with
private holdings, the National Forest lands
total 2ll,021 acres or 31 percent of the
total acreage within the Fore s t boundaries.
About 90 percent of these lands were purchased prior to World War II. National Fore st
land purchase programs since have been

small, and little .progress has been made in
further consolidating National Forest lands
in this area.
The Shawnee Hills area has suffered a
progressive decline in population and a general slowdown in economic developm ent. Realizing the plight of southern Illinois and fearing
a possible worsening of the situation, local
community leaders took action to stem the
area's decline.
·
As a first step in the program for economic
betterment and stability, a resource analysis
was made by the loc al people. They found that
the Shawnee Hills have great potential for
outdoor recre ation; that the forest industry
can be revitalized; that the watersheds and
soils can be protected through reforestation
and proper land management. The s e objectives,
they believed, could best be planned and attained through National Forest programs . Accordingly, the Secretary of Agriculture was
asked to extend the boundaries of the Shawnee
National Forest, consolidate owne r s hip within ·
it§ present boundaries, atid undertake an at-ceiefated "program 01 forest resource development, especially of recreation resources.
At the request of Federal, State, and local
.l eaders interested in the economic . development of southern illinois, the F0rest Service
of the U.S. Departme nt of Agricult ure undertook two studies in the fall of 196 2 of the land ,
resources, and econo my of th e area. The purpose of these studies wa s to de te rmine the
desirability and fe asibility of National F orest
expansion bas ed on:
1. A proposal to link the two e xi s ting units
of the Shawnee Natio nal Fore st by extending
the boundarie s to i nclude an area known as
the "Shawnee Gap " (see map i nsi de c over).
2. Acquisition of addi tional lands within
the prese nt Na tional Forest to facilita te public deve lop ment, pr otec tion, and multiple use
management of r ecre ati on, timbe r, water,
wildlife, and othe r resou r ces.
This report briefly summarizes the find inrrs
0
of the two s tudie s and the r ec o mmendati ons
for a National Forest progra m geared to full
resourc.e development as a responsibility of
~orest Service manage ment and as an aid to
the southern Illinois economy.
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"

·'

Director Wirth certainly laid it on the line at the opening session
yesterday. As moat of the conferees are aware--particularly those from the
great natural scenic areas, and those engaged in Recreational Resource Survey
Planning a calculated and cunning campaign of misrepresentation directed against
the National Park Service has been underway for many inonths.
Within the Park Service, and this is intended only for Park Service eyes
and ears, it must be clear that the Director's fighting gauntlet fell directly at. : .'
the feet of the Forest Service .

-·

For months, the Park Service has received stinging blows from Forest
Service spokesmen--ranging from Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Petersen on
down to Forest Rangers who visit campgrounds. When the sugar coating is stripped
C /ram their propaganda it boils down to this: "Don't support the establishment of
new National Park areas under MISSION 66. That would mean 'non-use' of the land.
Support ,the Forest Service 'multiple use' policy and taxpayers will get more and
bet1;er recreational areas while commercial interests foot the bill.''
.

.

· Ye Dailye Ranger Staffe is aware, as all of you are, that for many, many
years the field people of both the Park and Forest Services have built up in many
instances fine friendships. Milly of you may be aware that the field folks of the
Forest Service are not in sympathy with the campaign--directed from Washington
against the National Park Service. As the Director's speech made it clear, however,
the time for Park Service people to sit tolerantly, but impatiently on the sidelines,
has nOW' passed.

to

The t~ has cane for Park Service people
speak up and meet this campaign of misrepre~entation with the truth and firm supporting facts. In so doing
bear in mind this passage from the Director's talk: 11 , • • you can preach all kinds
of uses, but the Qllly intelligent approach to my problem of land management is to
survey and study the matter, detennine the primary use, and then take the proper .
steps to see that ita administration is placed in the agency designated by laWi to
do that particular job.''
Copies of the Director's talk and a clear-cut tactual analysis ot socalled ''IIl.11 tiple use'' by lbward Stagner of the MISSION 66 staff are available for
conferees to take hane with them. 'Ibey can be picked up in the lobb7 of the M:>tor
Lounge or at the so- called "Nervoos Center."
·
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..

SAWTOOTH MOUNTAIN AREA STUDY REPORT

Foreword
This report is a part of the broader Sawtooth Mountain Area Study
Report prepared jointly by the U. S. Forest Service and the National Park
Service. It attempts to identify the historical values in the study area and
to assess their significance.

I

Apparently this report marks the first attempt to prepare an organized . history of the Sawtooth Range. Due to the limited time permitted
for the study, all phases of the Sawtooth story could not be investigated
with equal intensity; but every possible effort has been made to present
a well-rounded, overall view of human activity in this ·important and
picturesque section of Idaho.
When a task of such magnitude is undertaken in such a short time,
it is inevitable that much reliance must be placed upon the knowledge,
talents, and previous labors of others. In the present case, the writers
have been extremely fortunate in receiving the unstinted assistance and
cooperation of a number of highly qualified individuals and institutions.
The sources of such assistance have been acknowledged by footnote
references at appropriate places throughout the narrative, but the writers
feel that special words of thanks are due to the staff of the Idaho Historical
Society, who placed the full resources and facilities of that most valuable
institution at their disposal without reser vation. In particular, permission
was given to quote at length from a number of the Society's publications
and from its reference series, some numbers of which were prepared
especially to assist in the present study. Our deepest appreciation is expressed to Mr. H.J. Swinney, Director; Dr. Merle W. Wells, Historian and
Archivist; Miss Janice Howie, Secretary; Miss Nancy Miller, Archival
Assistant; and to all other staff members. Without the vast knowledge of
both the historical source materials and the actual terrain possessed by
Dr. Wells, this study would have been a very faulty document indeed.
Also, special thanks are given to the past and pr esent personnel of
the Boise, Challis, and Sawtooth National Forests who have gathered a
vast amount of information concerning the history of the Sawtooth Range.
This material, in awesome bulk, was cheerfully placed at the disposal of
the writers, who came to have a deep respect for the value of these manuscript forest histories.
Victor 0. Goodwin
John A. Hussey
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APPENDIX C

MOUNTAINEER UNIT

(i )

SUMMARY

t

The addition of the "Mountaineer Unit" to the Monongahela
National Forest with restoration and conservation (wise
use) of its surface natural resources, would materially
aid in solving the socio-economic problems of the area.
The are,a is suitable for National Forest purposes, and
extension of the existing National Forest is both
feasible and practical.
Forests and forest lands are a basic and major resource
of the Unit.

Under present conditions, these lands are

not producing either the economic or public benefits of
which they are capable.
A desirable National Forest Program for the Mountaineer
Unit would involve the purchase of approximately 550,000
acres.

I
.

\

It is estimated that these forest, watershed, and

submarginal farm lands could be purchased by the Federal
Government from the private landowners, through voluntary
sale, for approximately $12,000,000 over a 7-year period.
As rapidly as the land is purchased, a program would be

•

undertaken to protect and develop all resources of the
forest for the maximum sustainable yield of which the
land is capable.

Management would be directed toward
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multiple use and sustained yield of outdoor recreation,
range, timber, watershed, and wildlife and fish.
Expenditures for protection, management, and development
would be geared to the rate of land purchase.

Relatively

small initially, these expenditures would materially
increase as land is purchased and placed under management.

A program of this nature and scope would provide jobs and
business opportunities that fit local skills and needs in
an area where 22 percent of the labor force is persistently unemp loyed.
The purc11ase of worn-down or poorly used farms would reduce agricultural pursuits on areas unsuited for farmin g.
Restoration and development of the natural and potential
resource capacity of these lands would form a base upon
which a stable economy could be maintained for the future.
The success of the Monongahela National Forest is a good
indication of what could be expected from the "Mountaineer
Unit".

Under mult ip le use and sustained yield management,

the Mountaineer Unit could provide:

'
·!

1.

EXPANDED OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES.

2.

INCREASED WILDLIFE POPULATIONS FOR PUBLIC HUNTING

I

AND FISHING.
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( )
3.

A LARGER VOLUME OF QUALITY TIMBER.

4.

IMPROVED WATERSHEDS.

5.

MORE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.

6.

MONETARY RETURNS TO FEDERAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

The Monongahela National Forest to the east, has served
as a proving ground for programs on comparable lands with
similar economic and social conditions.

About

60

percent

of the forest land area within the exterior boundary has
been purchased.

Today, it offers a wide variety of recrea-

tion opportunities, including fine hunting and fishing, an
expanding supply of timber, and improved watersheds above
the urban and industrial complexes on the Monongahela and
Potomac Rivers.

Receipts to the U. S. Treasury in 1960

from the forest were $680,000, from which $0.21 per acre
was returned to the counties in which the National Forest
is located.

lt

I
t

l'

t

•

Intermingled and adjacent private lands have

benefited from the demonstrated practice of good land management and protecti6n.

_,

I

BIG SOUTH FORK CUMBERIAND RIVER

FOREWORD
This report on alternative programs for development of the Big Sout!.1 Fork ,
Cumberland River, has been prepared as dir ected by Section 218 of the Flood
Control Act of 1968 (Public Law 90 - 483). It r epresents a coordinated, cooperative effort of the Chief of Engineers, the Secretary of the Inte rior, and
the Secretary of Agriculture, together with the affected Sta te s of T ennessee and
Kentucky. General sup ervision and direction of the study were provided by a
Steering Group formed a t Departmental level in Was hington, while the compilation of the basic material and the formulation of the various plans were
the responsibility of a Field Task Group compos ed of repre s entatives of the
agencies of the departments operating at the field level.
The report summarizes the r esults of the studies in as concise a m anner
as possible. Det a iled documentation is contained in other reports prepared
by the Field Task Group. The general descriptive m aterial was assigned to
the Corps of Engineers, with inputs from othe r age ncies on specific subjects
for which they had particular compe t ence. Di sc ussions of the six major
alternatives conside r ed in the report were a ssigned : Acceleration of Existing
Programs to the Soil Conservation Service , Agriculture ; Reservoirs to the
Corps of Engineers; Scenic Rivers to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,
Interior; National Recreation Area to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,
Interior: National Forest to the Forest Servic e , Agriculture; and National
Park to the National Park Se rvic e , Interior. Each alternative presents
a sound developmental plan, shows land required for im pl ementation,
indicates the estimated costs, and then shows its loc al imp act upon the
area economy in terms of increased employment and income.
The report does not suggest the selection of any one alternative as being
superior to the others since this was considered beyond the mandate s et
forth in the Congressional Act.
A separate report, also unde r the authority of Section 218 of Public Law
90-483, has been prepared by the Corps of Engineers on the Devils Jumps
Dam and Reservoir, updating the feasibility study pres ented to the Congress.
That project is described only in sufficient detail in this report to give the
reader a basis of comparison with the alternatives.
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f'rom United States Code , 1970 edition

I

Page 3829

TITLE 16.-CONSERVATION

526

-, 528. Denloprnent and administration of ren ew~ble
11urface reslt'arces for multiple u se nnd su s tained·
;rield of prodacts and serYices; Congressional declaration of policy and purpose.
It ls the polley of the Congress that the national

forests are established and shall be administered for
outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, and
wildlife and fish purposes. The purposes of sections
. 528 to 531 of this tiUe ar' .eclared to be supplemental to, but not in derogation of, the purposes for
which the tiaUo·n al forests were established as set
· forth in s~tion 475 of this title. Nothing herein
shall be construed as a.ffectlng the Jurisdiction or
' responsibilities of the several States with respect to _
wildlife and fish on the national !orc:;ts. Nothing
herein shall be construed so as to affect the use or
adminlstration of the mineral resources of national
forest lands or to a.ffect the use or administration or
. Federal lands not within national forests. (Pub. L.
8~17. U, June 12, 1960, 74 Stat. 215.>

-

SHORT TITLE

io

Sectlom 528
531 or this title e.re popularly known aa
Ule Multiple-Use Sustained· Yield A.ct o! 1960.
8z:CTION REn:1uu:D TO IN OTHl:R 8!:CTION8

Thi.I section la referred to In sections 529, 630, 531, o!
· Ulla title.

.'

..

· f 529. Sarne; authorization; consider~tion to relative
values of resources; areas of wilderness.

The Secretary or Agriculture ls authorized and
dlrected to develcp and administer the renewable
. surface resources of the national forests for multiple
use nnd sustained y!cld or the s<;_vernl products and
services obtained therefrom. In the ndmlnlstratlon
. or the national forests due consideration shnll be
given to the relative values or the various resources
ln particular.areas. The establishment and mainte•
rumce or areas of wilderness are consistent with the
purposes and provlslons or sections 528 to 531 of this
title: CPub.- L.. 86-517, § :.ii, June 12, 1960, 74 Stat.
0

215.)
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S!:CTION Rr:n:RRED TO IN OT H ER S!:CTIO N B

This section Is referred to In sections 528, 1530, 53 1 of
thls .•tltle.

§ 530. Same; coo pe rati on with Sta t e a nd local govern ·
mental agencies and .ot hers.
In the e!Iectuo.tlon or sections 528 to 531 of t hls

title the Secretary of Agriculture ls au thorized to cooperate with in terested State and local governmental agencies and others in the development and
management of the national forests. <Pub. L. SS- .
517!. § 3, June 12, 1960, 74 Stat. 215.>
SECTION REFERRED TO IN 0rHER 8r:CTION8

This section Is refer r ed to In !ectlons 528, 6211, 631 of
this title.

§ 531. Sarne; definitions.
As used in sections 528 to 531 of this title the fol-

lowing terms shall have the following meanings :
<a> "Mul'tlple use" means : The management of all
the various renewable surface resources of the national forests so that they are utilized In the combination that will best meet the needs of the American people; making the most Judicious use or the
land for some or all or these resources or related
services over areas large enough to provide suflcient
latitude !or ·periodic adjustments in use to conform
to changing needs and conditions; that some land
wlll be used for less than all of the resources; and
harmonious and coordinated managemen t or the
various resources, each with the other, without impairment o! the productlvlty of the land, with consideration being given to the relative values o! the
various resources, and not necessarily the comblna·
tlon of uses that :will give the grea te s~ dollar return
· or the greatest unit output.
(b) ''Sustained yield of the several products and
services" means the achievement and maintenance
in perpetuity of a high-level annual or regular pe·
riodlc output of the various renewable resources of
the national forests without impairment or Ule pro·
ductivity of the land. <Pub. L. ~6-517, § 4, June ·
12, 196~. 74 Stat. 215.>
. __

APPENDIX F

·UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
COLONIAL NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK
YORKTOWN, VIRGINIA
OPENING REMARKS BY CONRAD L. WIRTH, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, VISITOR SERVICES CONFERENCE
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA, NOVEMBER 30, 1959
It is our purpose at our biennial meetings to analyze ourselves,
our organization, and our work, and to project into the future ways and
means to do a better job. There is really no other reason for having such
a meeting as VISITOR SERVICES.
A Nation that succeeds must have three basic ingredients, and the
United States of America has three basic ingredients. Briefly they are:
Abundance of natural resources; the will to develop the knowledge on how
to use these resources; and, third, the vigor, ambition, and humanitarian
approach to life as individuals and as a group. While the National Park
idea encompasses all three of these ingredients, the last point--American
Personality--is the ingredient which is fed and nourished by the National
Park idea.
I am not going to dwell on the first two ingredients, even though
they are very important, but I do want to talk about the third ingredient
and its value to the social and cultural growth in America. I can do so
very briefly.
First, what I have called the American Personality, is just as
important to our Nation as are rich resources, and know-how.
Secondly, this "Personality" was a product of our long contact
with the land. The wilderness is in our blood.

MY last point is simply that the National Parks highlight America's
detPrmination to preserve our tie with the wilderness and the land, and thus
o reserve one $Qur n e of our strength of national spirit. The National
Parks preserve the natural landscape and historical places,
d in doing so
als o help preserve the strength of our national character.
It is appropriate that this conference , VISITOR SERVICES, is
designed around the principle of presentation of the natural history and
historic features of the areas of the National Park System to the public,
so that the social, cultural, and inspirational values contained in them
will be forcefully and intelligently imparted to the public through our
interpretive program.
The accomplishments in the first three and a half years of
MISSION 66 along this line are beginning to show some real results. The
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results have been very favorably received , and i t i s t ime t o t ake stock
and get the second stage of our mission into or bit . We ar e not shooting
for the moon! On the contrary, we are goi ng to be on the earth for an
awfully l ong time and i t is best that we understand it and appr eciate i t ,
and know how to take care of it and enjoy it . As far as MISSION 66 is
concerned, however, "the honeymoon is over" and we are beginning to r each
the hard facts of life. It took a tremendous amount of hard work and
concentration by all of you to get MISSION 66 off t he ground , but now I
call on you to put your best foot forward so t~at MISSION 66 will be
completed. Besides increased work effort, it is going to take some real
deep and sound thinking to carry the program on to completion.
The first three and a half years have seen a lot of very fine
facilities installed; interpretive improvements, many visitor centers,
improved housing, etc. Old installations have been improved and r ehabilitated. Our organization also has been strengthened ·to meet the demands
of increased use. But, all of these things need further attention. They
need improvement both in quality and simplicity. I want to underscore
quality and simplici ty. Our protective and interpretive personnel are as
fine a group of men as you can find anywhere, and their work is backed up
and facilitated by equally effective and dedicated administrative,
maintenance, and construction forces, and high professional competence in
many fields. I am proud of the many commendations I read or hear about
National Park Service personnel in all parts of our or ganization . However,
we must accept this only as a spur to greater effort . We must never
develop an attitude that because what we have is good, that it is also the
bes t.
We have started our training center, i t is doing a good job, but
it mus t be expanded, and it will be expanded.
The concessioners have gone forward shoulder to shoulder with us,
and the services to the public which they and we furnish are beginning to
bear results. We appreciate greatly their attitude and help. Their
presence here in strength is a true indication of the spirit of partnership
that exists.
I won't try to enumerate all of our progress, but, generally
speaking, it has been good. It has had a wholesome effect on our own
organization, and it has had a decided influence on other agencies , both
Federal and State, throughout the country. MISSION 66, while a s ingle
progr am, reaches every unit of the Service. I know there have been some
areas that have not felt it's full impact as yet, but I am sure it won't
be .long now before every area will begin to realize real values from
the program. I urge all of you, especially those that have not r eceived
any substantial help as yet, to have faith in MISSION 66 and be optimistic .
Optimism is the best cure I know of for hard knocks--and we will have our
share before this program is through. Some of them are already showing
t heir ugly heads. I would like to say a word about one of them right here.
This relates to the plans for the future of the National Park System, and
our responsibilities under the Recreational Survey Act of 1936. This
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involves sound planning "to ~~termine primary land use, as contras t ed
with jwnbled - up multiple-use: Our program in relation to rounding out
the National Park System, and adminis tration appr oved part of MISS I ON
66 , finds an opposition rallying around and beating this old tom-tom
called multiple-us e.
They a r e using a number of publicity outlets and spokesmen to
proclaim that the cure for all pr oblems of l and management r ests in tha t
term "multiple-use , " and to stigmatize and deride efforts to establ i sh
furthe r National Parks as descend i ng to "s i ngle-use" and even, if you can
beli_ve it, to non-use. There is almost a frantic effort be ing made to get
the pub li c to swallow such catch phrases as the misleading, discredited
"locked -up resources" slogan.
I can only judge this greatly stepped-up campaign as an effort to
so confuse the basic issue that this part of the approved MISSION 66 program
will be stalled, not only before the creation of additional areas can be
proposed, but even before proper surveys and studies are made.
It is hard to believe that there are those who would misrepres ent
bas ic planning principles and, by doing so, defeat the establishment of a
much needed and well-rounded-out National Park System. I only wish they
had the cour age to face up to the real issue which is a study and survey
that wi ll not hide under "multiple-use", "single - use," "non-use," or "lock
up resources," but whi-ch will determine the case on the basic issue which i.s
"primary use." The r eal question i s , to what ''primary use" should any gh'en
logical unit of land be put to , to best serve our country . You can pre ach
all kinds of uses, but the only intelligent approach to 'any problem of land
management is to survey and study the matter, determine the pr imary us~, and
then take the proper steps to see that its administr ation is placed in the
agency designated by law to do that particular job. I am perfectly willing
to agree to any progr am where judgements are rendered on this basis and not
on, "I got it, you can't have it" basis.
So much for that, Let's now get down to some of the basic facts .
I urge each and every one of you, while you are here, to analyze and
discuss the vis itor servi ces you see around you--not only in the areas under
the jurisdiction of the National Park Service, but in this ex cellent
restoration and interpretive program of Colonail Williamsburg. A.s you know,
Yorktown and Jamestown while under our jurisdi ction for a long time came i nto
the ir own when compl eted two years ago for the 350th Anniversary of the
landing of the first permanent English settlers at Jamestown, and the 175th
Anniversary of the surrende r of Cornwallis . I think i t is a very good job,
and I do want to compliment Stan Abbott, Tom Vint, F.d Zimmer, Elbert Cox,
and their staffs, f or doing what I consider an excellent job. I think you
will agree with me . A.s far as Colonial Williamsburg i s concerned , it is a
perfectionis t job of which there is none better in these United States , if
not in the entire world . So you have a labo~atory here in ~hich to study
and absorb, and I hope it will inspire you i n your job back home.
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I can 't pass up Col onial Williamsburg without saying just a few
wor ds about the men that conceived the idea and carried it out . No words
that I can put together can ever describe pr operly the value of the impact
that this restoration has had on .America .
Colonial Williamsburg cl earl y portrays the life of Col onial people ,
the ir culture and their di plomancy. It expl ains t he basis of the .American
Personality and i t instills in those who se e i t that personali ty whether
they know it or not. To the late Dr. Goodwin and to Mr . John D. Rockefel l er,
Jr ., and those who worked hard and long to develop and carry out their
con cept and objectives , .Ameri ca will profit greatly from your efforts and
shall always be grateful .
Now I have found that if a Di rec t or will read through old r epor ts
he will find that there were some pretty smart people ·around in the early
days and he will be surprised also to note that some of what he thought were
his original ideas were at l east occasionally put on r ecord in the somewhat
dim past . Just as a text or f utur e guide for VISITOR SERVICES, I would like
to r ead you a statement made by a military superintendent, Col. L. L. Bre tt
of Yellowstone, 44 years ago. The Colonel 's dis cusstion was dealing
specifically wi th rangers but let us he r e consider the word "rang er" to
mean everyone in our organization .
"Too much stress cannot be laid on the necessity of inspiring
in this park ranger force the loyal spirit of public service ; and
men who will not arise to the f ull rea lization of the f a ct that they
a re engaged upon a grand work for t he pub li c good have no place in
this se rvic~ and should be eliminated. To guide and inspire i s the
peculiar work of those in charge, and to impress on the personnel
the highest motives i n this s pher e of the public service will r equire
conduct which p r oduces the gr eatest amount of benefi t upon these
rangers when sharing in thei r fie l d work ."

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
December 11, 1959
As you may have noticed fr om your newspaper, the National

Park Service has just completed its biennial conference of top Service
officials and park superintendents. The theme of this year's conference, held last week in Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia, was "Visitor
Services."
Beyond the obvious problems of acconnnodating millions of
visitors to the National Parks and protecting the scenic , natural,
scientific , historical and recreational values of these areas , we have
a vital mission in making them more meaningful to the American people .
Thes e were the subjects discussed at the conference.
I feel that you will be particularly interested in a letter
to me from Secretary of the Interior Fred A. Seaton, containing a sixpoint directive to the Park Service and read to the conferees . I am
sure that all those interested in the future of the Parks will strongly
approve and support these six objectives.
As the 10-year MISSION 66 completes its fourth year, it is
inspiring to have the Cabinet officer--upon whose shoulders rests the
responsib ility f or proper use and preservation of the National Park
System--give such positive indication as to the direction in which
management should go . The emphasis upon, and promise of support for
fundamental purposes and objectives is, I am sure, encouraging to all
the millions of people who find enjoyment and inspiration in our
Nation's heritage as represented by the areas under jurisdiction of
the United States Department of the Interior, through the National
Park Service.

Due to some developments of the past few months, I felt it
necessary, in my remarks opening the conference, to call attention to
a campaign now under way and which can only be judged to have as its
objective forestalling progress of the Secretary 's Directive No. 2.
This has to do with rounding out the National Park System to meet a
vi tal and growing national need. Too many people, even our friends,
do not fully appreciate that carefully studied and selected enlargement of the National Park System is a most important part of
MISSION 66. The expressec fear of ma:rv- pE:ople th&~ the C..:dico.ted
lands of the National Park System may be overrun and even destroyed
by future recreational demands may be a valid concern if this part of
the approved MISSION 66 is neglected or thwarted.
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The National Recreation Resources Review Commission, which
was established by law to study the recognized critical need for
planned land reservation for future recreational needs, has and will
continue to have my full cooperation in any attempt the Commission
may make to solve this problem.
The campaign which gives us so much concern has been indirect. Largely it is cloaked under advocacy of the "multiple-use"
cure-all for all land management, problems . It stigmatizes "singleuse" with particular emphasis. The old and completely discredited
catch-phrase of "locked up ' resourc~s" is again appearing in print
and further disparagement is being added by stating "the key is
being thrown away." No person or agency, so far as I can determine,
is actually named. However, the examples which are given establish
identity beyond any reasonable doubt that the targets in this campaign
are all those including private citizens and organizations, who feel
that there are important parts of our scenic and scientific heritage
still remaining whose preserva~ion is vital and necessary.
I have seen nothing which derides any other type of l and
use, such as logging, grazing, mining, etc., as "single-use," and
therefore undesirable. The term seems to be reserved exclusively for
those situations in which assured preservation of all scenic and
scientific areas which may be judged to be of national significance
is needed. For these reasons, I spoke frankly about the matter to the
Park Service officials and furnished them with an analysis of ''multipleuse" as the National Park Service views the matter.
Copies of Secretary Seaton's letter and the analysis are
enclosed. I hope you will read them carefully. Your comments and
thoughts on this increasingly discussed matter will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Conrad L. Wirth
Conrad L. Wirth
Director
Enclosures
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SELECTED READINGS ON MULTIPLE USE

The following is a list of selected readings on the history of
multiple use of the national .L orests . It was compiled by Barbara Holman,
a graduate of Sacramento State College with a major in history, and
Susan Schrepfer, who received her doctorate in history from the University
of California , Riverside .
The listing was compiled in the course of the research preparatory to interviews made by the Forest History Society in coo perative
agreement with the United States Forest Service on the subject of multiple
use of the national forests . The interviewee s selected for the project
were Edward C . Crafts, Frederick W. Grover , Verne L. Harper, Earl S .
Peirce, Hamilton K. Pyles , and J. Herbert Stone . This bibliography is
not exhaustive . It is limited by time and the need to shape research
according to the interviewee's backgrounds . It is hoped, however , that
it might offer a brief introduction to any scholar brave enough to e mbark
upon a study of multiple use .
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UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL
GOVERNMENTAL AND NONGOVERNMENTAL

Unpublished material relevant to the history of multiple use was
found in archival collections of the Forest History Society, Santa Cruz,
California . These collections include the papers of the Americ an
Forestry Association , the National Lumber Manufact urers Assoc iation~
and the Society of American Foresters .
Also consulted was Record Group 95 (U . S . Forest Servic e), in the
Federal Records Center in San Francisco , California, and in the National
Archives in Washington, D. C . Outstanding material found in these
coll~ctions are listed below .
Bergoffen, Gene s.. "The Multiple Use - Sustained Yield Law: A C a s e Study
of Administrative Initiative in the Legislative Polic y- Forming Pro c e ss."
M . S . thesis , Syracuse University , June 1962 .
Pyles , Hamilton K. "Training Needs to Make Multiple Use Work."
Speech delivered at meeting of regional foresters and statio n dire ctors, U. S . Forest Service, 29 February to 4 March 1960 .
Stone, J. Herbert . "Multiple Use--What is It? How is it Applied in
Region 6?" Speech delivered at Symposium, Green River Community
College , Auburn , Washington , 17 October 1960 . A copy of thi s speech
is to be placed in the Appendix of the typed trans c ript of the interview
with J. Herbert Stone conducted by Elwood R. Maunder in October
1971 , Forest History Society, Santa Cruz, California .
Twight , Ben W . "The Tenacity of Value Commitment: The Fores t Se rvice
and the Olympic National Park .
Ph. D . dissertation , Univer sity of
Washington , 15 November 1971.
11

In this dissertation the author asserts that the U . S . Forest Servic e 's
primary commitment has been to the concept of t i mber as a crop to be
harvested . As a res ult o f t hi s commitment , the service failed to
respond adequately to the values and expectations of recreation oriented groups with regard to the Olympic National Forest .
U. S. Department .of Agriculture . Forest Service . "Recreation Uses on
the National Forests: A Study of their Extent and Character With a
Discussion of Public Policies and Recommendations as to Methods
of Development and Administration, 1917, by Frank A. Waugh . Typed .
Forest History Society Library, Santa Cruz , California .
11

Here is a very interesting early report with numerous photographs
with identification .
08
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A Report on Forest, Watershed, Range, and Related Resource
Conditions and Management, Pacific Northwest Region, 193 7 , 11 by
Earl S . Peirce and Earl W . Loveridge. General I ntegrating Inspection
Report . Typed . National l\rchives , Record Group 95, Re cords of the
Office of the Chief.
11

A Report on Forest, Watershed, and Related Resource Conditions and Management, Northeastern Region, 1938, 11 by Christopher
M . Granger and Earl S . Peirce . General Integrat ing Inspection
Report . Typed . National l\rchives, Re cord Group 95 , Rec ords of the
Office of the Chief .
11

A Primer for Water Management on Cleveland National
Forest," by Hamilton K. Pyles . May 1948 . Typed . Copy in the
Office of the Forest Supervisor, Cleveland National Forest , San
Diego , C alifornia .
11

Plan for Management of the Southern California Forests, 11
by Clare Hendee and Stephen N . Wyckoff. 1953 . Typed . The
original study is held in the Office of the Forest Supervisor,
Cleveland National Forest, San Diego, California .
11

Hamilton Pyles participated in the formulating of this plan .
A Report on Forest, Water shed , and Related Resource
Conditions and Management, Forest Products Laboratory , 1954, 11 by
Edward C . Crafts and Verne L.Harper. General Integrating Inspection
Report . Typed . National l\rchives, Re cord Group 95, Records of the
Office of the Chief.
11

Forest , Watershed , and Related. Resource Conditions and
- - -Management
-."A Report, on
PacificNorthwestRegion, 1958," byJ. Herbert Stone . General
Integrati ng Inspection Report . Typed . National l\rchi.ves, Record Group 9 5,
Records of the Office of the Chief.
11
A Report on Forest , Watershed, and Related Resourc e
Conditions and Management , Eastern Region and Northwest Forest
Experiment Station, 1958," by VerneL . Harper and Russell B.
M c Kennan General Integratina. Inspection Report . Typed . National
l\rchives , Record Group 95 , Records of the Offic e of the C hief.
0

Hamilton Pyle s was regional forester of the Eastern Region at the
time this report was made .

17.0

"A Report on Forest, Watershed, and Related Resource
Conditions and Management, Northwest Region and Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment S tation, 1958, by Edward P. Cliff
and Russell B. McKennen . General Integrating Inspection Report .
Typed. National Archives, Record Group 95 , Records of the Office
of the Chief.
Attached to this report is a memorandum written by J. Eerbert Stone .
" A Servicewide Plan to Gear Multiple Use Management of
the National Forests to the Nation's Mounting ·Needs . " 1960 .
Typed . Archives Branch of the Federal Records Center , San
Francisco, California, Record Group 95 .
"Forest Service- National Park Service Relu.tions hips . " Office
Memorandum by Richard E . McArdle, 12 February 19 60, Washington ,
D . C . Typed . Archives Brancp of the Federal Re c ords Center, San
Francis co, California, Record Group 9 5 .
for the preparation of a Ranger District Multiple- Use
- - Management
- - • "GuidePlan
. [ 1960 l . Typed. Archives Branch of the Federal
Records Center , San Francisco, C alifornia , Record Group 95 .
"Multiple Use Practices, Problems, and Opportunities in
Southern Forests . " By A. W . Greeley . At t he Georgia Forests
Research Council- Georgia Forestry Association Conference on
Multiple Use of the Southern Fores ts , at Calloway Gardens, Pine
Mountain, George, 5 November 1969 . Mimeographed . .
U . S. Department of Interior . Nat ional Park Service. "Primary Use vs .
Multiple Use ," by Howard Stagner . At Visitor Services Conference ,
Williamsburg, Virginia, 30 November 1959 . Typed . Archives Branch
of the Federal Re corps Center, San Francisco , California, Re cord
Group 95 .
• Bureau of Outdoor Recreation . " News Releu.se . " Remarks by
---Edward C . Crafts before a Pennsylvania State University Forestry
Convocation. University Park, Pennsylvania , 13 March 1963 . A
copy is to be placed in the Appendix of the typed transcript of the
interview with Edward C . Crafts conducted by Susan R. Schrepfer
in August 1971, Forest History Society, Santa Cruz, California .
Wilson, C arl N . " De c ision Making and Multiple Use Management in the
United States Forest Service . " M . A. thesis, University of Montana,
196 7.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

One Third of the Nation's Land : A Report to the President and to the
Congress by the Public Land Law Review Commiss ion . Washington ,
D . C .: Government Printing Office . 19 70 .
U . S . Congress . Senate . A National Plan for American Forestry .
S . Doc . 12, 73rd Cong . , 1st sess . , 1933 . Also known a s the
'Cope land Report.
11

U . S . Department of Agriculture . Forest Servi c e . The Use Book .
Washington, D . C .: Government Printing Office , 1907 .
_ _ _ _ • Future Land Use in the U. S . C ircular No . 159 . Washi.ngton,
D . C .: Government Printing Office , 1909 .
" Forest Grazing Control Aids Tree Growth .
Yearbook of
Agric ulture , 192 6 . Washington , D . C .: Government Printing Office ,
192 6 .
11

_ _ _ _ . Forest Outings by Thirtv Foresters . Edited by Russell Lord .
Washington, D. C .: Government Printing Office, 1940 .
V. L. Harper was one of the foresters who worked on this project .
Projects of Many Uses : Other Fe deral Fores t s , by F. W .
Grover . In Trees : The Yearbook of Agricu l ture , 1949 . • Washington,
D . C .: Government Pri nting Office, 1949 .
11

11

U. S. Forest Service Manua l. Was hingt on , D . C . :
Government Printing Office, 1958 .
_ __ _ . National Fores t Program for the Shawnee Hi lls of Southern
Illinois . Washington, D . C .: Government Printing Office . 1963 .
F . W . Grover participated in this s tudy .
_ _ _ _ . Cooperative Forest Fire Con trol : The History of its Origins and
Development Under the Weeks and Clarke-McNary Acts . Com piled by
Earl S . Peirce and revised by William J. Stahl. Washington , D . C .:
Government Printing Office , 1964 .
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_ _ _ _ • A National Fore stry Research Progra:-1 . Miscellaneous
Publication No . 965 . Washington , D . C .: Government
. . Printing
Office , May 1964 .
U . S . Department of Commerce. Study of Public Lan d Timber Policy ,
4 vols . By George Banzhaf and Company . Washington, D . C . :
Government Printing Office , 1969 .

U . S . Department of Interior. Bureau of Land Management . Man and
the Forest: A Con fe rence on Multiple Use Management of Forest
Lands . Denver , Colorado, 17 - 19April l967 . Denver, Colorado:
U . S. Department of I nterior, Bureau of Land Management, 1967 .
U . S ., Sta tutes at Large, Vol. 74 . "Multiple Use - Sustained Yield
Act of 1960," 12 June 1960 , p . 215. U . S. Code , Title l6,
Sec . 528 (1970) .
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BOOKS - NONGOVERNMENTAL

PUBLICATIO~S

Forest Policv Statement: Florida Section .

V. L . Harper wrote this statement .
"Multiple- Use Forestry in the Changing West. " Proceedings : Society
of American Foresters Meeting . Salt Lake City, Utah , 1958 .
Multiple Use of Forest Lands : Proceedings of the Fifth World Fores try
Conqress . Seattle, Washington , 1960 . University of Washington ,
September 1962 . Three volumes .
V. L. Harper was c hairman of the Executive Committee .
Pyles, Hamilton K. "What 's Ahead for Our Public Lands? " A Summary
Review of the Activities and Final Report of the Public Land Law
Review Commission . Washington, D . C . : Natural Resources Council
of Americ a, 1970 .
Reed , Waller. "Forest ; Pressure for Multiple Use of Forest Land . " In
the Western Forestry and Conservation Assoc iation, Proceedings of
the 46th Annual Western Forestry Conference . Portland, Oregon,
7- 9 December 1955 . 65 - 66 .
Roberts, Paul H . Hoof Prints on the Forest Range : The Early Years of the
National Forest Ranqe Administration . San Antonio, Texas : The
Naylor Company , 19 63 .
Smith , Frank E. ed . Conservation in the United States, A Documentary
History: Land and Water 1900 - 19 70 . New York: Chelsea House
Publishers, 1971.
Stone, J. Herbert. "A Flrst Look at the Resources of the Northwest . 11
In t he Western Forestry and Conservation Association , Proceedings
of the 42nd Annual Conference . Portland , Oregon, 1951.

PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS

All issues of American Forests from 1920 to 1960 were carefully
surveyed for articles, editorials, and news items bearing on the
development of multiple use in the national forests . The Jour nal of
Forestry and Living Wilderness were explored for these same years on an
intermittent basis . The Sierra Club Bulletin from the early sixties
prov ided provocative information . The most outstanding articles from
these and other magazines are listed below .
Albright, Horace M . "Highest Use vs . Multiple Use . " Sierra Club
Bulletin 45, no . 4 (April- May 1960) : 3- 7 .
Albright discusses the history of relations between the National Park
Service and the U . S . Forest Service, focusing on the controversy
over the e x tension of the Park Service into Forest Service lands .
Antrei, Albert . "A Western Phenomenon, The Origin and Development of
Watershed Researc h : Manti, Utah , 1889 . " American West 8, no . 2
(March 1971) : 42 - 59 .
"A Program for American Forestry . " American Forests 65, no . 7 (July
1959) : 17- 25 .
Forest protection , improvement of the national timber crop, forest
research , and multiple - use management of forest resources are
explored in this article .
" Bulletin Board ." Sierra Club Bulletin 45 , no . 4 (April - May 1960) : 15 .
This is a short paragraph on passage of the multiple use bill.
Butler, Ovid . "Forest Situation Exposed : Exhaustive Report by Fores t
Service to Congress Lays Forest Troubles to Private Ownership of
Land . Huge Program of Public Ownership is Proposed . " American
Forests 39, no . 5 (May 1933) : 204- 236 .
This article discusses A National Plan for American ForestrY'
otherwise known as the ''Copeland Report .'' According to fr.e article
the report reveals " a critical breakdown of forest land management. "
There is only brief mention of recreation, range, wildlife, and
watershed .
Callison, Charles H. "The 86th Congress and Conservation . " Sierra
Club Bulletin, no . 5 (June 1960) : 8 .
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Chapman , H . H . "Re creation as a Federal Land Use . " American Forests
31 , no . 37 8 (June 1925): 349 - 380 .
Author recogni zes the importa nce of recreation t o the national
fore sts and discusses the question of how much forest land s hould
be pre served from c utting .
Clawson, Marion . "A Public Land Review . " American Forests . Part I
71 , no . 3(March 1965) : ll- 57 . Part II 71, no . 4(April1965) : 34- 63 .
Part III 71, no . 5 (May 1965): 51- 95 . Part IV 71 , no . 6 (June 1965) :
20-5 9 . Part V7i, no . 7 (Julyl965):26 - 63 . PartVI71, no . 8
(Augu st 19 65) : 12- 61.
This series of art icles by economist Marion Clawson of Resources
for the Future highlights some problems li ke ly to be encountered by
the Public Land Law Review Commission in its review of the public
lands and administration and management in the United States .
Clawson explores taxation of public lands, user payme nt , manage me nt problems, land exchanges, reorgani zat ion of federal resource
agencies, and the future of public lands .
Cliff, Edward P .
C hanges in the Status of Wildlife and Its Habit in the
Northwest. " The Universitv of Washin gton Forest Club Quarterly
9 , no . 3 (1935 - 36) : 25 - 30 .
11

- - - - · "The National Forests Serve .
(February 1955) : 112 - 115 .

11

Journal of Forestry 53, no . 2

C liff discusses briefly the development of The Use Book and of the
various multiple uses .
Role of Forest Recreation in Forest Land Management."
- - Jo
-urnal
- . "The
of Fores try 59, no. 7 (July 19 61) : 491- 492 .
Compet ition for forest lands intensifies , especially for wild lands .
According to Cliff, the growing need for recreation offers a challenge
to the profession o f forestry . Foresters must be sensitive to social
as well as economic v alues .
"Communities and Commodities ." American Forests 69, no. 1 (January
1963) : 11.
This article conc erns the four - point program of the lumbering
indus try and multiple u se.

J.

10

"Conference Advances New Ideals in Forestry . 11 American Forests 36,
no . 6 (June 1930): 336- 360 .
This article reports the proceedings of a meeting of the American
Forestry Association.
The menace of stream and lake pollution
was discussed as was the importance of forest recreation and
wildlife . The association also put on record its opposition "to every
bill in Congress for admission to the National Park system of areas
which fail to meet completely the accepted National Park standards .

11

"Congratulations, Mr. Benson . " American Forests 65, no . 4 (April 1959): 11.
Ezra Taft Benson proposes a program to provide more timber, water,
recreation, wildlife, and other renewable natural resources . The
writer of this editorial exclaims this is a "working model for
balanced use on forest land . "
Connaughton , Charles A. "Watershed Management--More than Mere
Protection . " Journa l of Fores try 37, no . 4 (April 1939) : 341- 342 .
This article discusses the importance of watershed management as
res torative, protective and improvement .
"Yield of Water as an Element in Multiple Use of Wild Land . "
Journal of Forestry 41, no . 9 (September 1943) : 641- 644 .

---• "The Triumphant Years . "
(October 1955) : 20- 95 .

American Forests 61, no . 10

This is the story of Region 8, the SouthernRegion .
"What is Multiple Use?" American Fores t s 65 , no . 7
(July 1959) : 30- 61.
Connaughton clarifies the term multiple use .
"The Forestry Profession and Land Use Pressures . 11
of Forestry 5, no . 3 (March 1960) : 233 .
This article discusses land management problems
brought on by the users of the various uses .

Journal

and the pressures

"Conservation in Congress. " American Forests 47 , no . 4 (April 1941):
182 - 200 .
The re c ommendations of the Joint C ongressional Committee on
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forestry included: "More intensified management of ti:nber , forage,
wildlife, recreation and watershed resources on national forests .
However , timber management and protection were the prime
c onsiderations of the committee with little consideration of the
multiple uses .
11

11

Crafts Discusses Multiple Use Bill.
(Junel960): 3 .

11

Sierra Club Bulletin 45 , no. 5

Edward Crafts discusses various questions on the multiple use bill
put to him by the Board of Directors of the Sierra Club .
· Crafts, Edward C. "Brinkmanship in Our Forests .
75, no . 8 (August 1969): 19 - 52 .

11

American Forests

This article is based on testimony by Crafts before Subcommittee
on Forests of the House Committee on Agriculture on a bill to
establish a High Yield Timber Fund .
Saga of a Law.
American Forests . Part I 76, no . 6 (June
1970) : 13 - 54 . Part II 76, no . 7 (July 1970) : 29 - 35 .
11

11

Craig, James B. "Bills , Bills, Bills .
(July 1960) : 22 - 96 .

11

American Forests 66 , no . 7

Edward C . Crafts helps Congress ride herd on all the bills affecting
forest service programs .
11

Editorial.

11

American Forests 72, no . 12 (December 1966) :

12 - 13 .
The American Forestry Association advocates that the North Cascades,
in their entirety, remain national forest and therefore under multiple use management .
" Las Vegas --Where the Action Is .
(January 1968) : 16- 63 .

11

American Fore sts 74, no . 1

This article covers the 92nd annual meeting of the American Forestry
Association and the association's discussions of the Bureau of Land
Management' s multiple - use practices .
North C ascades : A Different Kind of Country . 11 Ameri can
Forests 74, no . 7 (July 1968): 18- 35 .
11

This arti cle centers on a move by some conservationists to turn the
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Pacific Northwest's North Cascades into a national park, there!Jy
removing it from forest service control. Craig discusses charges
that the Forest Service permitted mining and logging in this wilderness area .
Dana , Samuel Trask . "The Early Years, Forest Service." Forest History
10 n 0 2 (JU l y 19 6 6) : 2 - 14
I

o

o

This article contains excerpts from oral history interviews with
Mr. Dana by Elwood R. Maunder and Ame lia R. Fry.
Dresser , William T . "Design for Multiple Use o" American Forests 70 ,
no . 7 (July 1964) : 13 - 15 .
Dresser discusses the Los Angeles forests and the population t hat
depends upon them .
Fischer, Virlis L. "Conservation: What Definition Do You Use ? 11
American Forests 66 , no . 6 (June 1960) : 6- 42 .
"Five Leading Presidential Candidates Express Support for Multiple Use
of Forests.
Gulf Coast Lumberman 60 , no . 12 (March 19 72) : 20 .
11

The five candidates included Senator Edmund S . Muskie , represented
by Representative Peter Kyros; Senator Hubert H . Humphrey; Senator
George McGovern; Representative Paul N . McCloskey; and Governor
George Wallace .
" Forest Protection-- Past and Future . " American Forests 42 , no . 10
(October 1936): 458 .
This editorial relates how forest protection results in improved
streamflow protection , opportunities for recreation , and other
economic and social returns .
Glascock, H . R. "The View From Here: A Concept in Search of a Method . "
Journal of Forestry 70 , no . 4 (April 1972) : 194 .
Goddard , Maurice K., and Widner , Ralph R. " The Job Ahead for AFA . "
American Forests 69 , no . 12 (December 19 63): 6- 48 .
This is a discuss ion of t he Fifth American Forestry Congress in
Washington, D . C ., 28 October 1963 .
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Goldman, Don P . "But WHICH People?" American Forests . Part I 74,
·no. 3(March1968) : 14- 48 . Part II 74, no . 4(April1968) : 30- 58 .
In this two- part article multiple use is dis cus sed in relation to the
national parks .
Greeley, Arthur W . "Proving Grounds for M ultiple Use . " American
Forests 63 , no . 10 (October 1957) : 24 - 83 .
The use of the national forests in the Lakes States is the topic of
this article .
_ _ _ _ , and Neff , L . P . "Forestry Decisions in the Light of Multiple
Products (A Case Study) . " Iournal of Forestry 66 , no . 10 (October
1968) : 788- 791.
The Boundary Waters Canoe Ar~a in northern Minnesota is taken as
an example of multiple - use forest management .

'Hall, Albert G. "Conservation Organizations Are Carefully Studying u.
Multiple - Use Bill. " American Forests 60, no . 12 (December 1954) : 6 .
This is a short report on progress of multiple - use le gisl.:ition .

- -- . "The First Major Land- Use Act of the
Americar. Forests 64, no . 4 (April 1958): 12 .

85th Congress . "

Public Law 85- 337 enacted by the 85th Congress and signed by the
president in February 1958 has provisions for multiple - use management
of such lands that might be set aside for military purposes , to the
extent that multiple use is consistent with t he military purpose for
which the land is withdrawn .
Use : A Concept of National Forest Management ."
- - American
- - . "Multiple
Forests 66, no . 2 (February 1960) : 10 .
This article notes that : "It is expected that t he recrcutional 'threat'
to the national forests will result in consideration this year of a
bill to give Congressional blessing to the multiple - use concept."

- - no
- .-4.

"Multi ple Use Bills Receive Hearings . " American Forests 66,
(April 1960) : 9- 10 .
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"The Multiple - Use Bill.
1960) : 7- 8 .

11

American Forests 66, no . 5 (May

Hall relates how the "equal status concept" of multiple use received
strong opposition, and that the wood industries opposed providing
for all uses , including recreational, which they argue the Forest
Service has been doing for a long time .
" Passage of the Multiple Use Bill . " American Forests 66 ,
no . 7 (July 1960) : 9- 10 .
This article discusses the June 1960 passage of the multiple us e bill.
Harper, V . L. "What' s Ahead for Watershed Management Research on
Forest and Range Lands?" In Procecdinqs Societv of American
Foresters, meeting 15 - 17 October 1956, Memphis , Tennessee .
Washington , D . C . : Society of American Foresters, 1957 .
"The Fifth World Forestry Congress . " American Forests 62 ,
no . 11 (November 1956) : 6- 55 .
This

ar~icle

discusses the purposes and history of the congresses .

• "Wood for the
----270-275 .

Future ," The Land

11 , no . 3 (January 195 3) :

"The New Forestry . " Journal of Forestrv 63 , no . 10 (October
1965): 752 - 754 .
Harper discusses 'the existing confusion over the proper role of
forestry .
" Johnston Re - Elected AFA President . " American Forests 66 , no . 3
(March 1960) : 2 6- 61.
At a board meeting in February 1960 the Americ an Forestry Associa tion voted full support for the proposed multiple use - sustained yield
bill .
Kelso, M . M . "Current Issues in Federal Land Management in the
Western United States . 11 Journal of Farm Economics (November
194 7) : 1295- 1313 .
Kneipp , L. F . " Forestry and Re creation . " American Forests 30, no . 2 70
(October 192 4) : 5 85 .
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Here is an early example of the U. S . Forest Service's awareness
of the great value of combined uses as a management principle for
the national forests . Recreation and watershed are e mphasized .
"Public Forests in the National Land Plan ." American Forests
40, no . 4 (April 1934) : 14 7- 188 .
The above article discusses planned land use to provide social and
economic stability .
Mann, Walter . "America's Other Face." American Forests 65, no . 2
(February 1959): 12 - 46 .
Mann, chief of forestry division in Bonn, Germany, visited America
and was impressed by the multiple - use practices . He expressed
the desire of having such pra~tices applied in Germany .
McCloskey, J. M . " Note and C omment : The Multiple Use - Sustained
Yield Act of 1960 ." Oreqon Law Review 41 (1961) : 49- 78 .
This article was one of the most outstanding encountered on multiple
use . McC loskey traces the legal and administrative aspects of
the U . S . Forest Service ' s development of multiple use .
McCo nnell , Grant . "T he Conservation Movement-- Past and Prese nt , "
in Ian Burton and Robert Kates , Re~dings in Resource Management .
(Ch icago: . University of Chicago Press , 19 60) .
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McFee , Roy E . "American Primeval Forest . " Liv ing W ilderne ss 24 ,
no . 68 (Spring 1959): 35 - 37 .
David Brower c ritici z es the Cascades Glacier Peak Wilderness Area
proposal announced by J. Herbert Stone be cause it did not i nclude
vast acreages of a ctual wilderness beyond the Glacier Peak area.
"Meeting of Minds Sought on H . R. 10465 . " American Forests 66, no . 5
(May 1960) : 6- 62 .
This article reveals the differences of opinion between the U . S .
Forest Service and representatives of the lumber industry over the
proposed multiple use - sustained yield bill.
"More Mus cle for Multiple Use." Amer ican Fore s ts 76, no . 8 (August
1970): 7 .
Interior Secretary Hickel' s proposal to reduce the allowable c ut on
Oregon's 0 & C forest lands is dis c us sed here .
"Multiple Use Ac t is Passed . " Living Wilderness 25, no . 73 (Summer
1960): 27 - 28.
This short article discusses wilde rnes s as one of the uses named in
the a ct .
"Multiple Use Analyzed ." Living Wilde rness 25, no . 72 (Spring 1960) :
40 - 44 .
Gra nt McConnell analyzes the bill and the ability of the U . S .
Forest Service administration to deal with problems of confl ict of
land use .
"Multiple Use Bill Advanced . " Living Wilderness 25, no . 72 (Spring
1960) : 40 - 44 .
This article discusses the multiple use bill proposal of
April 20, 1960.
"M ultiple Use Gets Confidence Vote ." Ame rica n Fores t s 66, no . 4
(April 1960) : 31- 67 .
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Fores t s of the House Committee
on Agriculture brought nearly unanimous support from congressmen and
representatives of conservation and trade assoc iations . M cArd le
a rgues on behalf of multiple us e .

"Multiple Use is Here to Stay .

11

American Forests 66 , no . 6 (June 1960) : 9 .

This is a short essay together with a full - page c artoon concerning
the American Forestry Association ' s support of multiple - use
management .
" Multiple Use of Forest Lands . ' 1 American Forests 59 , no . 12 (December
1953) : 14 - 40 .
At the Fourth Ame rican Forestry C ongres s a session was dedic ated
to the discussion of multiple use .
"Mult i ple - Use Plans Repla c e 'Limited Areas '.
no . 74 (Autumn - Winter 1960 - 61) : 40 - 41.

11

Living Wilderness 25 ,

J. Herbert Stone announc es that limited area status of certain
C alifornia and Oregon nationa l forests has been replaced by
multiple - use planning .
" National Forests Use : Privilege or Right?
(May 1959) : 11.

American Forests 65 , no . 5

11

This editorial discusses the challenges to the multiple - use proposal
of the wilderness bil l. American Forestry Association spokesmen
declare that wilderness areas are not multiple - use areas .
" National Land , Water Policy Urged . 11 American Forests 56 , no . 12
(De c ember 19 5 0) : 2 5 .
The Natural Resources C ouncil of America adopts a platform on
resource management .
Navon , Daniel I. "Activity Analysis in Wildland Management . " Annals
of Regional Science 3, Part 2 (December 1969) : 75 - 84 .
11

0lallie Ridge Multiple Use Plan Approved . " Living Wilderness
no . 77 (Summer- Fall 1961) : 34 - 35 .
This plan was approved by J. Herbert Stone in August 1960 . It states
in part that timber occupies a major por tion of this land area and that
the plan can be carried on with due consideration of the other uses .

Pomeroy, Kenneth B.
Forester' s Notebook .
(Marc h 1957) : 30 .
11

H . R. 38 31,

11

11

American Forests 62 , no . 3

Public Use of Natio na l Forests, 11 de c lares it to be the
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policy of Congress that all resources of the national forests shall
be so managed as to assure maximum public multiple use thereof
and that recreation, hunting, fishing , and wildlife habitat enjoyment
are proper uses of suc h lands .
"Accent o n Research . " American Forests 69 , no . 1 (January
1963): 31- 51.
This article discusses the November, 19621 meeting of the Advisory
Committee of the Department of Agriculture wherein multiple use
was strongly supported .
_ _ _ _ , and Howard Zahniser. "Exclusive Use or Multiple Use?"
American Forests 63 , no . 4 (April 195 7) : 6- 7.
This article presents comments by Pomery and Zahniser on w'lderness
at a Soc iety of Americ an Foresters meeting .
Pratt , George D . ''A New Program for New Forests . " American Forests
30 , no . 372 (December 1924) : 707 - 709 .
Here is an example of early awareness of the importance of
recreation and watershed on the national fores t s . It discusses
reasons for the establishment of national forests near centers of
population in the East, South , and Midwest .
Redington , P. G . "Fifty Years of Fores try . " American Forests 32 ,
no . 396 (December 1926) : 719 - 750 .
Redington outlines the history of the national forests . He explains
that the two main principals that governed the U . S . Forest
Service ' s administration are the use of forest resources in a way to
insure their perpetuity and the administration of the forests for the
greatest good for the greatest number . There was to be no monopoly
of resourc es and no destructive exploitation .
Rosecrans, W . S . " Logging in Recreational Forests . 11 J\.rnerican Forests
63 , no . 5 (May 195 7) : 20- 59 .
Rosecrans focuses on the forests of southern California, an area
where watershed control, recreation , and logging are combined .
San Francisco Chronicle . "Critics Wonder if Smokey' s Still Guarding the
Forest . " May 9, 1971.
The to pic here is the clear c utting by c ommerc ial logger s on na tim al

forest lands in the Bitterroot Valley of Montana . The article claims
that the Bitterroot 11 is not an isolated case of abuse" but rather an
example of the fact that "the Forest Service in recent years has
fallen into the clut ches of the timber lobby . "
Shaw , Charles L. 11 Foresters Sofrnn Multiple- Use Position.
Industries 98, no . 13 (December 1971): 25 .

11

Fores t

Speeches at the annual meeting of the Canadian Institute of Forestry
stressed the problems that equal value of the multiple uses has on
the lumber industry .
Shoenfeld, Clay . "Let's Cut Out the Numbers Game Nonsense . "
American Forests 74, no . S (May 1968) : 10- 56 .
If foresters are truly to practice multiple - use fores try they must
recognize all the parts and uses of woodlands and manage them in a
rational program that brings out the fullest economic, ecological ,
and esthetic values witi1out destroying the resource .

"Society Meets at Salt Lake . " American Forests 64, no . ll (November
1958) : 8- 34 .
At the Society of American Foresters 'sannual meeting there are
comments on the importance of multiple use .
Stagner , Howard . 11 A Second Look at Multiple Use . 11 American Forests
66, no . 2 (February 1960) : 24- 25 .
This is an address originally given by Stagner before the National
Park Service's biennial visitor services meeting in Williamsburg,
Virginia .
Stone , J. Herbert . "Multiple Use and the Forester . " Journal of Forestry
no . 56 (September 1958) : 699-701.
Application of the multiple - use concept as discussed by Stone is to
provide the greatest good to the greatest number .
Herb Stone ' s Baedeker . " American Forests 74 , no . 6 (June
1968) : 18- 40 .
11

Here Stone surveys the multiple uses of the Oregon Cascades .
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"Forest or Park : A Former Regional Forester' s View . 11
Journal of Forestry 66 (July 1968): 527 - 532 .
Stone makes recommendations for the future of the North Cascades .
"The Big 'Multiple Use' Threats to t he North Cascades ." Sierra Club
Bulletin 45, no . 3 (March 1960) : back c over .
Timber , mining, and water are mentioned in this short article.
"The Higgins Lake Proposals . 11 American Forests 52 , no . 11 (November
194 6) : 520- 543 .
This article contains a proposal by nati onal leaders in conservation ,
government, and industry. In the proposal is a section on manage ment for multiple use .
"The Land that Nobody Wanted . " Livinq Wilderness 31 , no . 98 (Autumn
1967) : 27- 30 .
" The U . S . National Forests , the Greatest Good for the Greatest Number
in rhe Long Run . " Time 74, no . 3 (July 20, 1959) : 17 .
"The Wilderness Bill : Nobody Wants It but the People .
Bulletin 45 , no . 3 (March 1960) : 2 .

11

Sierra C lub

Grant McConnell states that the proposed multiple-use bill does not
define the multiple - use concept but leaves it to be played by ear .
Totman , Colonel Clayton 0 . "The Navy and Conservation . " American
Forests 64, no . 9 (September 195 8) : 16- 55 .
Colonel Totm an declares that" " In the future, where practicable ,
the soil , water , forests, grass la nds, fish and wildlife existing on
our installations shall be subject to multiple - lSe management . "
Ullm an , Al. "Multiple Use and the Proposed Wilderness Preservation
System . " Living Wilde~~ 24 , no . 71 (Winter 1959 - 60) : 30- 33 .
Some people believe that wilderness is becoming unduly subordinated
to other uses of federal lands . An analysis of the wilderness system
is presented here by Mr. Ullman .
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"Urban Growth and Natural Resources . " A..inerican Forests 64 , no . 6
(June 1958) : 24-45 .
This article covers the growth of our population , effe c ts o n natural
resources, and what must be done .
v an Dresser , Clevel and . "Multiple Use Wildlife Refuge . " American
Fores t s 65 , no . 3 (:r..rarch 1959) : 20- 48 .
van Dresser e x plores the merits of St . Marks National Wild life
Refuge in Florida as an area that provides re c reational pastime for
visitors .
Von C iriacy- Wantrup. "Multiple and Optimum Use of Wildlife Under
Different Economic C onditions ." Journal of Forestry 36, no . 7
(July 1938) : 665 .
"What ' s Ahead? " American Forests 77, no . 3 (March 1971) : 42 - 43 .
"Wilderness and Multiple Use . " Living Wilderne s...s 24 , no . 70 (Autumn
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